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ABSTRACT
The main obj ective o f this study is to examine the financial effects o f T urkey ’s trade
liberalization efforts, and evaluate the policy decisions made duringthe transition period toward
full memb ership in the EU. In addition, trade relations b etween the enlarged EU and the rest o f
the world modeled to obtain complete general equilibrium results o f Turkey-EU integration.
Inorderto accomplishthis objective, a single-country, multi-sector computable general
equilibrium model is developed. The sectors evaluated are agriculture, manufacturing, and
services. The Turkish economy is divided into 22 sectors:2 agricultural, 18 manufacturing, and
2 services sectors. By so doing, the budgetary impacts of Turkish integration into the EU are
analyzed using various policy scenarios. Also, comparative static analyses o f production, tariff
rates, and the budget relations are conducted.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
An Overview
The long and unended journey of Turkey’s accession to the European C om m unity (EC)
began with the Ankara Agreement in 1963. The main reason for this agreement was to help
Turkey improve its economy and increase living standards. In this protocol, Turkey and the EC
also agreed that they might establish a customs union in the future, which means both Turkey and
European Community should lowertheirtariffs and quotas with respect to each other. After
1974, aserious setback developed inTurkey-EC relations as aresultoftheeconomicslowdown
afterthe oil crisis o f 1973, the invasion ofCyprus by Turkey, and the military takeover in 1980
(Tovias, 1993). The European Community’s suspension o f financial aid to Turkey in this period
resulted inretaliation by Turkey. This retaliation involved Turkey not lowering its tariffs and other
duties on the EC commodities that it imports. After the military takeover period was over,
relations began to improve.
The early eighties were liberalization years for exports and imports, and successful by
most standards despite the fact that world protection rates were increasing and that T urkey ’s
trading partners experienced contracting trade (Ciller, 1990). In the mid-eighties the Turkish
economy experienced export-induced policies. The total output of the manufacturing sectorin
total production increased from 22% in 1979 to 88% in 1987. The balance of payments showed
dramatic improvement in exports, which increased from $2.9 billion in 1980 to $13.6b illion in
1991. This increase in exports in the eighties was achieved through a consistent export promotion
1
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policy(Togan, 1994). Theeconom icgrow thratew as7.1% inl986and6.8% inl987,arate
envied b y the European industrial countries (Musto, 1990). The foreign exchange regime was
also affected by the liberalization policy. As Yeldan(1997) states, private banks were allowed
to accept foreign money in 1986; the liftingof restrictions on foreign investment increased the
amount o f foreign transactions. Also, the increase in the real interest rate led to improvements in
thecapital account. As interest rates increased between 1980 and 1983, foreign capital inflows
increased and the public sector deficit decreased by 1.7%. The domestic financing o f the
government was eased by exemptingthe government securities from taxes in 1986. But, in 1990,
the domestic debt o f government reached 30% o f the private financial assets o f the banking
sector.
Following the liberalization period, Turkey officially applied forfiill membership in the
European Community on April 14,1987. However, no single member countries o f the EC
supported this application. There are several major reasons for their opposition, including
Turkey’s high population growth, inadequate economic development, concerns about human
rights, a diverse but inefficient agricultural sector, and cultural differences.
If the relationship o f Turkey and Greece is also accounted for, it is not difficult to
understand theunderlying barriers to Turkey’s membership in the EU. On the other hand, Turkey
is probably the most important non-member Mediterranean country for the EU, both
economically and politically (Tovias, 1993). After long negotiations, Turkey was accepted for
membership in the European customs unionin 1996. This was abigstep from Turkey’s pointof
view. This customs union between EU and Turkey developed their mutual trade links. By
2
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acceptingthe Common Custom Tariff(CCT) agreement, Turkey would lower its importtariffs
on EU exports and adjust itself to the common commercial policy applied by member countries
o f the EU on third countries.
Undoubtedly, the changes in tariffpolicy of Turkey resulting from the full membership of
Turkey will have an effect on both the Turkish and EUbudgets. This research will seek to analyze
the budgetary effects ofthe potential entry of Turkey into theEU from the Turkish point ofview.
The analysis will focus on three majorsectors: the agricultural sector, theservices sector, and the
manufacturing sector.
This chapter o f the dissertation will include an introduction of Turkey-EU relations, and
liberalization efforts ofTurkish economy during 1990s. In addition, the problem statement,
justification, obj ectives and procedure ofthe dissertation will be included. F inally, the general
outline o f the dissertation will be presented in this introductory chapter.
W hat Did the Customs Union Bring to Turkey?
Turkey’s entry into a customs union raises some important questions. W hathappens if
Turkey’s access to the EU is approved? W hat kind o f policy changes should each country
adopt? What are the losses and gains fortheEU andTurkey? And whatkind o f social problems
will arise? Economic theory suggests that an instant integration may result in very extens ive social
and economic problems for the countries involved, especially if they have differing levels of
economic development Therefore, the EU encouraged a transition period to avoid such negative
impacts. In this transition period, Turkey is obligated to lower its tariffs, quotas, and other import
duties on products from EU countries.
3
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Inorderto implement customs union requirements, trading countries haveto agreeon
an identical custom legislation and commercial policy (Peer, 1996). The simple tariff
harmonization can be regarded only as a temporary period thatleads to full market integration
with the EU. In addition, it has b een suggested that Turkey should remove all non-tariffbarriers
to improve social welfare. Failure to adoptthis policy is much worse than the implementation o f
no policy at all (Yeldan, 1997), given that it opens newmarkets to Turkey includingtextiles,
clothing, petroleum products, iron and steel. In the agricultural sector, Turkey’s productivity is
lower than that o f the EU countries even though its average farm size is much greater. Adoption
ofthe Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) would also change the income distribution in favor of
large, more modernized, and more efficientfarms, withsmallsized farms probably vanishing over
time. This seems to be a positive effect at first glance, but it could generate unemployment
problems in the rural areas o f Turkey. Also, the European Community will be affected in three
ways through Turkish involvement in theCAP: i) additional costto the EUbudget, ii) change in
the Union’s trade relations with third countries, and iii) change in the intra-community trade
parities (Akder, 1987).
Even though Turkey is self-sufficient and may compete with the EU countries in the
services and manufacturingsectors, some empirical analyses such as Yeldan (1996), Harrison
et, al. (1996) showthatTurkey’s contribution to the EUwillbe less than burden thattheEU will
experience. Also, the relatively low per capita GNP ofTurkey will put more strains ontheEU’s
budget. The impactof intra-community trade would likely besigniflcant in the manufacturing
sector, but limited in the agricultural sector (Musto, 1990).
4
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Problem Statement
Although there are pros and cons forTurkey’s accession into the European Union, the
effort of Turkish officials to join the EU will proceed. Aftermajor liberalization efforts by Turkey
in the 1980s, the arguments about full membership in the EU become a priority for Turkey.
Numerous studies have examined the effects ofTurkey’s possible entry into theEU and trade
liberalization by Turkey (Harrison etal., 1992;Baysan, 1984; Blitzer and Baysan, 1991;Grais,
deMeloandUrata, 1986; Arslan and van Wijnbergen, 1990). Some ofthese studies were static,
and examined welfare implications o f the liberalization efforts. Dynamic models have been used
by, among others, Harrison (1993), Diao et al. (1996), and Mercenier and Yeldan (1997).
Almost all o f the dynamic models focused on welfare effects o f possible entry, and none
considered the budgetary s ide o f the prob lem, with the exception o f Diao et al. (1998). Also,
the evaluation ofthe economy as a whole might indicate the gains or losses to the economy, but
still allow the evaluation o f the welfare effects for each sector. None o f these studies
differentiated the sectors, or analyzed the separate impact ofpossib Ie entry for individual sectors.
Turkey’sjoining theEU will haveastrongim pactonTurkey’sbudgetas well as the
EU’s budget and financial structure. S ince the decisions are made politically, Turkish policy
makers need to know how to concentrate their efforts over the transition period, and produce
policies accordingly. The research question then becomes which integration policy maximizes the
net gains. This analysis will focus on three major sectors: agriculture, services, and manufacturing.
Considering these three sectors, the effects of various integration scenarios in the transition
period on the financial structure of Turkey will be analyzed using ageneral equilibrium approach.
5
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Justification
Governments often transferwealth between generations. That is why the presentfinancial
structure ofgovernments becomes a very important issue. Even though Barro (1974) concludes
that budget deficits have no effect on inter-generational distribution o f wealth, consumption,
savings, andthebusiness cycle underthe Ricardian view, weknowthat budget deficits haveat
least two effects underthe standard view. First, they increase the country’s balance o f payment
deficitby increasing internal and external government debts. Second, by increasingthe balance
o f payment deficit, they increase the domestic currency exchange rates with respect to other
currencies. In Lewis ’ (1985) model for Turkey, the overall effects ofprice level on production
was ignored, and no real balance effects were considered. In particular, the model cons idered
all policy changes as a whole, did not distinguish fiscal policies from monetary policies.
As Diao etal. (1998) explained, not only the transition economies such as Bulgaria,
Romania, and the Slovak Repub lie, butalso most market economies such as Greece, Turkey,
Pakistan, and Egypt have very high fiscal deficits. The fragility ofthe economic development of
a country can be determined by its fiscal constraints and the current account b alance. Countries
that are experiencing a current account balance deficit have difficulty attracting new foreign
investments. Such countries must offer higher interest rates to attract foreign capital.
The effects of financial deficits become even more important when economic integration
is involved. Choosing economic integration with other countries affects the country’s
macroeconomic variables such as imports, exports, price and investment levels, wage rate, and
population. Since all these issues are closely related to budgetary and fiscal independence of a
6
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country, pre-evaluation o f such policy decisions should be carefully made. Appropriate
forecasting ofsuch policy results will improve the current and future policy making capabilities of
the countries. These decisions are also important characteristics in terms o f achieving afair intergenerational resource allocation problem.
Research Objectives
General Objective
The main objective o f this study is to quantify the financial effects o f Turkey ’s trade
liberalization efforts, and evaluate the policy decisions made during the transition period toward
full membership in theEU. In addition, trade relations between the enlarged E U and the restof
the world (ROW) will be modeled to obtain complete general equilibrium results o f Turkey-EU
integration.
Specific Objectives
The specific objectives to accomplish these goals are to:
1) Identify and review relevant literature concerning economic integration, and relevant
trade policies for the EU, Turkey, and the rest of the world.
2) Formulate a theoretical model for integration, and use the model to hypothesize the
financial impact of integration for each sector individually, and for the economy as a
whole.
3) Specify and estimate an empirical model to determine the budgetary impacts of
Turkey’s full membership in the EU and other intermediate policy scenarios by using a
computable general equilibrium approach.
4) Develop recommendations for country officials as mentioned earlier, and provide
implications for future economic integration and multilateral trade agreements.

7
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Research Procedures
Objective One
The first obj ective o f the research will b e accomplished through the development of a
comprehensive review o f relevant literature to aid in the development o f the appropriate
theoretical model. Literature reviewed will include research regarding European integration as
well as otherregional economic integration, such as NAFTA. The intuitions and implications of
liberalization will be reviewed as well as differentpolicies concerning the European Union and
Turkey.
Objective Two
Inorderto accomplishthe second objective, asingle-country, multi-sectore computable
general equilibrium (CGE) model will be developed. The sectors to be evaluated are agriculture,
manufacturing, and services. Inorderto getthe best results, the Turkish economy is divided into
22 sectors: 2 agricultural, 18 manufacturing and 2 services sectors. Even though the general
equilibrium procedure is similarto the Ichioka and Tachibanaki (1989) model developed for
Japan, some of the assumptions will be different. First, this study will consider the differentiation
o f import and exports as EU and ROW. This differentiation makes the computation of net gains
due to integration much easier and more detailed. Second, Turkey will be considered as a small
country. Unlike Japan, the policy decisions of Turkey don’t significantly affect the rest ofthe
world. Because the change in Turkish policies will not effect the world prices. Third, the
budgetary impacts and various accounts of macroeconomic balances will be evaluated.

8
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A CGE model should include a set o f utility and production functions, a vector of
endowments to consumers, and a set of equilibrium conditions. When examining economic
integrationthere should also be aforeign sector in the model. Such amodel was specified by
Diao, Roe, and Yeldan (1998). Different scenarios were used to explain the effectofTurkey’s
possible entry into the EC. They aggregated production activities into six sectors (agriculture,
consumer manufacturing, producer manufacturing, intermediates, privateservices, and pub lie
services).
The combinations ofthe models explained by Kose (1996) and Y eldan (1997) are used
in this studywith the following modification. First of all, both exports and imports are divided into
two different sources: EU andROW. Kose’s model used asinglespecificationoftheexport
account, and did not considertheoriginoftheexports. This specification of exports and imports
gives abetteropportunity foranalyzing the integration process in terms o f net gains fromfull
membership into the EU. Secondly, the dataused in this model is expanded. Turkish Input Output
data is used along with Kose’s (1996) SAM and de Santis’ (1996) disaggregated SAM. This
comb ination o f data gives more flexib ility in terms o f policy alternatives and provides more
accurate results. The third modification ofthe model is in the sectoral aggregation ofthe economy.
Too much aggregation in this type of model might cause unrealistic results, and very small
accounts appear as if they are more important in the economy. Inorderto preventthis, some
sectors are aggregated. Another modification is to extend the model by including the full
membership instead of customs union, and include some fiscal policies into the model. Also, the
scenarios o f the model in the policy analysis are different and more comprehensive.
9
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The decision processes o f the model are differentiated as public and private, and the
Armingtonspecification and small country perspectives are recognized throughout the model.
The Armington assumption assures that same products produced by different origins are
imperfect substitutes. The importdemand for each sector is determined in two stages. In the first
stage, domestic production and sectoral import demands are solved in terms of relative prices and
exchange rates. In the second stage, the import and export demands explained in the first stage
are differentiated into two origins: EU and non-EU. This differentiation in the imports in terms of
origin makes the analysis offull accession of Turkey into theEU much easier. Because, Turkey
has to remove all import duties levied on the EU commodities and not on non-EU commodities,
the custom taxes collected from theEU countries and non-EU countries will be put into different
categories in order to capture the impacts o f the accession to the EU.
There are three agents in this model: producers, consumers, and the government. The
production technology consists o f labor, capital, and intermediate inputs. The movement ofthe
capital from one sector to anothertakes time. So, in the static model, a restriction must be put
on thecapital mobility among sectors. Also, the production technology is assumed to have multi
level constant elasticity o f substitution (MLCES). This technology can be formulated as:

- p.
-p. - I I PQ./ = A.(aV.
* + (1 - a. )N. 1)
1
iK i i
K
r
i
J

0 -1 )

where Aj represents the scale parameter showing the returns to scale, V ; represents value added
factors (capital and labor), N £represents composite intermediate commodities, a ( represents the

10
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distribution parameter,

represents substitution parameter, and

- 1 / (1 + /?-) represents

the elasticity o f substitution between factors and intermediates.
The value added factors in equation (1.1) can be expressed as follow:

-r.
-r. - 1 /r.
V. = AV.fL d. L. l + ( l - Z d . )K . 1}
1
i
r s i,s i,s 1
s i,sy i J

where AV;represents the scale parameter,

0-2)

represents labor categories, K ; represents capital, 8t s

represents share parameter, and ^ - = 1 / (1 + r). represents the elasticity o f substitution
between primal production factors (capital and labor).
The intermediate input demand is defined as Leontiefftechnology, where inputs should
be used in a constant proportional way to produce certain amount of output This technology can
be defined as follow:

Ni =

ai j Qi

o - 3>

where a^- is a constant, and cannot be changed in short term.
The producers try to choose optimal level of physical and intermediate inputs in order to
minimize theirproduction cost. With this regard, the optimum level of input choice of producers
can be formulated as:

M i n P Q .Q S .il- tax') = PVA.V. + P N . N .

11
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(1 4)

subject to
(1.5)

where PQ, represents price o f good i, PVA; represents price o f primary inputs, and PN;
represents price o f intermediate inputs.
The subsequent step o f the model is to determine the optimal factoruse. The model
considers fourtypes o f inputs: non-mobile capital, LeontiefF technology intermediate input,
marginal labor, and organized (formal) labor. Labor supply is assumed constant for both labor
categories. Wages in the organized labormarketare very elastic (itcan be assumed infinite ly
elastic). If the wage rate in this sector is sufficiently high with respectto the equilibrium level, the
remaining excess supply of laborenters the marginal labormarket and creates unemploymentin
this sector. As a result, wage rate in the marginal labormarket decreases (Kose, 1996).This
characteristic o f the labor market will be explained in chapter three.A nother im portant
characteristic ofthe model is to considerthe monopolistic structure o f some industrial sectors.
In otherwords, along with perfectly competitive pricing strategy, monopolistic pricing strategy
is used for the sectors that have this kind of structure.
Consumers try to minimize their cost, and this minimization process can be formulated as:

M in P C .C C . = P D . D C . + P M . M .
1 1
1 1
1 1
subject to:

12
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( 1.6)

cc. = cty.M. 1+(1 ■
- « l ) D C - *]

(1.7)

1'

whereCQ, M;and DC; represent dcwmestic composite commodity, imported commodity, and
domestically produced com m odity, respectively; C; represents shift parameter, (f)i represents
share parameter and 1/(1+ (f>t. )= cri rrepresents elasticity o f substitutions between domestic and
imported goods. PD and PM represent domestic and imported good prices, respectively.
Determining the sectoral nmports and exports are the next step o f the model. As
mentioned earlier, exports and impoerts are distinguished in terms o f their source, and assumed
thatthey are limited substitutes foreacch other. Theformulationofthis process forimportedgoods
is:
M.

=

Q.]^i M E U r xi

+ (1 -

r i )M R W rri

-1 /r.
( 1. 8 )

whereMEU andMRW represents irmports from the EU and imports from ROW, respectively;
and ^ represents share param eter, Q rep resen ts shift parameter, and £i ~ 1 /(1 + r . )
represents elasticity of substitutio»a between different origin imported goods.
Given different origin imponted good prices and degree of elasticity o f substitution, the
optimization problem o f the consmuners:

Mi nP M. M, = P M E ’U M E U , + PMRW,MRW,
i i
i i
i i
subject to:

13
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( L9)

M.

I

= Q . ^y.M E U r

I

ri

+ (1 -

y.')MRW.~Tj

,-1 /z .
( 1. 10)

where PMRW, and PMEU representthe import price o f rest o f the world and the import price
o f the EU, respectively.
The export supply side of the model can be formulated similar to the import supply
function explained above:
-1/v.

I

/

( 1. 11)

where D; shift parameter, and /*-represents share parameter.
The maximization problem become:
Max PQi. QS, = PD; DQ + PE;. E;

( 1. 12)

subject to:
-v

-1/v.
(1.13)

where D; represents shift parameter, E; represents commodity exported, fi( represents share
parameter, and

= 1 /1 + v. represents the transformation elasticity.

Following the specification ofthe maxim ization problem, the origin ofthe exports should
be determined. Since we have specified two different origins as exports to the EU and exports
to the ROW, the Armington function for this problem can be formulated as:

14
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E = y/.ia.EEZJ- 7,- + ( 1 - a )E R W

j

(1.14)

where EEU£ and ERWj represent exports to the EU and ROW, respectively.
The private income (YH) consists o f gains from value added production o f private
sector, transfers from government and the rest o f the world, and factor incomes. The private
sector value added canbeobtainedbysubtractinggovemmentfactorincome and corporation
tax.
YH = [(PVA V ) -F IG-T A X cap] + T + (FIp- PT row) ER

(1.15)

where FIG, and FIPrepresents factor income o f the government and private sector, respectively,
TAX cap represents corporation tax ratio, T represents transfers to the private sector, PTROw
represents private income transfers to the ROW.
The public sector is another independent component o f the economy. That is why the
public sectorshould be considered carefully in order to make amodel complete. Misspecification
ofthe pub lie sector income creates serious drawbacks in themodel. The following equation
shows thatthe public income consists oftariffs, indirect taxes, direct taxes, corporation tax,
factor income o f the government, and government’s foreign factor incomes:
GREY = TARIFF + T A X ^ + TAX hh + TAX cap + FIg + GFIrow- ER

(1.16)

where GREV represents government revenue; T A X ^ , TAX hh, and TAXcap represent indirect
tax, income tax, and corporation tax, respectively; and GFIROWrepresents government’s factor
income from the rest of the world.
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The b alance requirement in the goods market assumes further that demand and supply
o f composite commodity (CC) in each sector must be in the equilibrium:
CC = INT + CD + G D -f-ID + (D S T p +DSTg)

(1.17)

where ENT, CD, GD and ED represent intermediate demand, private consumption demand,
government consumption demand, and investment demand, respectively; and DSTPand DSTg
represent private and public inventory investment, respectively.
The basic framework of the model explained above is the key formulation o f this study.
The details o f the model are analyzed in Chapter 3. The analytical model here is the static
representation ofthe TRCGE model, and dynamic affects ofthe full membership of Turkey into
the EU will not be analyzed. The model represents asingle country, multi-sectoral framework
with implicit inclusion of the EU and ROW. With this framework, it is easierto investigate the
financial impacts of full membership into the EU.
This research will model three agents for each sector: consumers, producers, and the
government. Consumers representhouseholds, and have constant elasticity of substitution (CES)
utility functions between imported goods and domestic goods. They buy government bonds, and
maximize their utility in terms of the Armington specification. The Armington assumption implies
that the products produced in each country are differentiated on the basis of geographic area of
production and by their physical characteristics (i.e., products are heterogeneous across countries
as intheHeckscher-Ohlin model). The level o f foreign savings are assumed to be exogenous.
Producers representthe firms. The firms in each sector try to maximize the value ofthe firm.
Productionand investment decisions are made accordingly. Thegovemmentrepresents the fiscal
16
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authority. The fiscal authority has the rightto collecttaxes (income, import, and other direct and
indirect taxes) in orderto finance public expenditures such as public investments, pub he services,
and social security payments. The deficit between revenue and expenditure is financed by issuing
public bonds.
Objective Three
In orderto achieve the third objective, an empirical model will be developed to determine
the budgetary effects o f Turkish integration using various scenarios. The data concerning
production, consumption, prices, wages, and protection rates will be collected for a
representativebaseyear. Also, comparative static analyses ofproduction, consumption, tariff
rates, and the budget relations will be conducted.
Regional CGE models usually simulate an economy in which prices adjust to clear
markets. All transactions among economic actors in the circular flow of income within a regional
economy are captured. Each region in the model traces the flow of income from producers to
households, government, and investors. Also, a CGE model is a numeric specification o f a
country’s overall equilibrium that is useful for policy evaluation. Such models should take into
account asetofutility and production functions, a vector o f endowments to consumers, and a set
o f equilibrium conditions (Rutstrom, 1991).
To accomplishthis objective, asocial accounting matrix (SAM) ofthe Turkish economy
will be constructed. The SAMprovides a snapshot for an economy regarding commodity and
money flows foraspecific period. Since the SAM provides ageneral pictureof an economy, the
CGE model will be adopted after evaluation o f the SAM for the T urkish economy. The model
17
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will use baseyeardatatosimulatedifferentpolicy scenarios assumingtheworld economyis in
a steady state.
Using the specified empirical model as abase, welfare changes due to various levels of
integration will be analyzed. As explained earlier, there are various potential integration scenarios
that can be adopted by the Turkish government. Each o f these scenarios will result in different
levels o f producer surplus, consumer surplus, and net government revenues. Hence, the change
in social welfare will be different for each scenario. Using a framework o f this type, these
scenarios will be evaluated in order to determine the optimal integration policy for Turkey.
Objective Four
Inorderto achieve thefourth objective, thesimulation and calibration results from the
CGE model will be reviewed, discussed, and interpreted, and policy recommendations will be
made accordingly. S ince the fiscal balance o f a country is crucially important to a country’s
welfare, the policies must be made correctly, andresults mustbe observed very carefully. Also,
the “crowding ouf’ impacts of government interventions willhave financial and budgetary impacts
on the economy. As Yeldan (1997) explains, financingthe public deficit by issuing government
bonds ormonetization will have significant diverse effects on real output, employment, the interest
rate, and the exchange rate. Also, trade liberalization might harm both member country and
world welfare. So, preferential trade agreements could be trade diverting or trade creating
(Bhagwati, 1996). In orderto avoid any negative impacts of Turkey’s accession into theEU, the
CGE results attained by calibration and simulation techniques will be discussed, and government
officials will be informed o f any impacts. The policy recommendations will be useful not only for
18
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Turkey but also forother countries involved in the process o f integration. In addition, other
countries that do not belong to the EU can benefit from the results.
Outline of the Dissertation
This research will be organized into six chapters. The introduction, research problem,
identification ofresearch objectives, and a description o f research procedures will be included
in Chapter One. ChapterTwo will include abroad review o f previous literature. Chapter Three
will presentthe theoretical and the empirical application ofthe model developed. Basic ideas and
stages about a SAM will be explained, and a SAM will be constructed for the Turkish economy
in ChapterFour. Numerical results from differentscenarios, and policy implications of integration
into the EU will be presented in ChapterFive. Asummaiy, conclusion, and suggestions for future
study will be contained in Chapter Six.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section ofthe dissertation, previous studies concemingthe economic liberalization
efforts ofTurkey and possible accession into the EU will b e reviewed, analyzed and dis cussed
as well as the integration experiences ofother countries. The first section ofthe literature review
will considerthe Turkish liberalization efforts duringthe nineties to join the EU. The second
section will considerahistoricaloverviewofthe political economy ofTurkish-EUrelations hip.
Finally, the third sectionwill considerpreviously used integration models and other countries’
integration experiences.
Liberalization Efforts of the Turkish Economy
Harrison et al. (1993) defined three types o f liberalization options for the Turkish
government: across-the-board liberalization, sectoral liberalization, and tariffharmonization to the
EU’s common external tariffpolicy. Since Turkey and the EU were interpreting harmonization
differently, their analyses gave different results regarding tariff harmonization. In Turkey’s
interpretation, harmonization reduces tariffs to zero but still puts some import surcharges onEU
products. However, the EU’s interpretation is to reduce the tariffs and import surcharges to zero.
In this case, the harmonization of tariffs is welfare enhancing forTurkey if it’s interpretation is
followed, but welfare-reducing if the EU’s interpretation is followed (Harrisonet al., 1993).
The acceptance ofTurkey to the Customs Union in 1995 opened another discussion
regarding tariffhannonization.Byreducingtariffrates, Turkey willbe losing its tariffrevenues, but
gaining the trust ofthe EU countries. The question must be asked, is this really beneficial for
20
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Turkey? Yeldan (1997) used two types o f analyses to capture the welfare implication o f a
customs union: (i) the implementation of a tariffharmonization program fora customs union, and
(ii) the impact ofjoiningthe single European market. W hen Turkey joins theEU, non-tariff
barriers will automatically be removed as well as tariffbarriers. This will prevent import and
export arb itrages, and the firms will b e forced to use a single price. This price will b e a mutual
price forfirms ofboth countries. In that case, the price w ill have aunique role to determine the
welfare effects of integration. Harrisonetal. (1993) claimed thatthe harmonization oftariffs will
have very little beneficial effect on Turkey’s economy. In orderto be successful in liberalization
policy, it is importantforTurkey to useanexportsubsidy reduction policy combined with tariff
harmonization policy. We might generalize this resultandsay that the success ofthe trade policy
reforms depends crucially onreductions in both tariffs and exportsubsidies. The main conclusion
that Harrisonetal. (1993), andPanchamukhi(1994) pointed out was the fragility ofthe firstbestrule. Inotherwords, it is notthe case that any partial movementtowardthefirst-besttrade
policy for Turkey will result in some fraction of the welfare gains from that first-b est package. Of
course this is a restatement o f well-known second-best results (Harrison et al., 1993).
Structural adjustment policies ofTurkey in the eighties and early nineties were analyzed
by Boratav et al. (1996). They divide Turkish liberalization into three sub-periods: 1980-1983,
1984-1988, and 1989-1992. The first sub-period was the military phase which is characterized
by military forced income policies. The second sub-period was characterized as the golden years
ofthe Motherland Party. Steps were taken in terms oftrade and financial liberalization in this sub
period. Also, the ideaof asmallgovernment, and ahuge private sectorwas bom in this period
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and was reflected in the privatization o f some government assets. The third sub-period was the
external financial liberalizationyears. Due to fluctuations in exchange and interest rates, alarge
number o f foreign accounts were created in Turkish banks.
In orderto determine the changes in Turkey’s welfarebyjoiningtheEU, Yeldan(1997)
used six differentregions, and nine sectors o f production. Assuming the economy is in the steadystate in the base year, heusedMercenierandMichers (1994) results in the temporal aggregation.
The welfare gains and losses due to the customs union were analyzed. The inter-temporal General
Equilibrium model results showed thatthe best policy for international integration is to remove
non-tariff barriers as well as tariff barriers.
Despite the optimism o f previous researchers, Peers (1996) drewapessimistic picture.
He chose the title “Living in the Sin” for his article, implying thatthe customs union between
Turkey andEU is formed without an organized and formal constitution. He suggests that before
their relationship becomes more complicated, itwouldbebestforthem to collect all constitutional
records into one document. With this unorganized and complex constitution, the customs union
is not complete. Healso argues that pre-accession strategy is an appropriate decision because
gradual accession is always less harmful than direct accession. However, this strategy is not
appropriate foralong-termrelationship. The institutional structure’s deficiency wouldstill remain,
and the legislative gap between Turkey and the European courts would make the decision-making
process much harder and slower.
Acomplete analysis which utilizes a muiti-sectorgeneral equilibrium model ofTurkey’s
fiscal harmonization process is conducted by Diao et al. (1998). The study focuses on the effects
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o f fiscal debt and trade lib eralization on foreign trade, capital accumulation, and the growth rate
ofTurkey. Theyusethreedifferentexperiments. The first evaluates perfectly coordinated fiscal
and trade policies, which means that all tariffs will be eliminated and income tax rates adjusted
in orderto compensate for tariff revenue losses. Thus, government revenue will b e the s ame.
Also, trade reform has no effect on government expenditure. The second experiment considers
the reduction of tariffrates, and increased wage rates, but delays revenue enhancing policies, such
as an increase in the income taxratefor20 years. The third experiment is the same as the second
except the delay in the revenue enhancing po licies is 40 years. The results indicate that the longer
the delay in fiscal policy adjustment, the more harmful the tariff liberalization will be. Underthe
first experiment, tax adjustmentneutralizes the effects oftariff liberalization, but investment and
imports are stimulated, due to decreases in tariff rates. As a result, the level o f consumption
increases. This expands the trade deficit and, thus, foreign capital inflows increase. Since Turkey
has comparative advantage in the manufacturing and service sectors, the net exports ofTurkey
in these two sectors tend to increase. This growth in exports will be faster than its imports after
the eighteenth period. As a result, underthe first experiment, the economy as a whole will enjoy
welfare gains from liberalization. The steady state capital stock increases by 14.5%, and
consumption by 2.2% with respectto the pre-reform equilibrium. The welfare gain in the first 10
periods is 0.16%, and reaches 0.71% by the end of the thirtieth period. However, in the second
and the third experiments, the results differ. Turkey suffers from fiscal prob lems due to the
abs ence o f compensating revenue sources. In the second experiment welfare losses will be seen
in the firstten periods, butthese losses disappear overtime. However, in the third experiment,
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the welfare losses resulting from tarifFharmonization become worse overtime. One shortcoming
ofthe study is that it did not capture thespillover effects o f investment and public consumption
on the macroeconomic balances o f the economy.
The Political Economy of Turkey-EU Relations
This section will evaluate the political-economy ofTurkish- EU relations. First, ahistorical
review ofTurkish development will be discussed in the context of integration with the European
Union. Next, the application process and potential reasons forrejection will be discussed. Finally,
full membership and the effects o f a customs union and effects o f customs union will be
discussed.
A Historical Overview
Turkey’s relationship with the Europe has along history of diplomacy, international trade,
and culture. This relationship started before the modem Turkish Repub lie was formed. The
Sultans ofthe Ottoman Empire used diplomatic relations withEurope to help balance its power.
The importance ofthe geographical location of the Ottoman Empire was very importantforother
countries, because its territories were a link between the continents o f Asia and Europe. The Silk
Road was very important for the Russian economy; they had to pass thorough the Turkish
territories in orderto go to warm seas. The Ottoman Empire’s efforts to maintain good relations
required restrictions o f Russian expansion in terms o f using the Silk Road. Thus, Russia and
Turkey became enemies. As aresult ofTurkish deterrence policies with respect to the Russians,
the Western security organizations accepted Turkish membership as a reward for Turkey’s
participation in efforts against Russia. Thus, Turidsh willingness to accede into theEU is linked
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with these events o f 1856. Afterthe collapse o f the Ottoman Empire, a new Turkish Repub lie
was formed in 1923. Turkey’s foreign policy, since then, has beenbasedonfourprinciples: (i)
non-interference in the Middle East (ii) acceptance of European security systems, (iii) non
interference in the disputes among other countries, and (iv) good relationship with other nations
(Muftuler, 1997).
The World War II years were very difficultforTuricey, given that the Soviet Union was
demanding a portion o f the Turkish territories. Turkish officials had to find a way to deter the
Soviet Union from this decision. One strategy was to have a closer relationship with Europe.
Turkey’s membership in regarding NATO began at this time. NATO accepted Turkey as a
member, given its geographic location borderingthe Soviet Union and in close proximity to the
MiddleEast. This crucial position was very importantforNATO, notonly for defense ofthe
Eastern Mediterranean, but also to preventthe Soviet Unions’s plan to invade Iranian Azerbaijan.
However, Turkey’s relationship with the U. S. started to deteriorate, and the relationship with the
U.S.S.R. showed improvements during late 1960s and early 1970s. This deterioration in U.S.Turkey relationship could beseenby the declaration of an arms embargo againstTurkey in 1975,
in addition to President Johnson’s warnings to Turkish officials regarding involvement with the
Cyprus issue. Disagreement overthe Cyprus issue worsened the Turkish-Greek relationship and
the Greeks used this issue in the international arena as if itwas aTurkish-EU problem (Muftuler,
1997).
The military takeover in 1980 changed Turkey’s relationship with other nations. Turkey
become closer to Middle Eastern countries, especially Iran and Iraq. The trade relations with
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these countries improved whiletherelationshipwiththeEuropebegun to deteriorate. Thebasic
reason was the European countries’ and the Council ofEurope’s disapproval ofthe undemocratic
military takeover. The disappointment o f Europe led Turkey to look for alternative trade
partnerships with more convenient and closer regions, such as the Middle East.
After 1982, thesituationbecomesomewhatbetter inTurkey. However, theattitudeof
the Turkish government in the Gulf crisis in 1990 changed the relationship with the Middle East.
This occurredbecauseofthe Turkish govemmentsupportofthe NATO attack and economic
embargo againstlraq. In this sense Turkey was a very strategiccountryforboth Iraq and the
United Nations (UN). Because Iraqi oil pipelines pass through Turkish territories, without
Turkey’s help the embargo would certainly fail. After negotiations with UN officials, Turkish
presidentTurgutOzal declared the closing o f Iraqi oil pipelines. Through this decision, Turkey
was actively involved in the UN embargo against Iraq, and expected losses within the Turkish
economy would be compensated by UN. However, the results turned out to the contrary. Turkey
suffered economic losses due to the imposition of the embargo. These losses were estimated at
sixteenbillion dollars in 1990, ninebillion dollars in 1991, and twenty billion dollars in 1992
(Muftuler, 1997).
Turkey and the European Union
The westernization efforts ofTurkey reached a critical point in the late 1950s. According
to Turkish policymakers, an association agreement withEurope was the best policy. Also, there
were other interest groups, such as the Istanbul Chamberof Commerce and government sub
sectors in the ministry of foreign affairs, that supportthe association idea. These groups stressed
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not only the trade benefits, butalsothedvilizingmissionoftheassociation. However, EC officials
were cautious about the inclusion ofTurkey due to the poor economic developmentof'Turkey.
Instead o f an association, the EC initially offered Turkey economic assistance. But when the EC
signed atreaty o f association with Greece, justan assistance offer, instead o f an association to
Turkey become too weak forthe EC to defend (Balkir and Williams, 1993). To maintain a good
relationship with both countries, the EC needed to treat both countries equally. When Turkey
applied for associate membership afterGreece, the EC accepted both applications. With this
“associate membership” the EC was offering a long-runfiill membership. Afterthe approval of
the Turkish application, the negotiations between the EC and Turkey officially started on
September29,1959. At the first meeting, both country officials agreed onacustoms union to be
realized within twenty-two years, with the final goal being full membership.
The Association Agreement: “The Ankara Treaty”
The Ankara Treaty was signed in 1963. Unfortunately, both Turkey and the EC signed
the agreement for political reasons, not economic reasons. From the Turkish point ofview, it was
an opportunity to open EC markets; forthe EC, it was maintaining the b alance b etween Greece
and Turkey (Muftuler, 1997). The Ankara agreement specified three main stages: i) the
preparatory stage ii) the transitional stage, and iii) the final stage. Thepreparatory stage was to
lastnot less than five years, and not more than eleven years. It was designed as atransition for
the Turkish economy without putting any obligation on Turkey. During this period, the EC was
to assist Turkey to improve its economicdevelopmentundertheagreementconditions. To do
that, Community members decreased the custom duties for certain import commodities. This
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process caused asignificant increase ofTurkish trade with theEC in 1968; Turkey was exporting
more than half o f its exported goods to the EC. In addition, the C o m m u n ity contributed about
175 million ECU forthe development of Turkey (Yalcintas, 1990).
The second stage was a trans itional period which aimed at the development o f a customs
union. It involved the harmonization of policies and liberalization oflabor and capital movements.
This period was designed to last between twelve and twenty-two years. According to the
agreement, this stage was the most important stage of the Ankara Treaty, because both sides had
to prepare for full membership and adopt a Common External Tariff (CET).
The third and final stage was designed to establish a full customs union between the EC
and Turkey. This required Turkey to harmonize its tax structure and to accept the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). Moving from one stage to another was not automatic, but depended
upon completions o f requirements and new negotiations.
According to the Ankara Treaty, the preparatory stage might have been completed as
early as 1967. However, due to disagreements and misunderstandings, it did not end by this date.
In 1970, both sides signed an additional protocol to establish a customs union by the end of
1995. Under this protocol, Turkey’s duty was to reduce tariffs on European imports. For tariff
reductions, EC and Turkey officials established two lists of goods forTurkish imports from the
EC. The duties reduct from the first group of goods were to be implemented within 12 years,
while the second group ofgoods was to be implemented in 22 years. In 1973 and 1976, Turkey
reduced its duties on EC goods by 10 percent. However, the third reduction was rejected by
Turkish officials, as itfeltthattheEC was notfiilfilling its obligations. Afterthis rejection, the EC
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accepted free accession ofTurkish. industrial products to the European markets, excluding textile
and petroleum products. They also granted Turkey a zero tariff forthirty seven percentof its
agricultural exports to the EC. However, anumberof problems arose when the protocol was
put into practice. Among these problems was about the meaning o f agricultural policy
harmonization. The Community interpreted this as trade liberalization, butTurkey interpreted it
asjoiningtheCAP. This issuewas an ambiguous question regarding thevalidity ofthe agreement.
Even though Turkish officials announced thatTurkey would apply forfiill membership in 1980,
the military takeoveron September 12, 1980 froze the full membership application process
(Muftuler, 1997).
Aferthel983 elections, the military returned the government to the civilians, and the
situation in Turkey became more normal. This was thefirststep toward the establishment o f a
democratic regime. Under this normalization process, the government officially applied forfiill EC
membership on April 14,1987. Aftertwo years of evaluation, the EC gaveanegative response.
The Community’s official reason involved ongoing internal integrationofthe Community. Also,
theCommunity’srejectionincludedanumberofreasonsthatmadeTurkey’s full membership
impossible at that time. The first concern involved the necessity o f political pluralism and
improvement of human rights; the second involved the dispute with Greece; and the final concern
involved the lack o f viable solution on the Cyprus issue (Muftuler, 1997). Although the
Community explained the official reasons forthe rejection, the actual reasons may be different.
As explained by B archard (1985), Turkish land area was almost equivalentto that ofthe original
Community ofNine, but it was considerably poorer than any other Mediterranean country that
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hadjoined the Community. In terms of population, Turkey was the fifth largestpopulated country
in the Community, but in the near future itwas predicted that Turkey would have the largest
population in the Community. Another reason was the difference in cultural norms and religion
between the EC and Turkey.
The European Commission adopted policy in 1990 to develop Turkey-EC relationships.
This policy package proposed a customs union w ith Turkey by December 31, 1995. At the
thirty-forth Association Council meeting in 1993, Turkey and the EC came to an agreement on
a cooperation package. This package involved the free circulation of goods, adaptation ofthe
CAP, applicationforthe Common External Tariff, and cooperation in trade related services.
Finally, on March 6,1995, Turkey and the EC signed a customs union agreement inBrussels,
which was putinto operation on January 1,1996. W ith this major development in relations, the
second stage o f the Ankara Treaty officially ended and the final stage had begun.
Joining the Customs Union
The customs union agreement between theE U and Turkey was signed on March 6,
1995, and came into effect on January 1,1996. As explained earlier, even before the customs
union agreement, Turkey had a very close relationship with the EU countries. Although 52
percent ofTurkish external trade is conducted with the EU, and more than 60 percent o f foreign
investments in Turkey came from the EU countries, there are still major prob lems with complete
integration. The inflation rate, increasing unemployment, large government and large internal and
external debt are major problems to be dealt with by Turkish officials. Also, there are non
economic problems, such as human rights and freedom o f speech, that must b e changed in the
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Turkish constitution. In addition to these problems, the custom union agreement placed a number
o f ob ligations on the T urkish economy. These were that, (i) the Turkish parliament must adopt
new laws concerning copyright issues, (ii) import and exportduties mustbe removed completely,
and(iii)thetaxsystemshouldberevised, i.e, indirect taxes, such as sales tax, should be removed
and direct taxation shouldbe adopted. The success oftheTurkish government in dealing with
these mandates will determine thesuccess ofthe customs union. Without the harmonization of
policies between Turkey and the EU, the customs union cannot succeed (Muftuler, 1997)
Turkishofficials adopted series ofnewlaws in orderto harmonize foreign trade with the
EU injoiningthe customs union. Through this new legislation, Turkey adopted the EU’s external
trade policies. The new laws lowered the average protection level from 10.97% to 5.8%, while
all custom duties imposed on industrial products forthe EU and European Free Trade Area
(E.F.T.A) were abolished. For agricultural goods, trade laws were modified according to GATT
regulations. The tariff reductions on agricultural imports are scheduled to be completed by the
year2001, and the adoption o f copyrights and patent laws were accelerated according to the
Uruguay Round regulations. Considering these economic changes, the customs union helped
Turkish society in terms of moving toward democracy. Although some laws concerning human
rights were modified, there are still many steps Turkish democracy must take. Even though the
customs union caused a new phase in EU-Turkey relations, whether or not this will lead to
eventual full membership remains a question. Forthe future, there are three potential scenarios
fortheEU-Turkishrelationship: (i) implementationoftheagreementand eventual membership,
(ii) limiting Turkey to preferential agreements withmore concessions on trade issues subjectto
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review, but without the guarantee o f a folly developed relationship, and (iii) a two-tiered
agreement in which Turkey canbe accepted for afull membership for certain policy areas, but
not other policies (Muftuler, 1997).
Previously Used Integration Models
There is asignificant amount of literature discussing integration models. One reason for
the popularity of integration in economic literature is that integration has, and continuous to have,
considerable effects on welfare. Prices, employment rate, balance o f payments, internal and
external debts of government, private investment and the exchange rate will be affected by
integration. In short, a country will be affected in nearly every aspectofits economy. Itisfor
these reasons that governments and economists exertso much effort in determiningthe effects of
economic integration. Several examples are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Ichioka and Tachibanaki (1989) investigated the effects o f removing tariffand non-tariff
barriers for Japanese agriculture. The model they used provides some information about
efficiency and distributional effects ofthe agricultural protection policy changes on the Japanese
economy. The model consists offourparts: (i) 24 producer good industries, (ii) 18 consumer
goods, (iii) household groups classified by income level, and (iv) government. The production
function is described by:

Q ^ u m iV A jla ^ a ^
wherej= 1,

J nj.

\

(2.1)

,24; Q, represents the amount ofj111producer good; X;j represents intermediate

consumption; a^ represents the coefficient of production (j=i); and a 0j represents the value added
ratio. They chose value added, VA, as a constant elasticity o f substitution (CES) function. The
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price o f consumer goods, PC,-, is described as: pPCb.....,PC18]= [P lj.......,P24]CV, where CV
is a convers ion matrix which shows the amount ofproducer goods necessary to produce a unit
o f each consumer good.
The utility function is expressed as:

U=U[aUa*Hv+(l - a ) 1/a2CFv]1/v

(2.2)

where v = (a2-l)/a2, and a2=elasticity o f substitution between present consumption H, and
future consumption CF .
The final applied general equilibrium model, which includes non-tariffbarriers is expressed
as follows:
Mr c t f [/>/(l +fw X 1

(2.3)

E ^ E J fP /P F fp

(2.4)

where Mj represents import o f the j* good, Ej represents exportofthej ^ good, Pj represents the
domestic price of the j 111good, PFj represents the world price of thejA good, e represents the
exchange rate, Y represents the net domestic product, tMj-represents the rate o f import tax, gj
represents price elasticity o f imported good, hj represents the income elasticity of imported good,
Wj represents price elasticity o f exported good, z,-represents rate o f non tariff protection from
import competition, and c,-= [(1+tMj) (1+z,-)0’]. One drawback o f the model is that it is static.
The total supply of capital is assumed to be fixed, but the supply of labor is variab le depending
on the labor-leisure choice o f households (Ichioka and Tachibanaki, 1989).
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Anothergeneral equilibrium analysis investigating Japanese welfare changes resulting
from joining the economic integration is modeled by Hadri (1997). H esetup his model based
on the assumptions that Japanese tariffs and non-tariffbarriers onEU countries are too high, and
need to be lowered. In his research, he used four trade regions; Japan, theUS, the EU, and the
restoftheworld. One ofthe difference between his model and theone which willbeused in this
research is the fact that Japan is a large country. The trade policy o f Japan significantly affects the
US and the rest ofthe world. On the other hand, Turkey is a small country, and the trade policies
ofTurkey do not significantly affect the restoftheworld. Even though the methodologies are
similar in some sense, the implications o f the general equilibrium model will be quite different.
Hadri(1997) used concepts o f game theory, including the Cournot and Bertrand
strategies in the model. The consumer utility function is expressed as:
G

(2.5)

k

where p = a - \ / c r , Cgis the consumer demand for composite good g including both foreign
and domestic goods, fgis ashare parameter, and sigma is the elasticity o f substitution between
any pair o f goods.
The consumer demand for the composite good is given by:
(2 .6)

where D d and D0 are, consumer demand o f Japanese and non-Japanese commodities
respectively, and aD and ao are share parameters of countries.
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In the model, extendedEuropean Community (EEC) and non-EEC goods are assumed
to be imperfect substitutes. The demand function for non-Japanese goods is given by:

D
1 p2DEC
-p2 +bNEC
1 p2DNEC
”p2
J-J0 p2=bEC

(1\AT\
- ')

where DECand Dnec are consumer demand forEU and non-EUgoods, respectively, andbEc,
bN£c are share parameters. Given the prices o f goods and disposal income, the optimum
consumer demand for composite good Cgwill be: Cg= fg (Pga / P a' 1) Y , where P is the price
index.
Asim ilarstudywasdonefortheSpanisheconom yby Viaene(1982). He used an ex
ante analysis o f long-run effects o f the probable entry of Spain to the EC by using a general
equilibrium framework. The results before and after entry are compared. The model is expressed
as follows:
(2 .8)

where j = l ,2 ,

p, j & i, and
(2.9)

where j= 1,2,......,

j & i; and i represents Spain, j represents Spain’s trading partner, p

represents thenumberoftradingregions, M;j represents Spain’s import, X;j-represents regionj’s
importfrom Spain, Y;represents Spain’s real income, Yjrepresents regionj’s real income, Py
represents regionj’s export price, and Pjk represents regionj’s export price.
Government tariffrevenue due to trade is specified as the sum oftariffrevenues received
on individual country’s nominal exports:
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n

TR,= E C'y'-MVy)

(2 . 10)

where t,- is the average tariff rate applied on Spain’s import by region j, andM N;j- is Spain’s
imports from region j . Economic integration is then examined assuming a linear relationship
between imports and exports. Assuming interdependent flows, the model is shown as:

(2 . 11)

In this equation My is not only dependent on X;j-, but also on trade flows from n-2 remaining
regions to import market i. The model ofbilateral importflows of countries has the following
form:
(2 . 12)

where jh represents the rest ofthe world, AVj represents region j ’s aggregate demand, CUj
represents regionj’s rateof capacity utilization, and P;represents Spain’s exportprice. Unlike
bilateral imports, this equationhas lagged variables. Thus, it can take into account the gradual
adjustment ofthe trading pattern of price and activity. The author then used the three stage least
squares (3SLS) method to estimate the parameters.
AnotherCGE model was developed by Harrisonetal. (1993). This model is formulated
as a system of nonlinear equations correspondingto the three classes o f equilibrium conditions:
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price-cost relations forproducers, supply-demandbalances forfactor markets and commodities,
and expenditure-revenue balances for domestic consumers and government Domestic production
consists o f domestic and exported goods with a constant elasticity o f transformation. The
elasticity o f transformation will be lower for highly differentiated goods, and higher for
homogeneous goods.
The total supply function is expressed as:
S r V fP p M )

(2.13)

where S; represents supply o f good i, D; represents domestic sales o f good i, and Mj represents
composite import o f good i. The market clearing condition for domestic supply will be equal to
output. This condition will be:
(2.14)

where Yj represents the activity level o f factorj, a yrepresents the input requirements for good
i insectorj, andGi, I;, C ; represent final demand associated with government, investment, and
final consumption, respectively.
Another component of this model was the income-expenditure balance, involving both
consumer and government balance. Consumer’s income consists o f primary factor earnings plus
foreign capital inflow less transfers. The budget constraint is shown as:
5 ^ nf 't~ 5 3 w ifik+^~Tr^

(2.15)

where 71 represents the price of domestic import good i, w krepresents the market price of factor
k, Ek represents endowment o f factor k, B represents foreign exchange balance, and rrT
repres ents the level of lump-sum transfer. However, they held the government demand constant
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in all simulations. Their model assumes that government income consists o f five components:
lump-sum transfers from households, T; importtariffs, t value added tax (VAT) on factor inputs
to production, v£; production subsidies, s p; and export subsidies, s x. The government budget will
be:
(2.16)
where p; represents price o f domestic good i, p x represents export price o f good i, p ^ 1
represents importpriceofgoodifromregionrwhichis exogenous, Tv represents replacement
taxmultiplierforfactortaxes (VAT), Tt represents replacementtaxmultiplierfortariffs, S;p
represents the rate o f productionsubsidy for good i, and s xrepresents the export subsidy rate
for good i.
The final identity intheirmodelwasprice-costbalance. Inthebalance, price should equal
marginal cost. This implies that thevalue of domestic supply should beequal to cost o f domestic
inputs plus import gross o f tariffs and rents. The underlying equation is expressed as:

(2.17)

* £ t = P P i + Y , 0 - + V i r ) P y m 'r
r

where mir represents import o f good i from region r, and t*. represents import tariff rate on
commodity i from region r.
Usingthis model a sensitivity analysis is performed. The procedures forthis analysis were
developed by Harrison and Vinod (1992). For each Monte Carlo run, they solved the
counterfactual policy with the selected set o f elasticities.
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From this review o f literature, it is shown that the theory ofcomparative advantage start
with Ricardo and evolves into Heckscherand Ohlin’s factor proportions model. The gains from
trade are discussed in these models. Nations benefitfrom trade with each other, since they have
different production and cost structures. The greater these differences, the greater theirtendency
to trade, and the greaterwill b e the gains from trade. As Viaene (1981) explained, an integration
analysis should be ex ante and general. Partial analyses cannotmeasure the whole economy, since
modem economic theory considers that all sectors o f an economy are linked. So, they should
be considered togetherto obtain betterresults. By same token, the economies o f countries will
be affected as a whole from integration process. Integrations affect the economies’ capital
endowment, either through domestic capital formationor capital inflows from abroad (Viaene,
1981). One cannot properly measure the impacts of integration by simply using partial equilibrium
models. Even though the implementation of general equilibrium models is very complex,
integration analyses should be done using general equilibrium models to avoid the disadvantage
o f partial equilibrium.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter will present the theoretical framework oftrade policies concerning economic
integration and construct an empirical General Equilibrium Model that can be applied to the
Turkish economy. As a tool to examine economic liberalization, the concept o f General
Equilibrium will firstbe discussed. Next, international trade theory will be reviewed and the
theoretical implications of trade liberalizationwill be addressed. Finally, after stating the theoretical
model to be used, implications for the empirical model will be explained in detail.
The Concept o f General Equilibrium
A General Equilibrium model is a system o f demand and supply functions in which all
prices are determined jointly by the markets for a given policy specification, and a set o f
equilibrium conditions. The initial equilibrium is the base solution to the model. Computable
General Equilibrium (CGE) models have been used to analyze a variety o f economic and social
issues such as policy changes; foreign shocks and forced reduction o f foreign borrowing; and
changes in the domestic social structure like human capital formation and asset reduction
(Sadoulet and de Janvry, 1995). There is no money illusion in a CGE model. In other words,
money is neutral, and decisions are made according to relative prices. In a General Equilibrium
Model, the economy canbe divided into three economic units: firms, whichrepresentproduction
side o f the economy; households, which consume the commodities produced by firms; and
government, which collects taxes and distributes monies accordingto social welfare By so doing,
the government can influence resource allocation within the economy.
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As mentioned earlier, the general equilibrium specification ensures equilibrium among
demand and supply, and determines the price o f goods and factors. To achieve this goal, the
number o f commodities and factors into which the economy is to be aggregated must be
specified. This will require two considerations. First, the model adopted mustbe complex enough
to capture underlying relationships betweengoods andfactors, such as substitutability. Second,
the model m ustbe simple enough to be understood, yet powerful enough to satisfy the basic
assumptions o f the model (Krauss and Johnson, 1974).
The basic theory o f the General Equilibrium approach is explained in Figure 3.1.
Commodities and factors are summed forthe sake ofsimplicity in this diagram. The direction of
the arrow-head indicates sales while opposite directions indicate purchases. For example, two
headed arrow between commodity market and government indicates thatthesetwo parties buy
from andsellto each other. Afurthersimplification is thattherearejusttwo exchange markets:
commodity and factor markets. The existence o f a money market is ignored for simplicity
reasons. To successfully complete the general equilibrium analysis, the prices o f the goods and
factors that guarantee an equilibrium mustbe determined. The foreign sector mustbe included to
showthe impacts ofimports and exports. The diagram also explains the relationship between the
govemmentand theothersectors. The dashed lines inthediagram indicate the possible impacts
o f government to influence the resource reallocation through the use o f taxes and subsidies.
The Theoretical Model
In international trade, there are several theories explainingthe various assumptions o f free
trade. Although each theory has its own shortcomings, thecontributionofeachonintemational
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Figure 3.1: Concept of General Equilibrium (Adopted from Krauss and Johnson, 1974)

trade is significant The analysis of the cost o f protection is a mirror image of the gains from trade.
Inotherwords, moving from autarky to free trade affects income distribution in an opposite
mannerto that ofthe movementfrom free trade to autarky. One important difference, however,
is the role ofgovernment. For example, the role ofgovernment is avoided in the analysis ofgains
from trade by modeling a tariff and its removal in a way that causes the tariff revenue o f the
government remain the same (Krauss and Johnson, 1975).
Additional divergences from free trade are non-tariffbarriers, such as Voluntary Export
Restrictions (VERs), and quotas. In perfect competition, the effect o f tariffs and quotas is the
same. However, in imperfect competition the effect o f tariffs and quotas may diverge. Each of
these trade barriers will be analyzed in this section, and the role o f each tool for the whole
economy will be discussed. Furthermore, the implications of the use ofthese tools for integration
will be addressed in the following sub-sections. Without knowing the impact of trade b arriers in
theeconomies, thediscussionoffreetradeortrade liberalization efforts will become a trivial
discussion.
Tariffs

The reason for imposing trade barriers may be economic or non-economic. The
economic reasons of imposing tradebarriers involves thebasicconceptofprotectingaspecific
industry orincreasingtariffrevenues. Non-economic objectives o f restrictingfree trade canbe
specified as follow: (i) the output level inaspecificsectormightbe considered critical, and might
not be allowed to deviate from certain levels, (ii) a self-sufficiency problem may imply that the
value of imports must remain at a certain level, (iii) the factor employment in certain sectors might
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be considered importantfor defense ornationai independence, (iv) the domestic availability of
certain commodities mightbe restricted in order to obtain a higher social welfare (e.g., luxury
consumption). Inorderto maximize thesocialutility function, additional constraints are needed
for each case. Also, for each constrained solution there will bean optimal second-bestsolution
(Bhagwati and Srinivasan, 1969).
When determining the impact ofa tariff in the international market, it is very importantto
determine the offer curves o f the trading countries. Under free trade, the domestic prices and
world prices are identical, and a single price is used for each export or import commodity.
However, the imposition of a tariffchanges this single price concept. Thus, different prices prevail
in domestic markets and foreign markets for same commodity. The offer curve is the combination
o f all points representing possible price ratios. Each country has its own offer curve which
explains its tactical moves. The offer curve for the home country can be defined as:

dY
dX

dUISX
dU I dY

ffT IcX
dTldY =P J P, = <lJ %

(3-1)

and for foreign country it is defined by:

dX
dY

dU I dY
dU ldX

dTldY
dT/dX = /T, !K,~ q,! q,

(3 2)

where good X is exported by the domestic country in exchange for commodity Y which is
exported by the foreign country; T (X, Y)=0 is theproducttransformation function; p*, and py
represent domestic prices o f home country; 7Vx, and Ky represent domestic price o f foreign
country; and q*, and qy represent international prices for commodity X and Y, respectively.
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The imposition o f a tariff will cause a clockwise rotation in the offer curve o f tariff
imposing-country through the origin, and the volume o f trade will decrease due to increase in
domestic prices. This is shown in the Figure 3.2. Thechange in the home country’s offer curve
due to imposition o f tariff can be expressed as follow:
and for foreign country it is defined by:

oY

dU / ax

anax

ax au 15Y an aY
In similar way, a tariff distorted offer curve for the foreign country can be expressed as:

ax

au / dY ar I dY

dY

dUIdX

dT/dX

= 7cy !7ux = qy lqx(\+t )

(3.4)

where tD and tf represent tariff rates in domestic and foreign countries, respectively.
Inorderto explain the implications o f a tariff imposition, Figure 3.2 is adopted from
Krauss and Johnson (1974) and modified. This shows thatatariff imposed by a small country
causes different results than that of a large country. The horizontal axis shows the domestic
country’s imports while the vertical axis shows the foreign country’s imports, or
the domestic country’s exports. OH and OF represent the home country and foreign country
offercurves,respectively. Usingthesmallcountryassumption,theshapeoftheforeigncountry
offer curve will be a straight line through the origin and, hence, OF represents both the terms of
trade and the foreign country offer curve.
Freetradesituation will resultin an equilibrium at pointPf.PointPdis chosen arbitrarily
to analyze the shift induced by tariffdistortions, while P t shows the export quantities supplied and
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Figure 3,2: Effects of a Tariff on Trade (Krauss and Johnson, 1974)
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imports demanded by the hom e country atthe tariff-imposed price ratio. The offer curve of
domestic country shifts to O H ’ as a result o f the tariff imposition. Also, Pt shifts to P ’t and Pd
shifts to P ’d. Notice that the slopes o f the lines through Pd to Pt decreases from leftto right. This
implies that as the price o f imports decreases, consumption o f imported goods decrease as well.
Underthe small country assumption, the equilibrium shifts from P fto Pbthe term o f trade remains
the same, and the volume o f trade decreases. If the large country assumption is made, the foreign
country offer curve willberepresentedby OF’. As aresult, the equilibrium point shifts from Pf
to P ’t, the terms o f trade improves for the home country, and the volume o f trade decreases.
Quotas
Quantity restrictions in international trade are called quotas. As with tariffs, the optimum
quota level for a country is important in determining social welfare of that country. When one
country imposes aquotafor certain commodities, other countries often retaliates. This issue is a
well-known concept of international trade: the quota war. Various scenarios o f quota war have
been discussed in the literature. Forexample, although a country may gain by imposingatariff,
even if other countries retaliate, Tower (1975) showed that a country can never gain through
imposing a quota if other countries retaliate. Thetradebetween countries approaches zero in the
case where both countries use import quota retaliation.
The impact of an import quota is presented in Figure 3.3. The structure o f the figure is
parallel to Tower (1975) model. The horizontal and vertical lines represent country 2 exports and
country 1 exports respectively; C! is the first country’s offer curve, and C2 is the second
country’s offer curve. Free trade occurs at the point f. Suppose country one is the first mover.
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Figure 3.3: Effects of a Quota on Trade (Adopted from Tower, 1975)
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The imposition ofaquotaby county 1will restrict her offer curve to Oa’a, and the equilibrium
willbeat A. Country 2, then, selects a point on her offer curvejust clockwise ofA to retaliate the
first country’s quota, causingheroffer curve move to Ob’b. The intersection oftwo offer curves
at pointB will givethenew equilibrium point. Further retaliation by the first countrywill move the
system to d t, so on. This process continues until volume o f trade asymptotically approaches to
zero.
Voluntary Export Restrictions fVERsl
The Voluntary Export Restrictions (VERs) voluntarily imposed on a country’s own
exports. Inotherwords, a country does not export more than a specific amount o f a commodity
to a specific country. As explained in Dinopoulos and Kreinin (1989), the main difference
between quota and VERs relates to the country receiving the economic rentfrom international
trade. In the case o f quota, economic rent goes to imposing country; but in the case o f VERs
economic rent goes to exporting country. Although an import quota is levied on general
commodities, a VER may be very discriminatory. This discrimination depends upon time,
negotiation, and the country. In other words, a VER may be imposed on one country while
leaving other countries free from restriction.
Implications of Integration
This part ofthe chapter will explain the situation in which Turkey and the EU integrate.
Inorderto explain the impacts of integration and compare effects of different trade tools, atwo
stage game is assumed here. The first stage of the game determines the protection too Is, and the
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second stage determines the level o f the protection. In the second stage bargaining take place,
and if it fails the trade warfare starts.
Figure3.4 shows the implications ofHurkish-EU integration and explains the rationale
behind this integration. The analysis begins witih a three-country, two-commodity economy, which
can be expanded to then commodity case. T h e offer curves ofthe rest o f the world, Turkey, and
the EU are denoted by ROW, TR, andEU, respectively. The offer curve o f the EU with inclusion
o f Turkey is also denoted by TR+EU. The trad e indifference curves are denoted by U ROW, and
UTR+Eufor the restofthe world and the EU witBh Turkey, respectively. Since w e are cons idering
the implications of integrationbetween Turke=y and theEU, individual trade indifference curves
are ignored for the sake ofsimplicity, and thus., the trade indifference curves ofthese countries
are analyzed jointly. The free trade point w ill be f. IfROW imposes its optim al tariff and the
ExpandedEU(EEU) trades freely, q will betSie equilibrium point; and iftheE E U imposes its
optimal tariff and ROW trades freely, the equilibrium point will be q x.
IfbargainingbetweenROW andtheEBEU fails in the second stage ofthe game, we need
to determine the tariff reaction curves o f eacli countries. These curves a re R ROWand REEU. The
intersection ofthese curves, W, will be the equilibrium point for tariffwarfare. The quota warfare
equilibrium, as already explained before, w ill be no trade at all (point O).
In international trade, if there is no firee trade agreement or integration, a protection
imposed by a country is usually retaliated fcor with an equivalent protection by other trading
partners. As a result, the tariff warfare equilibrium point between the ROW and theEEU will be
point W.
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Figure 3.4: Effects of an Economic Integration on Trade
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TheintegratioabetweenTurkey andtheEUwill allowus to combine theiroffer curves.
Turkey and the EUwillnotuse any trade protection too Is against each other, but putrestrictions
for the other countries (ROW). As Gul (1989) mentioned, this situation can be called a
partnership game. In other words, the EU and Turkey will act cooperatively regarding restrictions
on others, but not on each other. The theoretical implication o f this partnership game is an
expectation of an increase in their welfare.
A General Equilibrium Model for the Turkish Economy
This part o f the study aims to explain the analytical framework and mathematical
construction of a computable general equilibrium model for the Turkish economy (TRCGE). This
model explains the impacts of Turkey’s full accession into the European Union. A CGE model
selected for a specific economy shouldbe as general as possible and must cover all sectors in the
economy to get reasonably good results from calibration and simulation. With this framework,
production, foreign trade, income and expenditure relations will be explained first, then calibration
and simulation strategies will be explained in the next chapter.
The model used here is an extended version o f Kose’s (1996) model. The TRCGE
model consists ofthree different sectors and a differentiated ROW account. The mo del has two
important specifications. First o f all, it considers imperfect competition in the Turkish
manufacturing sector. With this important specification, we can differentiate the commodity
market as perfect and imperfect competition, andhighlightthe policy implications in terms of these
two criteria. Since themainobjectiveofthis study is to coverall impacts offiill membership, the
ROW account is differentiated into two sub accounts: EU countries and non-EU countries. The
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second important specification ofthe model is to consider differentiated factors in the production
process. As we know, capital and labor are used in the production process as primal factors.
Labor is differentiated as “formal labor7’ and “marginal/informal labor7’ (Kose, 1996). With this
specification we can analyze thebasic characteristics oftwo different labor markets, andshow
the linkages between them. The criteriafor this differentiation is explained in the Appendix 4.1.
Labor market is divided into eight different categories, first three o f which are considered as
formal labor, and last five ofwhich are considered as marginal labor. The production processes
o f the model are considered as multi-level constant elasticity of substitution.
The decision processes o f the model are differentiated as public and private, and
Armington assumption and small country perspectives are recognized throughout the model. The
import demand for each sector is determined in two stages. In the first stage, domestic production
and sectoral import demands are solved in terms o f relative prices and exchange rates. In the
second stage, the import demand found in the first stage is differentiated into two origins: EU and
non-EU imports. This differentiation in the imports in terms oforigin makes the analysis o f full
excess of Turkey into the EU much easier. Because, Turkey has to remove all import duties
levied on the EU commodities and not on non-EU commodities, the custom taxes collected from
theEU countries and non-EU countries will be put into different categories in order to capture
the impacts of the accession to the EU.
The extens ion of the Kose’s (1996) model made in this study will be in the following
areas. First of all, export side ofthe economy will be differentiated into two categories as well as
import side. Kose’s model used a single specification ofthe export account, and did not consider
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the origin o f the exports. This differentiation lets us to analyze the sources o f exports in the full
accession as well as sources o f imports. Secondly, the data usedw ill be expended. Instead o f
Kose’s (1996) aggregated SAM, deSantis’ (1996) disaggregated SA M w illbeusedtoobtain
the dataneeded. This disagregationinthedataallowfor moreflexiblity and more accurate results.
Third extension o f the model will b e in the agricultural sector. K ose’s analy s is cons idered the
agricultural sector as a whole and no distinctions in the agricultural s ector are made. However,
our analysis here will separate the agricultural sector into two different categories: basic
agriculture, and agribusiness. The lastextensionofthemodel concerns the full membership into
theEU. Kose’s model considers only customs union, notfullmembership. However, ourmodel
will extend the perspective o f K ose’s model to the full membership, and include some fiscal
policies in the model. Also, scenarios ofthe TRCGE model o f this study will bedifferent and
more comprehensive.
Production Technology and Factor Markets
The production technology consists o f labor, capital and intermediate inputs. Labor is
differentiated into two different categories as “formal labor” and “marginal labor”, and total labor
supply consists o f the sum o f these two categories. Sectoral intermediate input demand is
assumed to show Leontieff technology characteristics.
Production technology is assumed to have multi-level constant elasticity of substitution
(MLCES). Several advantages in working with this function can be mentioned. The main
advantage o f the CES function is that the elasticity o f substitution is constant but not equal to
unity. This condition is a desirable one, becausethe restriction oftheunit elasticity of substitution
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is relaxedmakingthefunctionmoreflexibleto workwith. On the other hand, theCES function
is homogenous o f degree one. This technology can be expressed as:
(3.5)
where A{repres ents the scale parameter showing the returns to scale, V ;represents value added
factors (capital and labor), N ;represents composite intermediate commodities, a {represents the
distribution parameter, /?,. representthe substitution parameter, and ^ =

1

/

(1

+ /? ) represents

elasticity o f substitution between factors and intermediates.
The value added factors in the equation (3.5) can be expressed as follow:
(3-6)
s

s

where AV; represents thescale parameter,

represents the share parameter, and

represents Iaborcategories, K; represents capital, 8i s

= 1 / ( 1 + p )i represents the elasticity of substitution

between primal production factors (capital and labor).
The intermediate input demand is defined as LeontiefFtechnology, where inputs should
be used in a constant proportional way to produce certain amount of output. This technology can
be defined as follow:
(3.7)

where a^- is a constant, and cannot be changed in short term.
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This kind o f production technology assumes the producers’ choice o f physical and
intermediate commodity demand is optimal and minimizes the cost ofproduction. If the prices and
technological constraints are given, the choices o f producers can be mathematically expressed
as follow:

MinPOQS f(1 - tax) = PVAy, + PN,N,

(3.8 )

subject to
^ = A v & s ^ i z + ( i - i < u * r Ar /A
S

I

<3-9)

where PQ; represents price o f good i, PVA; represents the price of primary inputs, and PN;
represents price o f intermediate inputs. The first order condition of this relationship gives the
optimal level o f primary and intermediate input use. This relationship is given as follows:
iL

N

PN, 6t
PVA, 1-0,

(3.10)

In the model, the value added price of a commodity gives the amount of factor needed to create
one unit o f net value added output. Also, the composite price of intermediate inputs can be
calculated using a weighted average price o f all intermediate commodities.

PVA, = [PQQSX 1 - ta x ,)-P N ,N ,\IV ,

(3.11)

PN, = 'Z aJiPCi.PNi

(3.12)

j

where PC; represents price o f the composite good.
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The next step o f the model is to determine the optimal factor combination in the
production process. The producers’ basic problemhereis to maximize profits. The following
equation implies this basic assumption o f the profit maximization criteria:

M oxju, = PVA,V, - Z WLk,

(3.13)

s

where Wsrepresents wage rates in the two labor categories. When the first order condition for
this problem is solved, we obtain labor demand for each category, shown as:
L.lyS
V:

where

*',s PVA,
AV* WkX^

9i
(3.14)

s represents wage differences betweensectorsforthesam ekindoflaborforce, and

shows the distortions in the labormarkets. This distortion can be defined as ratio ofwage rate
in each sector and average wage in the economy, and calculated as a parameter in the model.
With this specification, the model leaves the traditional assumption ofthe neoclassical framework
in terms of equal wage rates in all sectors, and considers the rigidity ofwages in thes e markets.
Because the labor market in this sectorso qualified so that they don’t w orkforbelow a certain
wage rate.Labor supply is assumed constant for both labor categories (Kose, 1996).
Wage and employment rate in the formal labor market:
Wf = W f

(3.15)

LSf = LDf + Unemp

(3.16)

Wage and employment rate in the marginal labor market:
=

PVAidVJdLDU)

( 3 -17)
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LD m = LS m + Unemp

(3.18)

where LD represents labor demand and LS represents labor supply.
The balance in the labor market is:
LSf + LSf^ —LD f-!"LD m

(3.19)

In order to understand the explained conditions about the labor markets, following
diagrams are also adopted from Kose (1996). The first diagram represents the formal labor
market, and the second diagram represents the marginal labor market. The formal laborsupply
is infinitely elastic on the wage rate o f Wf. If this infinitely elastic wage rate is higher than the
actual wage rate in the formal labor market, demand for the formal labor will decrease. Thus,
there willbeunemployment in this market (LSr-LDrT This excess supply in the formal labor
marketwill go to marginal labor market. This flow in labor from formal marketto marginal market
will increasethe unemployment rate in the marginal sector and, due to the increase in the level
ofunemployment in the marginal laborsector, the wage rate inthis sector will decrease. This issue
is presented in Figure 3.5.
The model assumes that capital accumulation in eachsector is constant. These kinds of
assumptions are made in moststatic CGE models inorderto analyze the heterogenous capital
stocks in different sectors. Kose (1996), Yeldan (1996) and Roe at. all (1988) are some
examples for this kind of assumption. This heterogeneity assumption makes the problem easier
in terms o f capturingthe impacts o f differentrate of returns for eachsectors (Kose, 1996). The
rate o f return for capital in each sector canbe easily calculated within this framework as follow:
(3.20)
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where P£represents sectoral returns o f capital. Equation (3.20) explains the rate o f return for
each sector can be calculated by subtracting labor payments from sectoral value added
production income.
The main feature o f the model in terms o f pricing strategy is that it considers the
monopolistic structure ofthe Turkish manufacturing sector. These types ofmodels let our analysis
capture excess profits due to the monopolistic structure of some sectors, and makes it more
realistic in terms ofexplainingthe policy alternatives. Inorderto explain the monopolistic structure
ofthe Turkish manufacturing sectors, different kinds of concentration ratio (CR) have b een used.
Concentration ratio is an index that shows the monopolistic structure o f sectors. Sectoral
concentration ratios for the Turkish economy is given in Table 3.1.
Within this perspective, the supply in the market is determined usingprice and demand
relationships inthemonopolisticsectors. Inotherwords, thecompanies determine the price,
where their marginal costs are equal to marginal revenue. In this case, prices become higherthan
the average cost of the companies, and excess profits exist in these sectors. New entries into
these markets are nearly impossible due to structural features or capital composition. However,
agricultural and service sectors are assumed to be perfectly competitive. In these sectors, prices
are determined where marginal cost is equal to average cost. Within this framework the prices
in the monopolistic sectors can be formed in this way:
(3.21)
TVq = ( £ WsXlkL,.^ + PN,N,

(3.22)

AVCt = TVC / O Sqi - tax,)

(3.23)
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Table 3.1: Concentration Ratios for Manufacturing Sector
Sectors

Number of
Producers

Concentration
Ratio (2)

Concentration
Ratio (4)

Concentration
Ratio (8)

Processed Food Industry
Beverage *
Tobacco *
Textiles
Wearing Apparel
Leather and Fur Products
Wood & Furniture
Paper and Publishing
Chemical Products
Petroleum Products *
Class Products *
Non-Metallic Products
Iron/Steel Main Industry *
Non-Iron Metal Industry *
Metallic Products Industry
Electrical Machinery
Non-electrical Machinery *
Transport Equipment *

1746
97
62
1012
1100
221
315
341
336
38
54
1222
260
125
698
370
563
311

5.99
22.58
32.64
3.33
4.43
12.65
21.77
9.93
19.05
52.75
30,56
14.27
25,83
35,29
11.01
22,66
18.31
28.79

10.11
33.28
56.71
5.74
8.88
19.82
34.39
18,20
27.70
76.17
49.61
24.11
38.76
53.02
16,19
31.48
43.22
46.26

15.48
49.73
73.66
10.02
15.65
30.73
45.74
31.82
37.46
95.00
76.50
34.43
53.16
65.64
22.99
43.77
56.16
61.78

(*): Monopolistic sectors
Source: Gunes (1996)

where AVC and TVC represent average and total variable costs, respectively, and m repres ents
a constant that implies higherprices. This constant m implies that monopolistic sectors do not
produce under their full capacity and transmits the higher costs directly to consumers if the
demand curve is sufficiently inelastic. This higher price alters the income distribution and
encourages the “rent economics” against labor (Kose, 1996).
Value added produced in the monopolistic sector (Vi) is assumed as a function o f
“capacity used ratio” (Ui). The capacity can be interpreted as the relationship between the
changes in the market demands and value added produced in the market. This relationship can
be expressed as:

V, = U , . f ( K , L F, L u )

(3.24)

where Ui = Capacity used / Full capacity.
Foreign Trade and Balance o f Payments
The model assumes five different commodities: ©domestic, (ii) exported to the EU(iii)
exported to the ROW, (iv) imported from the EU, and (v) imported from ROW. The differences
in these types o f commodities are specified using CES functions which are frequently used in
CGE models. This structure determines the component o f sectoral exports in the domestic
production, and imports in the domestic demand.
Unlike traditional trade models, commodities are differentiated as tradab le goods and
non-tradable goods. This feature ofthe model gives more flexibility concerning analysis o f
Turkish membership into the EU. Also, the model follows the traditional Armington assumption.
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This assumption distinguishes the commodities in terms oftheir origin as well as their types. In
otherwords, the Armington assumption allows forthefactthatthesametype o f commodities
might be both exported and imported at the same time (intra-sectoral trade). However, in
traditional trade models, intra-industry trade is omitted from the analysis and only inter-industry
trade is considered. This assumption causes “extreme specialization”in trade, which makes
domestic prices and resource allocation more sensitive to foreign policies. The model, in this
context, determines the production process in two different stages. In the first stage, the
composition of the domestic demand mustbe determined as domestic and imports. In the second
stage, imports are differentiated as the EU imports and ROW imports (Kose, 1996). This
specification allows for the different policy scenarios in the process of full membership.
Accordingto the specifications above, the domestic sectoral commodities (DC;) and
composite import commodities (M;) together produce a composite commodity such that:
(3.25)
where CQ, M; and DQ represent composite commodity, imported commodity, and domestically
produced commodity, respectively; Q represents the shift parameter; ^ represents the share
parameter; and 1 /( 1 + (j)f )= crf. represents the elasticity o f substitution between domestic and
imported goods.
The problem in this process for consumers is to minimize the cost o f commodities
consumed. This problem can be expressed as:

MinPCtCC, = PDiDCi + PMiM i
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(3 .2 6 )

subject to:

cc, = cmm;*'+ Q.-MDc,-*rv*

( 3 .27 )

lathis optimization problem, import and domestic commodity demands canbefoundby
solutions o f the first order conditions. That is:
M,

PD:

L

„
(328)

The next step ofthe model is to identify the imported commodities with respect to their
origins. As explained earlier, the sectoral imports are obtained from two sources: theEUand the
ROW. The imported goods from different origins are assumed to be limited substitutes for each
other and are expressed as an Armington function:

M t = Q.l{ y i M E U ~Ti + (1 - y ^ M R ^ ] ' ^

(3 .29 )

where M EU andM RW represent imports from theE U and imports from ROW, respectively;

y f and
e( =

1

Q f represent the

share

and

the

shift parameters,

respectively;

and

/ ( 1 + t ;) represents the elasticity of substitution between imported goods from different

origins.
Given different origined imported good prices and the degree ofelasticity of substitution,
the optimization problem o f the consumers becomes:
M inPM iM i

=

PMEUiMEUi + PMRWiMRWi

subject to:
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( 3 .30 )

Mt = H\y.$4EUp + (1- ri)MRW-r‘]~Ut‘

(3-31)

The first order condition for this problem becomes:
MEU, _ r PMRW 7l Y
MRWi l P M E U , \ - r , \

where PMRW, and PMEU represents the price o f rest o f the world and price o f the EU,
respectively.
In the import side ofthe model, small country assumption and infinitely elastic EU and
non-EU import supply assumptions are made. If the exchange rate (ER) and foreign trade taxes
are known, the domestic market price o f the commodities can be determined as follow:

PMEU. = P WM EU .0- + tmeu. + tfeu.)ER

(3 3 3

)

PMRW. =

(3 3 4

)

(1 + tmrw. + tfrw.)ER

where PMEU, PMRW and P W indicate domestic price o f EU imports and domestic price of
ROW imports, and the world price, respectively; tmeu, tfeu and tmrw, tfiwrepresenttheEU and
non- EU custom taxes and funds, respectively. Fund rates in the model indicate non-tariff
barriers on imports. These ratios are considered as exogenous and used as policy parameters in
the model scenarios. The export supply equation is expressed as follow:
-v .

-

1

/v .

where D; represents the shift parameter, and /j.i represents the share parameter.
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(3.35)

The maximization problem becomes:
Max PQi. QSi = PDi DC{+ PE£. E£

(3.36)

subject to:

OS,. = D 'lfi'E p + ( 1 - ni) D C r <r Vv‘

(3 .3 7 )

whereD; represents the shift parameter, E {represents commodity exported, //,- represents the
share parameter, and

g, = 1 / 1 + v(. represents the transformation elasticity.

The optimal market combinations between domestic and exported commodities can be
found by solving the first order conditon:
DC,

PE, l-fi,
PDC, Mi

(3.38)

The next step o f the model is to identify the exported commodities in terms o f their
origins. The sectoral exports (E;) are sent to the EU and the ROW. Exports to the different
origins are assumed to be limited substitutes for each other and expressed as an Armington
function:

E f = \jf,\a ,E E U ^ + (1 - a,')ERW~n‘

(3.39)

where EEU and ERW represent exports to the EU and exports to the ROW, respectively;
represents the share parameter; \ffj represents the shift parameter, and (o, -

1

/ ( 1 + 77,.)

represents the elasticity o f substitution between exported good to different origins.
The traditional small-country assumption is not considered for the export side o f the
economy, becauseTurkey’s economic policies effect the price level ofEU countries. The price
relationship in the model can be expressed as follow:
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PEj = PW E:. E R

(3.40)

where PE, PWE and ER represent domestic price o f exported goods, world price o f exported
goods, and exchange rate, respectively.
Domestic average prices can be calculated as the weighted average o f domestic and
exported commodity prices:

PO, = [ PD,. DC, + PE,. E ,.] / OS,

(3.41)

The foreign trade equations ofthe model are explained above. The b alance ofpayments
equations must be explained in order to complete the model. Flexible exchange rates are assumed
rather than fixed exchange rates. Thebalanceof payments can be shown in the following w ay:

(EMw M) + P I row + GT row = (PEWE + REMIT +PFr0w +GFrow +FSAV

(3.42)

where PMWand PEWrepresent world price o f imports and exports, respectively; PTROw and
GT rowrepresent private and government income transfers (profit transfers and interest payments)
to the ROW, respectively; PFRowand GF ROWrepresent private and government factor incomes
from ROW respectivrely; REMIT represents private capital income (investment, interest incomes,
etc.); and FSAV represents foreign savings in Turkey.
Income and Demand Equations
The TRCGE model differentiates the agents of the economy as private sector,
govemmentsector, and the restofthe world which is also differentiated as theEU and non-EU.
The private income (YH) consists o f gains from value added production o f private sector,
transfers from government and the restofthe world, and factor incomes. The private sectorvalue
added can be obtained by subtracting government factor income and corporate tax.
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YH = [(PV A . V) - Flo - T A X cap] + TL+(FIp- P JW ) . ER

(3.43)

where FIG, and FIPrepresents factor income o f government and private sector, respectively;
TAX cap represents corporate tax; T represents transfers to the private sector, and PTROw
represents private income transfers to the ROW. FIGand TAX cap are determined as follows:
FIg = rfg .GDP

(3.44)

TAXcap = ctx

(3-45)
i

where rfg represents afixed proportion, ctxrepresents corporate tax rate inthe current economy,
and RP represents sectoral profits.
Household savings, consumption and tax are determined as follow:
TAXhh = taxh . YH

(3.46)

SAVhh = sh [YH ( 1-taxi,)]

(3.47)

CONhh = (l-sO [YH (1-taxn)]

(3.48)

where TAXhh, SAVhh, and CON hh represent income tax, household savings, and household
consumption, respectively; taxhrepresents income tax rate; and shrepresents the marginal saving
rate o f the households. Anotherthingto be considered inthe model is the question of how much
o f the total domestic production is consumed by the private sector. This question can be
answered by using a classical linear expenditure system equation:
PC ;. CD; = cles;. CON hh

(3.49)

where CD; represents sectoral distribution of private total consumption, and cles; represents a
distribution parameter.
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Another participant in the model is the public sector. The following equation shows that
the public income consists oftariffs, indirect taxes, direct taxes, corporation tax, factorincome
o f the government, and government’s foreign factor incomes:
GREV = TARIFF + T A X ^ + TAX hh + TAX cap + FIg + GFI„nW. ER

(3.50)

where GREV represents government revenue, TAX q®, TAX hh, and TAXcap represent indirect
tax, income tax, and corporation tax, respectively; and GFIROWrepresents government’s factor
income from the rest o f the world.
Since the rest o f the world is differentiated as EU and non-EU countries, the tariff
incomes to the Turkish economy can be expressed as follow:
TTR —CTeu + CT row + FUNpu •+■FUN row

(3.51)

where TTR, CT, andFUN representtotal tariff revenue, total customs tax collected, and funds
collected, respectively. The subscripts show the origin o f tariff revenue.
The gross domestic production (GDP) and government expenditure (GEXP) equations
can be written as follow:
GDP = ( X p v A i VO + TAX wd + TTR

(3.52)

i

GEXP = INVr-. + CON g + X + G T rqw- ER

(3.53)

where INVo, and CONG represent government investment and government consumption.
In addition to these equations, government savings (GSAV) and government consumption
sectoral distribution can be specified as follow:
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G SA V = & GDP

(3.54)

P C ;. GDi = gles{. INVg

(3.55)

where gles; represents a sectoral share parameter, and ^ S^esi ~ 1 Investments in the economy are in one oftwo different categories: (i) changes in stocks,
and (ii) physical capital investments.
Total investmentis converted into the investmentby sectoroforiginby using the capital
composition matrix. This relationship can be explained as follow:
S I; = £ b y T P I ;

(J .Jfi)

where SI represents sectoral investment, TPI represents total private investment in each sector,
andbjf isaconstantcomingfromthecapitalcompositionmatrixand represents investments from
sector i to sector j.
The balance requirement in the goods market assumes furtherthat demand and supply
o f composite commodity (CC) in each sector must be in the equilibrium:
CC = ESTT + CD + GD + ID + ( DSTP+DSTS)

(3.57)

where ENT, CD, GD and ID represent intermediate demand, private consumption demand,
government consumption demand, and investment demand, respectively. DST1*and DSTS
represent private inventory investment and government inventory investment, respectively.
TheTRCGE model includes three macroeconomic balances: the government deficit,
savings-investmentbalanceofthe private sector, and the trade balance. Thesebalances are not
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independent o f one another (Kose, 1996). Considering this, investment, and savings canbe
expressed as follow:
I N V E S T = IN V p + I N V g

(3.58)

SAVING = SAVhh + GSAV + FS A V . E R

(3.59)

where FSAV represents foreign savings.
The model is asingle country, multi-commodity model with implicit inclusion o f the EU
and ROW. In this model, the budgetary impacts and implications ofthe full membership will be
analyzed using different integration scenarios. There are three agents for each sector in the model:
consumers (households), producers (firms), and the government (fiscal authority). Consumers
have constant elasticity o f substitution (CES) utility functions b etween imported and domestic
goods. The utility maximization ofthe consumers is determined according to the Armington
criteria. The firms repres enting the producer s ide o f the economy maximize the value oftheir
profits. Thus, the main goal ofthe firms is to make production and investment decisions that allow
them to maximize the value o f the firm. The government represents the fiscal authority, and
collects taxes to finance pub lie expenditures such as social security payments, public investments
and pub lie services. The difference between public revenue and public expenditure is financed
by issuing public bonds.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA COLLECTION AND CALIBRATION
This chapter consists of two basic sections. In the first section, the idea o f a social
accounting matrix (SAM) and stages involved in aCGE model will be explained. Inthe second
section, an aggregate SAM for the Turkish economy will be constructed and the rationale behind
it will be discussed.
The Idea o f a Social Accounting Matrix
ACGE model requires avariety o f data in order to analyze the economic structure of a
country. The most important part of this data set is obtained by constructing a SAM for that
economy. The development o f social accounting matrix became more popularwiththe increased
useof economic planning as well as providing datafor constructing applied general equilibrium
models. In this sense, the SAM makes the raw data more organized and easy to understand. A
SAM has two obj ectives. The first is to organize the information about a country ’s social and
economic structure for a specific year. The second objective is to constructastatisticalbasis for
the model chosen. Once the datafor a country is presented inthe form o f SAM, they represent
just astatic image of that country (King, 1985). In orderto make this snapshot more m eaningful,
we need to use different scenarios concerning the policy interventions. However, a huge policy
o f literature can be seen based on just SAM such as De Santis and Ozhan (1 9 9 5 ), Ozhan
(1 9 8 9 ),

King (1 9 8 5 ), and Pyatt et. al. (1 9 8 5 ).
The basic idea ofthe SAM is same as the double entry bookkeeping in accounting, which

means thatthe income and expenditure of an entity mustbalance. In this point, a SAM resembles
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traditional national accounts in which income in one account must b e the expenditure of another
account. Consideringthis fact, we can say that a SAM embodies all information in a national
account and much more.
Each account in a SAM consists o f one row and one column, both o f which are
numbered identically and the double entries are achieved by only one entry in a matrix. The
volume ofthe matrix depends on data availability and the aim ofthe model (King, 1985). The
column in a SAM indicates expenditures, and the row indicates income receipts. In other words,
the label on a column shows who made an expenditure, and the label on a row shows who
receives it(Kehoe, 1996). Forthis reason, in a SAM the sum of the rows should be always equal
to the sum of columns.
A SAM usually consists of five different accounts: (i) factors of production, (ii)
institutions, (iii) activities, (iv) capital account, and (v) the restofthe world account. Each account
might be separated into different categories. For example, factors o f production can be
differentiated as capital and labor; institutions can be differentiated as households, companies and
government; activities can be differentiated in terms of sectors such as agriculture, agribusiness,
manufacture, private services and publicservices; activities can be differentiated in terms ofthe
origin o f production; the capital account can be differentiated in terms of public or private
sources; and the rest of the world can be differentiated as current and capital accounts. However,
there is not only one type o f SAM, it can be constructed in variety ofways for different purposes
depending on the policy scenarios to be examined. In other words, some sectors can be
desegregated in a detailed way while othersectors are highly aggregated. In this sense, there is
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no limitation in explaining the details in a SAM, but in practice, collecting the datafor a SAM
gives the most problematic part o f the analysis and imposes limitations (King 1985).
Concerning theuseofthe SAM, there could be some analytical implications. First, a
SAMhas a higher position in economics ratherthanjustbeing an upgrade o f statistics, because
it provides necessary datafor CGE models and explains currentsituationofthe economy. In this
sense, the concept o f a SAM does more thanjustthe improvement o f statistics. For example, a
SAM gives a much clearer idea about the structure of an economy for a certain period oftime.
Second, a SAM should not be assumed an ultimate truth for an economy, but it should b e known
as a system that forces inconsistencies to make them closer to the truth. Inorderto achieve this
“closertruth”, we may useourjudgements, butourjudgements shouldbe consistent with the
model w eareusing and the adjustments should bekept within plausible limits(King, 1985).
Stages o f the General Equilibrium Model and Calibration
The number of stages concerning CGE models vary according to the researcher’s
perspective and goals o f the study. However, there are five main steps that need to be taken in
the solution process. Thefirststep is to collect raw data from differentsources, such as statistical
institutions and government agencies. The second step is to adjust the data in terms o f the
proposed research. Typically, institutions have inconsistent datasources orthe data itself is not
meaningful without certain adjustments. The researcher musttake this raw data and adjustit
accordingto the analysis to be done. This step also includes construction of a SAM for aspecific
economy. The third step is the most important step in terms ofthe results. This is the calibration
process in which the basic structure o f the model is constructed and parameter values o f the
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model are estimated. The fourth stage involves base year solutions and determination ofthe policy
scenarios to be used. The last stage o f a CGE model includes interpretation o f the different
scenarios. This process is important for obtaining “after-shock” results and policy
recommendations. In addition to thesefive main steps, oneadditional step involvingsensitivity
analysis canbe added to the process. Although this is notarequired part o f CGE models, it is
recommended to prove the validity ofresults obtained. Sensitivity analysis requires to try different
values o f elasticities forthe same commodity and compare the results. Sensitivity analysis is
performed after obtaining the results o f policy scenarios. The data ofthis nature is very hard to
find. Thus, the true values o f elasticities are never known. Researchers who estimate these values
also cannot give a point estimation. The only thing they give is interval estimation and these
intervals show big differences in differentstudies. That is why researchers use sensitivity analysis
to test their model to make sure that they are using “close to truth” elasticities. If a model is too
sensitive to changes inelasticities, internal validity ofthe model disappear andnew assumptions
about elasticities should be made. These steps involved in the application o f a CGE model are
shown in Figure 4.1.
Since thedata used forthebase year does not include quantities, only monetary data are
used intheprocess. Forthatreason the most commonmethodused is to assume that all prices
are equal to one. Inotherwords, physical quantities in the base solution are obtained by assuming
the price level for each category is equal to unity. After determining the functional forms to be
used in the model, the calibration process begins. Although there are different techniques to
determine parameter values, the calibration method is the most appropriate technique, because
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Figure 4.1: Stages o f a CGE Model
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More
Scenario ?

it is much simpler and does not require econometric knowledge. Th«e calibration process is not
a statistical process; it is a deterministic (mathematical) way ofcalcwlatingthe parameter values
(Kose, 1996). The results obtained are then tested for reliability. T his is sensitivity analysis
process. After calibration and sensitivity analysis, different policy scenarios are combined to find
optimal values ofthe objective function and/or other macroeconomic; indicators in the economy.
The calibration process is a numerical process rather than ai statistical process. Known
parameters in a CGE model is directly put into the model, howeverncwtall parameters are known.
The usual approach is to calculate thoseunknown parameters orge=tthem from the literature.
Given this process and the data obtained from SAM, the calibration praocedure is straightforward.
Only thing that matters in this process is the relative prices. In GCE n>odels prices are considered
unity at the beginning, and following process are performed accordingly. This is the procedure
followed in this study as well. One importantthing must be known is thatthe numerical calibration
does not involve any kind of econometric testing procedure (de Santis, 1999).
Data Collection and a Social Accounting Matrix for Turkey
As explained earlier, a SAM is an economy-wide data colilection procedure, which
describes data in terms of production and income inone side, and the expenditures orflows from
one account to another on the other side. Flows or incomes are a snaapshot of the economy at a
specific point of time. The construction ofthe SAM has two mainfeartures: (i) the payments for
one transaction by one account is considered a receipt for the sarme transaction by another
account; and (ii) total incomes of each account in a SAM is always e=qual to total expenditures
ofthe same account(de Santis and Ozhan, 1996). This balance in expenditures and incomes in
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each sectormakes a SAM internally consistent, because a sector or an account cannot earn more
thantheothersectors’ expenditure, and with the same logic, asectorcannotspendm orethanits
income. These basic accounting criteria provide a useful statistical frameworkfora SAM, and
help to address impacts o f different scenarios in a CGE model.
Even though the Turkish economy has a very long planning history, none o f the
government institutions has made constructed an official SAM for Turkey. That is why other
studies ofthis issue have disagreements insomecases, and results vary depends on what kind
ofdata they used. Some are not even accurate to describe the Turkish economy. Dervis etal.
(1982) constructed a 1973 SAM for Turkey, which was designed to reflect an open economy
general equilibrium model for Turkey. However there was no income distribution dimension of
this study.
Another study on this issuewas doneby Ozhan (1988 and 1989), which is very useful
forthe analysis o f income distribution ofstabilization policies employed in the1980s. However,
the SAM constructed by Ozhan(1989) classifies imports and indirect taxes by users, notby type.
This class ification may not be consistent with the idea ofthe SAM (de Santis and Ozhan, 1996),
becausethe classification of imports and indirecttaxes by users does not give researchers the
ability to analyze different policy s cenarios. In addition to these studies, some o f datasets have
been constructed by other modelers (i.e., Harrison etal., 1993; Yeldan, 1989; Kose, 1996) to
analyze specific topics for the Turkish economy.
Since the disaggregated SAM is beyond the scope ofthis study, an aggregated SAMfor
Turkey is presented in this part of thestudy. The disaggregated data in this section is obtained
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from de Santis and Ozhan (1996), which represents the first comprehensive and detailed 1990
SAM for Turkey. In order to constructaSAMtobeusedinaCGEmodel, adistinction is made
between “activities” and“commodities” in the production accounts. This classification is done to
allow researchers to distinguish secondary products. This classification also enables the adoption
ofthe Armington specification in CGE modeling literature. The Armington specification assumes
that commodities produced inthe different countries in the same market are imperfect substitutes
(de Santis and Ozhan, 1996). In other words, the consumers are not indifferent between the
domestically produced goods and imported goods. This imperfectsubstitutability between the
imported commodities and domestic commodities allows researchers to use constant elasticity
o f transformation specification in the CGE model.
The main pub lished statistical data sources in Turkey are Input-Output (I-O) tab le for
1990, the Statistical Yearbook ofTurkey, the Balance ofPayment Statistics, the Annual Program
published by the State Planning Organization and Household Income and Consumption and
Expenditure Surveys for 1987. Using these data available, de Santis and Ozhan (1996)
constructed a highly disaggregated SAM for 1990 containing o f 226 accounts. In their
disaggregated SAM, the production factors (laborand capital) were separated into 8 different
types o f labor categories and 5 different types o f capital. Households were disaggregated by their
income level and their geographical regions. Companies were disaggregated a state enterprise and
three private enterprises (non-agricultural production, trade and services). Activities and
commodities were disaggregated according to the most recent 1-0 tab le, which was for the year
o f 1990 (54 accounts in each case). The capital account was disaggregated into three categories
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(private gross fixed capital formation, public gross fixed capital formation and changes in the
stocks). This categorization ofthe accounts in the disaggregated SAM ofthe Turkish economy
is obtained from de Santis and Ozhan (1996), and presented inthe Appendix 1. As explained
in de Santis and Ozhan (1996), although most o f the data required were obtained from pub lished
documentation, there were major area of difficulties in terms of collecting data. Their first major
area o f difficulty in terms of data was the disaggregation ofthe household consumption matrix.
Since the private consumption vector in the 1990 1-0 table was obtained residually, the
household consumptionsurvey for 1987 was used to disaggregate private expenditures among
households, butthe coverage ofthe commodity groups was not the same as the 1-0 classification.
In order to preventthis problem they reduced the 64 production sectors o f the 19901-0 table
to 54sectors. Thesecond area o f difficulty was the disaggregation of net indirect taxes by type
o f domestically produced commodities. The 1-0 tables usually consider net indirect taxes
obtained from domestic sectors. Indirect taxes indicate the taxes that completely paid by the
consumers atthetimeofpurchase, notby the producers. Hence, they used classification by type
o f commodities, which is obtained from unpublished documents o f the Turkish Ministry of
Finance and Custom. The third area o f difficulty was allocation ofthe value added to the eight
different labor categories. However, this difficulty they experienced does noteffect our analysis
in this study, because different categories capital will notbeused in this analysis. Thefourth area
o f difficulty was computation o f dividends and retained earnings ofthe private enterprises,
because the data on this issue are not easy to find. The fifth area of difficulty concerned household
savings, becausemostofeconomists and statisticians do notagree with the official estimates.
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The analytical framework o f 1990 aggregated SAM forTurkey is provided in Table4.1
which is taken from de Santis and Ozhan(1996). Eachrowrepresents the receipts o f aspecific
accountffom other accounts while each column represents the payments o f aspecific account
to other accounts.
For example, consider the households account. If Table 1 is read by row, it gives
household earnings and if it is read by column, it gives household expenditures. More specifically,
households earn money from factor income by supplying their labor, profits distributed by
companies, government transfers, and remittances from the rest ofthe world current account.
However, they pay direct taxes to the government and consume commodities. The remainder of
their income (if any) is saved in thecapital account. Empty boxes imply that there are no flows
between the corresponding accounts. Other accounts can also be interpreted using the same
logic.
Tabie4.2givesnumericalresultsforthe 1990 SAMoftheTurkisheconomy. Itconsists
of 6 different accounts; each account was disaggregated into several sub-accounts. For example,
the factors account is disaggregated into two different accounts: capital and labor, the institutions
account is disaggregated into three sub-accounts: households, companies, and government; the
activities account is disaggregated into three different sub-accounts: agriculture, manufacturing,
and services; the commodities account is disaggregated into two different sub-accounts: domestic
and imported commodities, each o f which is separated into three categories: agriculture,
manufacturing and services; and the last account, the rest o f the world, is disaggregated into two
categories: current and capital accounts.
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Table 4.1: Analytical Framework of the Turkish SAM
Factors

Household

Companies

Gov.

Activities

Composite

Imported

Cap, Acc,

Row-Cur,

Row-Cap.

Gross Value
Added

Factors

Household

Factor
Income

Companies

Factor
Income

Distributed
Profits

Direct
Taxes

Gov.

Gross Factor
Income

Transfers

Remittances

Household
Income

Transfers

Profit
Remittances

Enteiprise
Income

Direct
taxes

Indirect
taxes

Import
Duties

Government
Income
Production
Revenues

Activities
Consumptio
n

Composite

Consumptio
n

Intermediate
Inputs

Total Income

Investment
Imports

Expenditure
on Imports

Imported
Cap. Acc.

Deprecialio
n

Savings

Row-Curr.

Retained
Earnings

Budget
Surplus

Profit
Remittances

Transfers

Net Capital
Activities
Net
Imports

Row-Cap.
Total

Total

Factor
Payments

Household
Expenditure

Adopted from de Santis (1996)

Enteiprise
Expenditure

Government
Expenditure

Production
Costs

Total
Absorption

Supply of
Imports

Aggregate
Savings
CuiTcnt
Payments

Reserve
Activities

Current
Account

Aggregate
Investment

Net Foreign
Exchange

Capital
Payments
Capital
Receipts

Table 4.2: Aggregate SAM for the Turkish Economy (billion TL)
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Table 4.3: Key for the Turkish 1990 SAM
1) FACTORS:

5) COMMODITIES:

A) Capital

A) Composite Commodities

B) Labor

a) Agriculture
b) Manufacturing
c) Services
B) Imported Commodities
a) Agriculture
b) Manufacturing
c) Services

2) INSTITUTIONS:
A) Households
B) Companies
C) Government
3) CAPITAL:
00

4) ACTIVITIES:
A) Agriculture
B) Manufacturing
C) Services

6) REST OF THE WORLD (ROW):
A) ROW Current
B) ROW Capital
7) TOTAL:

Three sectors are considered in Table 4.2: agriculture, manufacturing and services.
Agriculture and animal husbandry, forestry, and fisheries are considered as Basic Agriculture; 43
non-agricultural commodities are considered as Manufacturing; and 7 other activities are
considered as services (This classification is obtained from De Santis and Ozhan (1996), and
presented in Appendix 1).
The numerical implications of Table 4.2 can be explained as follow: total factor income
is 357,013 billion Turkish Lira (TL) is allocated into two factors: capital and labor. Total capital
income is 24,991 billions TL while total labor income is 107,102 billion TL. Capital income
comes from following activities: 58,645billionTL from agriculture, 69,556 billion TL from
manufacturing, and 121,710 billion TL from the services sector. Also, total labor income comes
from the following activities: 66,313 billions TL from agriculture, 3 8,748 billion TL from
manufacturing, and 61,741 billion TL from the services sector.
The second account in the SAM represents institutions (households, companies and
government). The factor income to households (174,484billionTL) consists o f 107,102 billion
TL labor and 67,383 billion TL capital income. The dividends distributed to households by
companies are 146,866bilIionTL; the government transfers to households are4,699 billion TL;
and the transfers to households from therest ofthe world current account are 8,786 billion TL.
The factor income to companies is 156,287 billion TL; government transfers to companies are
18,247billion TL; and the transfers from the ROW to private companies are 4,3 81 billion TL.
Government receives money from households, companies, and domestic and imported
commodities. The taxes paid by households to government are 18,609 billion TL; the corporation
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tax is 7,829 billion TL; the indirecttaxes on domestic commodities are 20,514 billions of TL (
167 billion TL from agricultural commodities, 12,559 billion TL from manufacturing, and 7,788
billions ofTL from services); and import duties are 13,397 billion TL (469 billion TL from
agricultural commodities and 12,928 billion TL from the manufacturing). The consumption of fixed
capital is 26,241 billions TL, while householdsavings are54,022 billionTL; retained earnings are
21,445 billions TL; the government budget deficit is 11,955 billion TL; and capital transfers are
16,311 billionTL. The income that activities receive from domestic commodities (domestic sales)
is 596,198billionTL. The income that activities recieve from the ROW current account is 52,062
billionsTL. The Agriculture sector receives 96,274billionTL(93,760 billionTL from domes tic
consumers and 2,514 billion TL from foreign consumers). The Manufacturing sector receives
299,077 b illion TL; and the services sector receives 252,909billion TL from both domestic and
foreign consumers.
The intersection o f row 5 Aand column4 represents demand for intermediate goods.
Domestic commodities are consumed by households, government, othersectors and inventors.
The Agricultural sector receives a total o f97,006 billionTL; theManufacturingsectorreceives
atotalof360,079billionTL;andtheservicessectorreceivesatotalof242,058 billionTL. Also,
the value of imports is a total o f 82,431 billion TL. (3,079 billion TL goes to agricultural
commodities, 75,265 billion TL goes to manufacturing commodities, and4,087 billion TL goes
to service goods.
The ROW account implies money flows to the foreign countries. Domestic companies
paid 2,775 billionTL profit remittance to foreign shareholders. Government transfers to the
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foreigners are 6,275 billion TL, and foreign exporters earned a total o f69,034billion TL. Total
capital flows to foreigners are 16,311 billion TL.
TheremainingportionofTable4.2 canbe interpreted inthesame context. However,
when calculatingthe expenditures for any specific account, the corresponding columns should be
used.
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CHAPTER 5
POLICY SCENARIOS AND RESULTS
As explained before, Turkish accession to theEU will haveconsiderable impacts onboth
the Turkish andEuropean Union economies. However, the model presented previously does not
give a full picture o f results occurring due to integration. In order to see a snapshot o f the
economy in a specific time period, the SAM may be useful, but it still does not cover the full
picture of the economy. Various potential scenarios must be implemented and analyzed to obtain
a complete picture.
The customs union with the EU implies that Turkey must remove a certain proportion of
tariffs levied on manufacturing products imported from theEU. Also, Turkey has to adopta
CommonExtemal Tariff with theEU on imports from non-EU countries. Application ofthe
Common External Tariff involves a substantial reduction in tariff rates on third countries as well.
This means that Turkey is ob ligated to provide preferential agreements with the EU ’s “most
favored nations” (MFN) by 2001. Most of these countries have tariff rates o f 6-7 percent on
average. Thus, Turkey has to reduce tariff rates not only on EU imports, but also on MFN
imports. By2001, it is Turkey’s responsibility to negotiate preferential trade agreements with the
countries with which the EU has preferential agreements (Harrison et al., 1996).
Turkey is also a member ofW orld Trade Organization (WTO) and thus, has certain
obligations accordingto the WTO rules. In this case, Turkey will become an open economy in
the non-agricultural sectors. This tariff reduction on both EU and non-EU countries reduces the
trade diversion cost o f the customs union, and results in extra gains from trade. In addition,
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preferential agreements with the third countries will improve the trade balance o f Turkey by
increasing access to the market o f those countries. This improved access to the third country
markets causes extra gains from trade for Turkey (Harrison et al., 1996).
Other potential scenarios are full membership to the EU and free trade. These two will
bemadeundertheassumptionthatbothTuikey andtheEU complete theirobligations concerning
liberalization policies. In lightofthe reasons explained above, the following four scenarios will be
used to examine the integration o f the Turkish economy into the EU.
1) Customs Union with theEU: This scenario considers the obligations that Turkey and
the EU have made, and assumes both sides fulfill their obligations. These obligations are
determined by the European Council and Common External Tariff rules.
2) Full Membership to theEU: This scenario considers Turkey’s full accession into the
EU. According to the agreement between Turkey and the EU, T urkey will lower tariff rates for
EU imports, but continue to impose highertariffrate forthe non-EU countries. This reduction in
tariff rates causes the Turkish government to lose tariff revenues coming from theEU. However,
the EU will compensate the Turkish government for a portion o f these losses.
3) Full Membership plus Replacement Tax: This scenario will analyze the impacts offull
membership with the assumption of an increase in the domestic indirect tax rate. Under this
scenario, government losses due to tariffreduction will be compensated by increasing the rate of
indirect tax. By increasing indirect tax rate, government can finance the budget deficit.
4) Free Trade: This scenario will analyze the option of free trade. Underthis scenario,
Turkey will reduce tariff rates for all countries. This reduction in tariffrates does not necessarily
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mean that tariff rates for ail countries should be zero. Tariff rates on average should be
asymptotically zero. The reductions will be made notonly in the tariff rates but also non-tariff
barriers such as funds should be eliminated completely under this scenario.
Table 5.1: Percentage Tariff Reductions_________________________________________
Custom Union

Full Membership

Sectors

EU

ROW

EU

ROW

EU

ROW

Agriculture
Manufacturing
Services

0%
100%
0%

25%

100%
100%
100%

50%
50%
50%

100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%

40%
40%

Free Trade

EU: The European Union
ROW: The Rest of the World

Table 5.2: Percentage Fund Reductions
Customs Union

Full Membership

Free Trade

Sectors

EU

ROW

EU

ROW

EU

ROW

Agriculture
Manufacturing
Services

70%
70%
70%

60%
60%
60%

100%
100%
100%

70%
70%
70%

100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%

EU: The European Union
ROW: The Rest of the World

Table 5.1 and 5.2 explain the reductions in tariffand fund rates in terms of eachscenario.
The replacement tax scenario is not shown in the tab les, because it has the same assumptions
with the full membership scenario in terms oftariffand fund reductions. The only difference it has
is an increase in the domestic indirecttax rate, which does not effect the rate of trade protections.
Underthe customs union scenario, import tariffrates onEU manufacturing goods will be
reduced completely, and no change is made on the manufacturing and services sectors.
However, importtariffs onnon-EUgoods will be reducedby 30% intheagriculturalsectorand
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40% in the manufacturing and services sectors. The full membership scenario requires complete
elimination oftariffs on EU goods for all sectors. However, only 50% of tariffs will be reduced
on non-EU goods. As can be expected, all tariffs are removed underthe free trade scenario.
The fund rate reductions are presented in Table 5.2. The rate of reductions arenotthe
same as in the tariff rates. Underthe customs union scenario, fund rates will be reduced by 70%
on EU-imported goods, while 60% reductions will be made fornon-EU goods. Underthe full
membership scenario, all funds will be eliminated on EU-imported goods, while 70% o f
reductions will be made for non-EU products. The free trade scenario removes all trade distorted
protections for both EU and non-EU products.
The structure o f the analysis will be based on these scenarios. The effects o f each
scenario on prices, trade volume, employment, production, domestic sales and cost structure will
b e obtained. Comparisons of these scenario results with the base year and among themselves will
be reported in this chapter.
Impacts of the Scenarios on the Turkish Economy
According to the Input-Output (TO) table calculations, the average nominal protection
level in the Turkish economy is approximately 20%. Ifw e considerthe sectoral differentiation
ofthe study, the most protected sectors are tobacco (105%), petroleum products (98%), glass
and glass products (51 %), transportation equipments (43 %) and metal industry (3 7%); the least
protected sectors are mining (0.01%) and the textile industry (0.02%) (Kose, 1996). This section
discusses the impact ofEU integration on the Turkish economy. After analyzing sectoral impacts
o f EU integration, changes in macroeconomic indicators will be presented.
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Sectoral impacts will be divided into four sections. First, sectoral production and
international trade impacts ofthe scenarios will be presented. In addition, changes in the price
level, exports, imports, domestic production and demand will be analyzed. Secondly, labor
demand and employment topics w ill be presented. Both the marginal and organized labor
demand will be analyzed under different scenarios. Third, changes in sectoral profit rates will b e
presented. Two criteria will be used to measure the changes in profitability in eachsector. One
is the profit-capital ratio, and the otheris changes in profit resulting from each policy scenario.
The lastone will be the cost structure analysis ofthe Turkish economy under different scenarios.
Average variable costwill beused as ameasurementtool forthis analysis. After discussing these
sectoral impacts, changes in the macroeconomic indicators on the whole economy and
government budget will be presented.
Domestic Production and International Trade Impacts
In this section, changes in the price level, exports, imports, domestic production and
demand will be analyzed under each individual scenario and policy implications concerning these
scenarios will be discussed,
a) Customs Union Scenario
Underthis scenario, Turkey is obligated to eliminate tariffrates onEU imports forthe
manufacturing sector. However, tariff rates on agricultural and services sectors will not be
eliminated. Impacts ofthis scenario on the prices are exp lained in Table 5.3. The first implication
o f this tariff rate reduction will be a decrease in domestic prices. The decrease in the domestic
prices ofEU imported goods will affect the domestic production and consumption ofthe Turkish
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Table 5.3: Price Changes for the Custom Union Scenario
SECTORS

PQ

PC

PN

PD

PE

PMEU

PMRW

Basic Agriculture
Agribusiness
Mining
Beverage Industry
Tobacco Industry
Wearing Apparel
Textile
Leather & Fur Products
Wood & Furniture
Paper & Publishing ind,
Chemical Products
Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products
Non-Metalic Products
Metal Industry
Non-elect. Machinery
Electrical Machinery
Transport. Equipment
Electricity-Gas-W ater
Construction
Transport-Commun.
Other Services

1.0048
1,0036
1.0348
0.9963
0.9396
1.0185
1.0151
1,0212
1.0011
0.9823
0.9909
1.0328
0.9989
1,0083
1.0291
1.0105
1.0014
0.9683
1,0055
1.0025
1.0112
0.9888

1.0026
0.9964
1.0776
0.9865
0.8585
0.9869
0.9931
1.0210
0.9975
0.9729
0.9725
0.9848
0.9666
0.9933
1.0320
1.0093
0.9708
0.9296
1.0050
1.0025
1.0032
0.9840

0.9948
0.9985
0.9924
0.9905
0.9974
0.9903
0.9925
1.0020
0.9983
0.9825
0.9836
1.0613
0.9907
1.0109
1.0277
1.0021
1.0110
0.9736
1.0225
1,0009
0.9843
0.9893

1,0027
0.9944
1.0314
0.9892
0.9363
1.0072
0.9843
1.0157
0.9998
0.9806
0.9843
1.0305
0.9835
1.0049
1.0245
1.0075
0.9925
0.9608
1.0050
1.0025
1.0002
0.9828

1.0810
1.0658
1,0825
1.0499
1,0692
1.0567
1.0517
1.0615
1.0609
1,0599
1.0579
1.1017
1.0695
1.0764
1.0758
1.0714
1.0899
1,1125
1,0612

0.9979
1.0105
1,0900
0.9434
0.6064
0.9983
1.1011
1.0558
0.8934
0.8997
0.9500
0.7265
0.8435
0.9167
1,0196
1,0087
0,9296
0,8754
1.0603

0.9996
1.0221
1.1096
0.9448
0.7311
1.0161
1.1013
1.0599
0.9028
0.9364
0.9583
0.7292
0,8609
0,9384
1,0238
1.0148
0.9492
0,8931
1,0602

-

1.0724
1.0851

-

1.1163
1.1163

PQ: Producer Prices, PC: Composite Commodity Price, PN: Intermediate Good Prices, PD: Domestic Good Price,
PE: Domestic Price oflm ported Goods, PMEU: Domestic Price o f EU-im ported Goods, and PMRW: Domestic Price
of non-EU imported Goods.

-

1.1163
1,1163

economy. The decrease in the price of imports will bemore=severe for the EU imported goods,
b ecause T urkey removes a portion of import tariffs on the EU countries, but not for the ROW.
If EU imported goods are considered, the decrease in p rices will be noticeably higher in the
monopolistic sectors suchas the beverage industry (5.7%)„, tobacco industry (39%), petroleum
(27.7%), glass industry (15.6%), and transportation equipm ents (12.5%). As canbeseenin
Table5.4, the decrease in price levels in themonopolisticse=ctors causes a decrease in domestic
production. Domestic production decreases by 6.6% in the tobacco industry, by 2.3% in
petroleum industry, and by 5.2% in transportation equipm ents. In addition, some o f the
competitive sectors also experience a decrease in price and *domestic production levels. This is
b ecaus e the EU has a comparative advantage in those sectors such as the paper and pub lis hing
industry, electrical machinery, energy and services secttors.
Table5.5 shows changes in domestic demand. The ccompos ition of domestic demand will
change as well as domestic production, because PMEU/EPMRW will change in favor o f EU
imported goods. The change in relative price ofEU imported good and non-EU imported goods
will cause atrade creating affect between the EU and Turkey. However, it doesn’t mean that the
trade volumebetweenTurkey and the restofthe world w illl decrease. Trade volume with the
ROW will also increase in some sectors, because accepting tlhe CommonExtemal Tariffs ofthe
EUbrings some obligation to Turkey suchas decreasingtBhetariff and fund rates forthe third
countries according to the preferential trade agreememt. Trade volume increases in all
manufacturing sectors except mining, wearing apparel and laeatherandfurproducts. Changes in
imports from the EU and from the ROW arepresented inTaable 5.6 and Table 5.7, respectively.
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Table 5.4: Domestic Production
Sectors

Base Value

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

Basic Agriculture

96,401.465

1.0089

1.0120

1.0058

1.0148

Agribusiness

36,437.061

1.0213

1.0260

1.0199

1.0348

M ining

7,941.361

1.0388

1.0485

Beverage Industry

3,583.340

1.0022

1.0013

1.0257
0.9863

1.0045

Tobacco Industry
Textile

5,021,099

0.9341

0.9335

0.9094

0.8839

28,286.741

1.0515

1.0651

1.0492

1.0845

W earing Apparel

10,850.426

1.0711

1.0762

1.1121

Leather & Fur Products
W ood & Furniture

4,133.510
10,637.313

1.0532
1.0056

1.0873
1.0656

1.0561
0.9980

1.0854
1.0074

Paper & Publishing ind,

8,180.177
18,364.551

0.9870

0.9856

0.9714

0,9814

1.0038

1.0039

24,225.297

0.9774
1.0038
0.9969
1.0129
1,0070

0.9726

0.9929
0.9481

1.0074
0.9636
1.0060
0.9950
1.0200
1.0112
0.9789

Chemical Products
Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products
Non-M etalic Products

1,0062

Metal Industry
Non-electrical M achinery
Electrical M achinery

2,336.291
21,236.513
30,621.899
9,484.122
9,277.276

Transport. Equipment

11,964.610

0.9854
0,9485

Electricity-Gas-W ater
Construction

12,062.940

0.9948

57,543.041
83,389.046

1.0159
1.0131

1.0204
1.0156

177,335.475

0.9783

0.9715

Transportation-Commun.
Other Services

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full Membership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacement Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade
Base Value: Billion TL

1.0026

1.0608

0.9954
1.0152
1.0078
0.9820

0.9949
0.9831
1.0031
1.0022
0.9696

0.9314
0.9928

0.9004
0.9856
1.0121
1.0068

1.0240

0.9775

0.9636

0.9249
0.9913
1.0220
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Table 5.5: Domestic Sales

Basic Agriculture
Agribusiness
M ining
Beverage Industry

Base Value

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

93,890.688

1.0064
1.0100

1.0088

1.0026

1.0105

1.0119

1.0062

1.0164

1.0347
0.9956

1.0435

1.0203

0.9930

0.9303
1.0361

0.9291
1.0462

0.9779
0.9052

1.0541
0.9942

1.0394
1.0568

31,878.619
7,431.617

Tobacco Industry
Textile

3,171.054
4,907.615
22,006.508

W earing Apparel

5,991.661

1.0330

Leather & Fur Products
W ood & Furniture

3,647,055
10,511.101

1.0461
1.0046

1.0052

1.0474
0,9969

Paper & Publishing ind.

8,011.229

0.9849

0.9830

0.9689

1.0494
1.0740
1.0060
0.9780

Chemical Products

16,772.635

0.9989

Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products

23,462.312

0.9999
0.9761

0.9877
0.9471

1.0012
0.9615

1,926.279

0.9932

20,233.790

M etal Industry
Non-electrical Machinery
Electrical Machinery
Transport. Equipment

26,926.644

0.9945
1.0102
1.0060

0.9807
0.9801

0.9986

Non-M etallic Products

Electricity-Gas-W ater
Construction
Transportation-Commun.

11,948.447
57,543.041
70,856.526

Other Services

167,143.644

9,050.644
8,445,781
11,391.406

0.9819
0.9456
0.9942
1.0159
1.0065
0.9747

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full Membership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacement Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade
Base Value: Billion TL

0.9711
0.9891
0.9924
1.0121
1.0066
0.9776
0.9276
0.9920
1.0204
1.0069
0.9669

1.0304
1.0308

0.8771
1.0601

0.9911
1.0161
1.0098
0.9735

0.9997
1.0011
0.9652
0.8964
0.9849
1.0121

0.9204
0.9902
1.0220

0.9986

1.0094

0.9735

0.9577

The increase in imports will be mostly in the monopolistic sectors with the exception ofthe metal
industry, which uses the marginal labor more extensively. This is why cheap laborwill be used
from Turkish labormarkets even aftera customs union is in place, since a customs union does
not allow free mobility o f labor between Turkey and the EU. Changes in imports from the EU
will be very high in tobacco (519.2%), wood and furniture (31%), petroleum products (29%),
glass products (27%), and transportation equipment (16.3%). Imports from the ROW also
increase in these sectors because of a decrease in tariff rates according to the preferential
agreement with the rest ofthe world. The increase inROW imports in these sectors will not be
as high as EU imported goods, but considerably high nonetheless. Tobacco imports rise by 71 %,
petroleum products rise by 29%, wood andfumiture rise by 23%, glass products riseby 21.4%
and transportation equipments rise by 11% from the base value.
Service sectors will be affected negatively in terms of imports b ecause, with the customs
union, importpriceofservices will increase in the domestic market. This will lead to adecrease
in demand for imported service goods. Effects on agricultural sectors will be relatively small,
because no tariffregulation is necessary for the Turkish agricultural sector in the customs union.
The same logical explanation can be applied for Turkish exports by origin. Price change
tables show that domestic prices of exports increase under all scenario assumptions. This
indicates an increase in exports. Table 5.8 and 5.9 showsectoral changes inTurkish exports to
the EU and to the ROW, respectively. Underthe customs union scenario, exports to the EU
increase in all sectors, butthe magnitude of changes are different. The highest increases will be
in wearing apparel, with a rate o f 16.6%, in the textile sector, with a rate of 15%, in leather and
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Table 5.6: Imports from the European Union
Sectors

Base Value

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

1.0228
0.9808

1.1674

1.0131

1.0174

1.1631
1.0236

0,9367

0.9817

0.9741

0.9536

0.9510

1.2337
5.1918

1.4004

1.4656

1.2087

9.2239

9.3341
1.1876

6,9243

Basic Agriculture

814.151

Agribusiness

1,516.627

Mining

73.487
153.739

Beverage Industry
Tobacco Industry
Textile

80.867

W earing Apparel

874.893
405.466

Leather & Fur Products

363.790

W ood & Furniture

125.215

Paper & Publishing ind.
Chemical Products

415.235

1.0753
0.7132
0.9118
1.3119
1.0117
1.0431

1.1769
0.6615
0.9096
1.5848

0.6790
0.9211
1.5828

1.0492
0.5811
0.8288
1.4029
1.2046

1.3717
1.0886

1.0484

1.2934

1.3541
1.0934
1.7816

1,8246

1.5103

1.2777

1.5408

1.5405
1.2382

1.3834
1.1310

Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products

5,906.747
931.395
161.178

Non-M etallic Products

2,336.369

1.1189

1.2377

M etal Industry
Non-electrical Machinery
Electrical Machinery
Transport. Equipment

5,844.326

1.0205

1,0098

7,165.980
2,813.837
3,966,462

1.0055
1.0045
1.0708

1.0209
1.1615

1.1629

1.0237
1,1626
1.3421

1.3562

1.0017
0.9935
1.0740
1.1961

Electricity-Gas-W ater

6.134

0.867

0.8669

0.9044

0.7877

Construction

-

-

-

-

_

Transportation-Commun,

5.180

0.7281

0.6562

431.744

0.7647
0.7078

0,7181

Other Services

0.6504

0.6872

0.5787

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full M embership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacement Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade
Base Value: Billion TL
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Table 5.7: Imports from the Rest of the World
Sectors

Base Value

Basic Agriculture
Agribusiness
Mining

CU

EU

2,272.458

1.0161

1,745.869

0.9532

11,204.821
24.448

0.9474
1.2256

Tobacco Industry
Textile

1,807.391
1,577.796

1.7077
1.0022

W earing Apparel

173.833

0.7125

Leather & Fur Products
W ood & Furniture
Paper & Publishing ind.
Chemical Products

206.493
94.387
739.536
4,615.860

Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products

2,720.024
86.422

Non-M etallic Products

1,818.813

1.2139
1.0761

M etal Industry

5,889.159

N on-electrical Machinery
Electrical M achinery

3,629.034
2,892.596

Transport. Equipment
Electricity-Gas-W ater
Construction
Transportation-Commun.
Other Services

Beverage Industry

EU+Tax

Free Trade

0.9256

0.9122

0.8989

0.9932
0.9222

0.9355

0,9044
0.9156

1.1296

1.1822

1.7848

1,5933

1.6105

2.4823

0,9320
0.6516

0.9404
0.6689

0.8876
1.2293
1.0720

0.8432
1.1172
0.9982

0.8539
1.1128
1.0112

1.0324
1.2864

0,9974
1.2034
1.0745

0.9930

0.9932

0.9944

1.1404

0.9928

0.9812

0.9695

0.9917

0.9972

0.9667
0.9410

2,961.585

0.9694
0.9419
0.9872

0.9989

1.0047
1.1061

0,9976

1.0337
1.2216

8.854

0.8368

0.7810

0.8148

0.7612

-

-

-

-

-

2,200.094
1,453.123

0.7647
0.7078

0.7181

0.7281
0.6872

0.6561

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full Membership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacement Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade
Base Value: Billion TL

0.6504

1.2324
1.0744

0.9181

1.0009
0.5927
0.8784
1.4295
1.1178
1.0543
1.5039
1.4353

0.5787

furproducts with a rate o f 15%, and agricultural-related sectors, with arate o f 13% of the base
year values. The smallest increases will be in transportation equipments with a rate of 0.5%,
electrical machinery, with a rate o f 3%, and the service sector, with a rate o f 5% o f the base
value. The remaining sectors will increase between 6% to 12% of the base value.
Turkish exports to the ROW also tend to increase in the customs union with the
exception o f metal industry, machinery, and transportation equipments sectors. The increase,
however, will be less than exports to theEU. The reasonforthis is because tariff reduction will
be more in the EU countries. The highest increase in exports to the ROW will be in m i n i n g and
basic agricultural sectors, with a rate o f 7%, in textiles and wearing apparel, with a rate o f 6%,
and in the tobacco industry, with a rate o f 5% of the base value. Metal and non-electrical
machinery industries will experience a very small decrease in exports to the ROW.
b) European Union Scenario (Full Accession)
As discussed earlier, tariffrates forEU-imported goods will be completely eliminated for
all sectors underthis scenario. In addition, a certain portion of tariffrates imposed on non-EU
imported goods will be reduced.
The full accession scenario will have similar impacts on the Turkish economy, but with
greater magnitude in most sectors because, tariff reduction will be larger and more
comprehensive. Agricultural and service sectors will also be included in the tariffharmonization
process. With the full membership into theEU, all tariffs and non-tariffbarriers will be removed
from EU imported products.
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Table 5,8: Exports to the European Union
Sectors

Base Value

CU

Basic Agriculture

705.989

Agribusiness

2,547.672

Mining
Beverage Industry
Tobacco Industry
Textile

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

1.1309

1.1638

1.0036

1.2119

1.1391

1.1732

1.0027

1.2257

224.219
147,838

1.1242
1.1032

0.9882
0.9840

28.755

1.1287

1.1544
1.1302
1.1593

0.9756

1.1995
1.1639
1.2033

4,485.767

1.1489

1.1860

1.0267

1.2414

W earing Apparel

3,828.228

1.1665

1.0112

1.2390

Leather & Fur Products

274.221

1.1498

1.2074
1.1851

1.0023

1.2122

W ood & Furniture

32.959

1.1238

1.1539

0.9976

Paper & Publishing ind,

19.592

1.1271

1.1582

0.9835

1.1989
1.2038

Chemical Products

575.947
520.279

1.0899

1.1114
1.0322

0.9896

1.0269

Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products
Non-M etallic Products
M etal Industry
N on-electrical Machinery
Electrical M achinery
Transport. Equipment

0.9371

1.1429
1.0405
1.1185

228.987
464.678

1.0894

1.1115

1.0753

1.0928

1.0124
0.9853

953.609
211.283

1.0662
1.0590

552.569
239.964

1.0397
1.0056

1.0812
1,0730
1.0482
1.0008

0.9829
0.9945
0.9802
0,9426

1.1421
1.1043
1.0926
1.0614

Electricity-Gas-W ater
Construction

0.100

1.1060

1.1320

0,9820

1.0124
1.1700

-

-

.

.

_

Transportation-Commun.

0.101

1.0733

1.1030

0.9900

1.1330

O ther Services

9,696.408

1.0585

1.0708

0.9990

1.0902

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full Membership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacem ent Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade
Base Value: Billion TL
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Table 5.9: Exports to the Rest of the World
Sectors

Base

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

Basic Agriculture

1,806.691

1.0738

1.0920

1.0021

A gribusiness

2,011.809

1.0709

0.9996

1.1177
1.0911

M ining

285.920

1.0574
1.0701

1.0868

0.9931

1.1112

Beverage Industry

264.534
84.950
1,794.280

1.0000

1.0002

1.0000

1.0005

1.0532

1.0659

1.0609

1.0759

0.9894
0.9962

1.0825
1.0972

Tobacco Industry
Textile
W earing Apparel

1,035.082

1.0682

Leather & Fur Products
Wood & Furniture
Paper & Publishing ind.
Chemical Products
Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products

212.225
93.459
149.552
1,016.093

1.0616
1.0346
1.0371

1,0000

1.0841
1.0763
1.0423
1.0458
1.0002

242.841
181.169

1.0053
1.0173

N on-M etallic Products

538.809

M etal Industry

2,741.855

N on-electrical Machinery

222.615

Electrical M achinery

278.969

Transport. Equipment

333.292

1.0000
1.0000

Electricity-Gas-W ater

114.461

Construction

-

1,0974
1.0548
1.0581

1.0064
1.0213

1.0000
1.0080
1.0268

1.0127

1.0160

0.9953

1.0204

0.9914
0.9918

0.9895

1.0023
1.0008

0.9867

0.9900
0.9987

0.9998

0.9990

1.0000

1.0000
1.0000

1.0204

1.0251

0.9965

1.0319

-

-

-

-

1.0199
1.0138

0.9981

1.0254

0.9998

1.0171

12,533.645

1.0162

Other Services

494.911

1.0114

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
HU; Percentage Change Under Full membership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacement Tax
Base Value: Billion TL

1.1072

0.9985
0.9977
0.9946
1.0000
0.9872
0.9988

T ransportation-Commun.

Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade

0,9983

0.9874

Imposition o f a new tariff rate will produce a trade creating effect on almost all
manufacturing and agricultured goods imported from the EU, and atrade diverting effect in
agriculture products imported from the ROW. Trade creation in manufacturing sectors will be
smaller for the goods imported from the ROW. As is the case o f customs union, the effect is
expected to be greater in the monopolistic sectors, and smaller in the competitive sectors.
Table 5.10 demonstrates price changes underthe full accessionscenario. The domestic
price of EU imported goods decreases for agricultural products and the agribusiness sector.
Although producer prices will increase in agricultural sectors due to elimination o f subsidies,
domestic prices will not be significantly affected. This neutral impact takes place due to decreases
in domestic prices ofEU imports and an increase in the domestic agricultural production, because
exports increase in all sectors with the full membership due to an increase in export prices.
The increase in export prices will be in the range of 4.9% and 11.2% in the customs
union scenario; and between 6.5% and 14.4% in the full membership scenario. This increase in
domestic prices o f exported goods (PE) create an incentive for domestic producers to export
more. Although there is a fluctuation in the price of intermediate goods, the change is not essential
in all sectors for all scenarios. The fluctuations in domestic price o f exports take place in the
range from -2.6% to 3.1% in the CU scenario and from -3.5% to 7.7% in the full membership
scenario.
Trade creating and trade diverting effects can be explained by considering the changes
in the domestic prices, PMEU, and PMRW. These price changes determine the shifts of imports
from ROW to the EU. Changes in the base values show that without full membership
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Table 5.10: Prices for the European Union Scenario
SECTORS

PQ

PC

PN

PD

PE

PMEU

PM RW

Basic Agriculture
Agribusiness

1.0036
0.9958

1.1003
1.0815

0.9668

1.0246
1.0473

1.0974

0.9938
0.9983
0.9908

1.0035
0.9931

Mining

1.0062
1.0046
1.0436

1.0394

1,1024

Beverage Industry

0.9920

0.9787

0.9873

0.9828

Tobacco Industry
W earing Apparel
Textile

0.9388

0.9971

1.0202
1.0256

0.8557
0.9904
0.9922
1.0251

0,9907
0.9936

Wood & Furniture

1.0010

Paper & Publishing ind.
Chemical Products

0.9796
0.9877
1.0423

0.9869
0.9528
0.9912

Leather & Fur Products

Petroleum Products
G lass & Glass Products
Non-M etalic Products
M etal Industry
Non-elect. M achinery

0.0242

0.9962
1.0096
1,0358
1.0108

0.9967
1.1150

1,1379

1.0605

0.9107

0.9553

0.9351

1.0860

0.7462

1.0022

1,0102
0.9818
1.0186

1.0714
1,0653
1.0762

0.4015
0.9820
1.1242
1.0633

1.1285
1.0836

0.9959

0.9976

0.9995

1.0755

0.8323

0.9175

0.9692
0.9638

0.9795
0.9793

0.9775
0.9795

1.0741
1.0718

0,8486
0.9083

0,9587
0.9806

1.1268
1.0860

0,5756

0.7477
0,8778

1.0389
1.0075

1.0772

1.0395

0.9869
1.0134
1.0343
1.0010

0.9764
1.0053
1.0311
1.0071

1.0950
1.0945
1.0886

0.7600
0.8673

1.0410

1.0097
0,9927

0.9593
1.0472
1.0389

Electrical M achinery

1.0017

0.9640

1.0136

0.9906

1.1117

0.8840

0,9714

Transport, Equipment

0.9572

0,9643

0.9474

1.1443

0.8062

0.9116

Electricity-Gas-W ater

1.0061

0.9067
1.0055

1.0282

1.0627

1.0872

1.0026

1.0027

1.0002

1.0054
1.0026

1.0759

Construction

-

-

Transp ort-Commun.

1.0137

1.0036

0.9820

9.9998

1.0899

1.1448

1.1448

Other Services

0.9851

0.9789

0.9863

0.9774

1.1064

1.1448

1.1448

PQ: Producer Prices, PC: Composite Commodity Price, PN: Intermediate Good Prices, PD: Domestic Good Price,
PE: Domestic Price o f Imported Goods, PMEU: Domestic Price o f EU-imported Goods, and PMRW: Domestic Prices
o f non-EU imported Goods.

the proportional imports from the ROW is higher than that o f the customs union and full
membership scenarios.
Table 5.4 shows that, under the full memb ership scenario, domestic production increases
in all manufacturing sectors excepttobacco, paper and publishing, petroleum, nonmetallic
products, electrical machinery, and transportation equipment. Also, domestic demand for these
sectors decreases along with domestic production. This implies that Turkish consumers’ demand
for imported products will be higherforthese sectors with theEU members hip. Table 5.6 and
Table 5.7 illustrate this argument. The increase in imports from the EU will be greater than that
ofthe ROW. This result is also consistent with the logical explanation o f the integration, since the
tariffs on EU products are completely eliminated, but tariff rates on ROW products decrease to
a certain level, regulated by the Common External Tariff.
One very important result with full memb ership is the fact that in some sectors domestic
production increases while domestic demand for those goods decreases. These sectors include
thebeverage industry, paper and publishing, and glass products. At first glance, this resultmay
seem inconsistent with the theory of production. However, production in these sectors satisfies
the export demands o f Turkey.
The full membership scenario creates more increases in EUexports than the customs
union scenario does in all sectors buttransportation equipment The increase in exports to the EU
will be in wearing apparel (20.7%), the textile sector (18.6%), leather and fur products (18.5%),
and agricultural-related sectors, with an average rate o f 16.8% o f the base value. The smallest
increase will be in transportation equipments, with a rate o f 0.08%, electrical machinery, with a
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rate of4.8%, and services sector, with a rate o f 7% ofthe base value. Turkish exports to the EU
in the remaining sectors will increase in the range o f 7% to 15% o f the base value.
Exports to the ROW results showmore increases than that of customs union in all sectors
except the metal industries, the machinery industry, and transportation equipments. The highest
increase willbeinbasicagriculture, with arateof9.2%, the miningsector,witharateof 8.6%,
wearing apparel, w itharateof 8.4%, textile industry, w itharateof 7.6%, andfurand leather
products, with a rate o f 7.6% o f the base value. However, Turkish exports to the ROW will
decrease by 1% in metal, machinery, and transportation equipments sectors,
c) European Union plus Revenue Replacement Tax Scenario:
This scenario assumes that income loss in the government budget due to tariffreduction
in the full membership will be compensated by imposing an indirect tax. With an increase in the
level of indirect tax, govemmentwill be financing its losses resultingfrom the absenceofthe tariff
revenue. The GDP will decrease by 2.7 percent of its base value with the full accession into the
EU. Also, government revenue will decrease by 10.6 percent o f its base value with the full
membership. In order to compensate for the losses due to tariff reduction, government will
increase thetax rate by 23% (e.g., ifthebaseyeartaxrateis 10%,thenewratewillbe 12.3%).
Table 5.11 shows changes in prices forthe replacement scenario. Domestic price ofEU
imports decreases in agricultural-related sectors and all manufacturing sectors, with the exception
ofmining, wearing apparel and leather products, because these sectors are very competitive and
protection rates are very small (0.5% in mining, 0.6% in wearing apparel and 1.2% in leather
products). Thus, elimination o f tariffs willnotaffectthedomesticpriceofEU imports much.
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Instead, the cost o f sectoral harmonization will increase domestic prices o f these goods.
However, even with this harmonization process the domestic prices for these sectors will
decrease.
Underthe assumptions of this scenario, the fluctuation in the intermediate good prices
(PN) will be almost the same as in the second scenario. The fluctuation in intermediate good
prices will be in the range of -3.5% and 7.1%. The free trade scenario will have a little more
fluctuation concemingthe price of intermediate goods. The range o f fluctuation will be between
-3.7% and 9.7%. In most cases this fluctuation is random, not in a specific order.
Ifthereplacementscenario is compared with the base yearvalues, domestic production
increases by 7.6% in the textile industry; 5.6% in the leather and fur industry; and 4.9% in the
wearing apparel industry. Domestic production decreases by 10% in transportation equipment;
9% in the tobacco industry; 5.2% inpetroleum products; and 3% in the electrical machinery.
However, if the comparison is made between the full membership and the replacement tax
scenarios, both domestic production and domestic demand will decrease in the latter scenario
due to an increase in indirect tax rate.
Although domestic prices o f exports increase in all sectors underthe replacement tax
s cenario, the rate of increas e is smaller than other scenarios. Since there is a replacement tax to
compensate revenue losses due to tariffreduction, the production and consumption levels in the
domestic sector will be effected as well as the exportlevel. An increase in tax rate results in an
increase in variable cost of domestic production, and creates a relative disadvantage for Turkish
exporters, because the world price in some sectors will be more attractive for the EU importers.
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Table 5.11: Prices for Revenue Replacement Tax Scenario
Sectors

PQ

Basic Agriculture

0.9959
0.9993

Agribusiness
Mining
Beverage Industry

1.0334
0.9950

PC

PN

PD

PE

PM EU

PMRW

1.0902
1.0740
1.0965

0.9563

1.0135

0.9859
1.1029

1.0359
1.1255

0.9933

0.9920

0.9932

0.9902
1.0858

0.9933
1.0010

0.9880
1.0289

0.9804

0.9860

0.9009

0.9449

0.9423

0.8543

0.9897

0.9854
0.9386

1.0661

Tobacco Industry

1.0889

0.3972

0.7381

W earing Apparel

1.0202

0.9858

0.9891

1.0061

1.0676

0.9713

Textile

1.0173
1.0206

0.9905

0.9929

0.9807

0.9991
0.9923
0.9820
0.9828

1.0137
0.9931
0.9802
0.9744

1.1121
1.0518
0.8238

1.0297
1.1162

1.0194
0.9895
0.9701

1.0604
1.0699
1.0695
1.0747
1.0714

0.9483
0.9700

1.0712

Leather & Fur Products
W ood & Furniture

1.0719
0.9076

Petroleum Products

0.9944
0.9823
0.9830
1.0948

1.0929

1.1534

0.8394
0.8984
0.5693

Glass & Glass Products

0.9907

0.9467

0.9893

0.9708

1.0810

0.7517

0.8683

N on-M etalic Products

1.0037
1.0285

0.9883
1.0300

1.0119

1.0041
1.0213

1.0875

0.8579

0.9491
1.0358

Electrical Machinery

1.0027
1.0012

0.9977
0.9820

Transport. Equipment

0,8744
0.7975

Electricity-Gas-W ater
Construction
Transport-Commun.
Other Services

Paper & Publishing ind.
Chemical Products

Metal Industry
Non-elect. Machinery

0.9567
1.0296

0.7396

0.9978

1.0314
0.9978

0.9887

1.0964
1.0845

0.9592

1.0083

0.9897

1.1152

0.9671

0.9076

0.9648

0.9564

1.1726

1.0151
1.0032
1.0116

1.01449
1.0032
1.0015

1.0282
0.9989
1.0003

1.0144
1.0023
0.9980

1.0780

1.0512

1.0754

1.0000

-

-

1.0866

1.1324

1.1324

0.9923

0.9870

0.9898

0.9856

1.0973

1.1324

1.1324

PQ: Producer Prices, PC: Composite Commodity Price, PN: Intermediate Good Prices, PD: Domestic Gooc Price,
PE: Domestic Price o f Imported Goods, PMEU: Domestic Price o f EU-imported Goods, and PMRW : Domestic Prices
of non-EU imported Goods.

1.0276
0.9608
0.9017

However, some sectors such as wearing apparel, textiles, glass products, and agriculture-related
sectors still experience an increase in exports to theEU. Remaining sectors will experience a
decrease in EU exports.
U nderthe replacement tax scenario almost all sectors experience a decrease in the
exports to the ROW. The only exceptions are b asic agriculture and the metal industry, which
show very small increases. As explained before, the reason for that is because levying a tax
increases marginal cost o f domestic products, and export prices. So, Turkish products will be
much more expensive in the world market, and as a result, demand for Turkish products
decreases.
d) The Free Trade Scenario
This scenario examines the elimination o f all trade barriers. The assumption for this
concept is that all countries gain from free trade. However, in reality, this is not always true. Free
trade sometimes m ightbe harmful for certain sectors, even though it is beneficial forthe whole
economy. Table 5.12 shows sectoral price movements underthe free trade scenario. Domestic
prices will increase in agriculture, mining, textiles, leather products, petroleum products, metal
industry, non-electrical machinery, energy, and construction sectors. These increases will be
considerably high in some sectors such as mining (4.9%), petroleum (4.8%) and the metal
industry (4.0%), while other sectors experience a lower rate o f increase in domestic prices.
However, a domestic price decreasewill be experienced in the tobacco industry (10.8%), the
services sector(2.9%), paper and publishingsector(2.8%), and glass products (2.5%). The
decreases in domestic price will be relatively smaller in the remaining sectors.
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Table 5.12: Prices for the Free Trade Scenario
SECTORS

PQ

PC

PN

Basic Agriculture

1.0074

1.0040

Agribusiness

1.0064

0.9955

Mining
Beverage Industry

1.0547

1.1239

0.9972
0.8978
1.0323

0.9828

Tobacco Industry
W earing Apparel
Textile

1.0281

Leather & Fur Products
W ood & Furniture
Paper & Publishing ind.

1.0344
1.0010
0.9748

Chemical Products

0.9890

Petroleum Products

1.0515

Glass & Glass Products
Non-M etalic Products

0.9998
1.0139

M etal Industry
Non-elect. Machinery
Electrical Machinery
Transport. Equipment

1.0476
1.0195

Electricity-Gas-W ater
Construction
Transport-Commun.
Other Services

1,0064
0.9543
1,0082
1.0041
1.0172
0.9810

PD

PE

0.9922

1.0039

0.9979
0.9885

0.9914
1.0492

0.7646
0.9945

0.9861
0.9965
0.9913

0.9860
0.8922

0.9914
1.0342

0.9954
1.0046

0.9788

0.9958

0.9992

0.9619

0.9974
0.9750

0.9637
0.9750

0.9774
1.0977

0.9496

PM EU

PMRW

1.1289

1.0025

1.0075

1.1041
1.1317

1.0335
1.1562

1.0400
1.1768

1.0798
1.1113
1.0930

0.9444
0.4164
1.0183

0.8661

1.0853
1.0981

1.1658

1.0304
1.1601

1.1026

1.0867

1.0969
1.0953

0.8634
0.8799

0.8257
0.9067

0.9789

1.0921

1.0477

1.1638

0.9419
0.5969

0.9375
0.5986

0.9867
1.0189

0.9750
1.0084

1.1109
1,1223

0.7880

0.7765
0.9012

1.0454
1.0069
1.0218

1.0404
1.0149

1.1213
1.1143

0.9924
0.9425

1.1437
1.1780

0.9924
1.0536
1.0219
0.9628
0.8975

0.9625

1.0074
1.0041
1.0039
0.9729

1.0367
1.0024
0.9758
0.9832

1.0140
1.0256
0.9720

1.0073
1.0041
0.9993
0.9710

0.5861

1.0974

0.8994
1.1302
1.0294
0.9167
0.8360
1.1020

-

-

-

1.1151

1.1871

1.1370

1.1871

1.1871
1,1871

PQ: Producer Prices, PC: Composite Commodity Price, PN: Intermediate G ood Prices, PD: Domestic Good Price,
PE: Domestic Price o f Imported Goods, PMEU: Domestic Price o f EU-imported Goods, and PMRW: Domestic Prices
o f non-EU imported Goods,

1.1230
1.0248
0.9241
0.8290
1.1018

The PMEU/PMRW ratio detennines Turkey’s import preference betweenEU and nonEU goods. In otherwords, trade creating ortrade diverting impacts will be determined according
to this ratio. As is in the previous scenarios, the tobacco industry is the most affected sector
underthis scenario as well. Thedomestic priceofEUimported goods decreases by 58.3% in
the tobacco industry, 39.3% in the petroleum industry, 21.2% intheglass products, 13.6% in
the wood and furniture industry, 12% in the paper and publishing industry, and 10%inthenonmetallic products. However, the domestic price o f EU imported goods increases by 17.3% in
services, and transportation and communication, 16.5% in the textile industry, 15.6% in the
mining sector, and 13% in the metal industry.
The free trade scenario will also affect domestic production and domestic demand.
Domestic production decreases by 11.6% in the tobacco industry and by 7.5% in transportation
equipment. However, the paper and publishing industry, petroleum products, electrical
machinery, and service sectors experience relatively small decreases in production. Domestic
production increases in the remaining sectors. Leading sectors in domestic production increases
will be wearing apparel (11.2%), textiles (8.4%) and leather products (8.5%). These changes
in domestic production are the result o f domestic and import price changes.
Trade diverting and trade creating impacts of the free trade s cenario will b e relatively
equal for the ROW and the EU, because comp lete elimination ofthe tariffb arriers gives equal
opportunity to Turkish consumers in terms ofbuying preferences. Tobacco imports from theEU
will be six times greaterthan its base value, w hile imports from ROW will be two times greater
than its base value.
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Free tradescenario results, as expected, show higher increases in exports to ROW. Only
the metal industry and the non-electrical machinery industry exports decrease by 2% due to trade
diverting impacts o f tariff reduction. This may be because o f highertransportation costs of
exports to the ROW.
Labor Demand and Employment Impacts
The relationship with theEU affects employment and labor demand of theTurkish
economy. As explained in Chapter Three, production decisions are made according to changes
in value added prices. This change in value added prices results in changes in production and
factor demands by altering marginal revenue o f production. Since capital stock is assumed
unchanged in the TRCGE model, the changes in labor demand will determine s ectoral distribution
o f the resources. According to this argument, a decrease in the value added price results in a
decrease in production and organized labor demand, given organized labor wage. If this decrease
is not compensated for by an increase in other sectors, unemployment exists in the economy.
Excess labor in the organized labor market will move to the marginal labor market. Thus,
marginal labor supply increases. This increase in marginal laborsuppiy causes a decrease in the
wage rate for marginal laborers (Kose, 1996).
a) Customs Union Scenario:
Table 5.13 and Table 5.14 explain the relationships between value added price, labor
supply in each sector, and production. According to the assumptions o f the customs union
scenario, organized labor demand increases in m ostof the sectors with the exception o f the
tobacco industry, paper and publishing, petroleum products, electrical machinery, transportation
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equipment and the servicesectors. However, the decrease in organized labor demand in these
sectors is greaterthan that ofthe marginal labormarket. This is due to the increase in average
wages in the marginal labormarket. The decrease in organized labor demand is 13.3% in the
tobacco industry, 9.9% in transportation equipments, 3.5% in the service sector, 2.9% in the
paper and publishing sector, 2.5% in electrical machinery, and 2.1% in petroleum products.
Although some sectors such as paper and publishing, electrical machinery, transportation
equipment and the services sectors experience a decrease in marginal labor demand, in average,
wage rate in the marginal labormarket increases. If Tables 5.2,5.11, and 5.12 are analyzed
together, it is seen that for both the marginal and the organized labor markets experience a
correlation with domestic production in general,
b) European Union Scenario (Full Access):
This scenario considers full membership into theEU. The decreases in labor demand will
continue in the tobacco industry, transportation equipment, the paper and publishing sector,
electrical machinery, and petroleum products. It is very easyto see from Table 5.14 that the
decrease informal Iabordemandunderthe full membership scenario assumptions willbegreater
than that ofthe customs union scenario. The decreases inmarginal labor demand inthesesectors
under the full membership scenario will also be small. The remaining sectors experience a
demand increase for both marginal and organized labor. The highest demand increase in
organized laborwillbe 15.4% in wearing apparel, 13.5% in textiles, 12.4% in leather and 8.8%
in the mining industry. Also, marginal labor demand increases by 14.9% in wearing apparel, 13%
in the textile, 12% in leather products, and 8.5% in the mining sector.
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Table 5.13: Marginal Labor Demand
Sectors

Base V alue

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

Basic Agriculture

9,119,161

1.0152
1.0345

1.0187

155,899

1.0109
1.0279

1.0106

Agribusiness

1.0350

1.0467

M ining
Beverage Industry

82,317
3,305

1.0666

1.0563

0.9999

1.0854
0.9965

0.9765

1.1063
1.0015

Tobacco Industry
Textile

81,488

-

-

-

-

1.1006

1.1298

1.1137

1.1708

W earing Apparel

135,967
73,014
188,716

1.1179

1.1491

1.0959
1.0066

1.1191

1.1445
1.1135

1.1577

36,715

0.9683

1.0071
0.9638

0.9551

21,698

1.0012

0.9995

0.9871

-

-

.

M

7,742
104,481

1.0040

1,0016
0.9934
0.9992

0.9941
0.9822
0.9928

Leather & Fur Products
W ood & Furniture
Paper & Publishing ind.
Chemical Products
Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products
N on-M etallic Products

1.0026

1.1936
1.0087
0.9543
1.0065
1.0074
0.9943
1.0011

M etal Industry

180,020

0.9957
1.0058

N on-electrical M achinery

30,501

1.0128

1.0220

22,987

0.9714

1.0141
0.9650

1.0094

Electrical Machinery

0.9527

0.9611

Transport. Equipment

28,376

0.8976

0.8652

0.8301

0.8529

Electricity-Gas-W ater

-

-

-

-

-

Construction

492,443

1.0375

1.0223

371,479

1.0159
1.0350
0.9601

1.0210

Transportation-Commun.
O ther Services

1.0423

1.0383

0.9484

0.9733

1.0547
0.9347

3,722,374

CU: Percentage Change U nder Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full Membership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacement Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade
Base Value: Person
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Table 5.14: Organized Labor Demand
Sectors

Base Value

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

Basic Agriculture
Agribusiness

147,208
179,378
100,330

1.0147
1.0309
1.0702

1.0194
1.0379
1.0881

0.9984
1.0252
1.0456

1.0239
1.0509

14,921

1.0009

0.9982

0.9715

1.0035

Tobacco Industry
Textile

32,107

0.8672

0.8185

0.7754

230,315

1.1058

0.8659
1.1351

1.0989

1.1774

W earing Apparel

152,270

1.1248

1.1544

1.1293

Leather & Fur Products

30,202

1.1008

1.0987

1.2004
1.1642

W ood & Furniture

1.0106

Paper & Publishing ind.
Chemical Products

61,760
46,363
66,268

1.1244
1.0120

0.9713
1.0043

0.9677
1.0031

0.9771

1.0144
0.9590
1.0110

Petroleum Products

10,106

0.9794

0.9760

0.9237

0.9657

Glass & Glass Products

17,462

1.0043

0.9885

1.0106

Non-M etallic Products

132,144
172,720
62,128

1.0064
1.0013
1.0185
1.0146

1.0000

0.9751
1.0005
1.0036

1.0020
1.0293
1.0245

0.9412
0.8175

0.9660
0.8584

0.9640
1.0126

0.9817
1.0328

Mining
Beverage Industry

M etal Industry
Non-electrical M achinery
Electrical M achinery

1.0254
1.0161
0.9690
0.8698

0.9889
0.9442

1.1111

Transport. Equipment

54,526
72,368

Electricity-Gas-W ater
Construction

66,734
403,763

T ransportation-Commun.

374,962

1.0399

1.0479

1.0225

1.0616

Other Services

2,435,343

0.9646

0.9531

0.9586

0.9408

0.9750
0.9017
0.9895
1.0234

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full M embership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacem ent Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade
Base Value: Person

0.9845
1.0296

Another importantpoint concerning the Turkish economy can be made by analyzing the
relationship between Table 5.4 and Table 5.14. Itcanbeseenthatthere is a correlation between
labor demand and domestic production. This implies that as labor demand increases domestic
production also increases.
c) European Union plus Revenue Replacement Tax Scenario:
This scenario involves imposing an indirect taxto compensate government losses due to
decreases in tariff revenues. Under the assumptions of this scenario, increase in organized labor
demandwillbe considerably high inwearing apparel (12.9%), textiles (9.9%), and mining(4.6%)
sectors. The decreases inorganized laborwill be in the transportation equipment(18.3%), the
tobacco industry (18.2%), the petroleum industry (7.7%), and the paper and publishing sector
(5.6%). The marginal labormarketalso experiences similar impacts, but in lower amounts. For
example, marginal labor demand decreases by 17% in transportation equipment, 5% in the paper
and publishing industry, and 3% in services sector. The increases in the marginal labor market,
however, will be in the wearing apparel (14.4%), in the textile industry (11.3%), andleatherand
fur industry (11.3 %). The changes in othersectors ineither direction will be small. A comparison
ofthe results of Tables 5.4,5.13 and 5.14 also showthe relationship between changes in labor
demand and changes in domestic production. There is a linear correlation between labor demand
and domestic production.
d) The Free Trade Scenario:
The free trade scenario will produce similarresults as in the full membership scenario.
Demand formarginal laborwill increasein all sectors with the exception of paper and publishing,
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electrical machinery, transportation equipment, and service sectors. In the organized labor
market, however, demand will decrease in the tobacco industry, petroleum products, and energy
sector in addition to thosesectors in the marginal labor market. The highest decreases in marginal
labordemand will be seen in transportation equipment (15%), services sectors (6.6%), and
electrical machinery (4%). The highest increases inmarginallabor demand, however, willbeseen
in wearing apparel (19.3%), textiles industry (17%), andleatherandfiirproducts(15.7%).In
the organized labor market, the direction is the same but the magnitude o f changes are more
severe. For example, the increases in organized labordemand is 20% in wearing apparel, 17.7%
in textiles, 16.4% in leather and fur, and ll.l%intheminingsector.Thehighestdecreasesinthis
labor market, however, will be in the tobacco industry (22.5%),services (6%), and petroleum
products (3.5%).
As can be seen from Tables 5.13 and 5.14, the demand for organized (formal) labor
increases in most sectors under all scenarios. This indicates that the Turkish economy will
experience an increase in the quality of labor when it is opened to the world. Marginal laborwill
beused mostly in the sectors in which no qualifications are necessary. Inotherwords, under all
scenarios, the quality o f Turkish laborwill improve.
Sectoral Profit Rate Impacts
In orderto analyze the impacts ofthe scenarios onsectoral profits, two criteria will be
used: profit-capital ratio for each individual sector and the change in sectoral profits with respect
to base year. The reason profit-capital ratio is used along with the change insectoral profits is
because it is easier to analyze real changes in profits with this ratio.
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a) Customs Union Scenario:
A customs union will have impacts on all sectors. The following sectors will experience
a decrease in profits: tobacco (-17.3%), transportation equipment (-8.2%), petroleum products
(-4.1%), paper and publishing (-3.2%), services (-3%), and electrical machinery (-2.6%). Profit
rates decreased in these sectors due to the high current protection levels in these sectors.
Elimination oftariffs in the manufacturingsectorresults in an increase in the demand for imported
goods. The domestic price ofEU imported goods will be relatively lower than that o f domestic
goods. This situation causes ashiftfrom domestic products to EU products in these sectors.
However, domestic sectors experience profit increases with respect to theirbase yearvalues.
These profit increases take place for two reasons: i) increase in domestic demand and ii) increase
in exports. Exports in all sectors increase with the customs union. Also, Table 5.5 shows that
domestic sales increase in these sectors. Among these sectors, the highest profit increase can be
seen in wearing apparel (11.8%), textiles (10.1%), mining (8.8%), leather and fur products
(9.6%), and the metal industry (4.9%). Theremainingsectors also experience profit increases,
but the magnitude will be smaller. Looking atthese high profit increase sectors, they are very
competitive in the international arena with the exception ofthe metal industry. The reason for an
increase in profit in the metal industry is because there is a number of Turkish producers in
kitchen products; this is a very competitive industry in the international arena.
b) European Union Scenario (Full Access):
Full membership into theEU has similar, but much stronger impacts on the Turkish
economy, because protection levels will be completely eliminated on EU products, and
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Common External TarifFwill be adopted forthe ROW. This results in trade creating impacts on
the Turkish economy, buttheimpactwillbestrongeronEUproducts. With this reality, profit
rates increase in the competitive sectors, and decrease in the highly protected sectors. Profit
losses canbeseen in tobacco (-17.5%), transportation equipment(-l 1%), petroleum (-4.7%),
and paper and pub lishing (-3.2%). The highest profit increases will be experienced in wearing
apparel (14.6%), textiles (12.8%), leather and fiir products (11.8%), and m in in g (11.1%).
Analyzing Tables 5.4and5.16 togethershows that domestic production increases in the profit
increasing sectors; similarly it decreases in the profit decreasing sectors.
Table5.15 shows sectoral profit-capital ratio, and the results are consistent with Table
5.16, which represents sectoral profit rates. Profit rate increasing sectors experience profitcapital ratio increases and profit decreasingsectors experience profit-capital ratio decreases
under all experiments. Thus, both tables indicate very similar results,
c) European Union plus Revenue Replacement Tax Scenario:
The revenue replacementtax scenario will create a reduction in both profit rates and
profit-capital ratios forall sectors compared to full membership assumptions, but comparted to
base year values, some sectors such as wearing apparel (12.2%), textiles (9.4%), mining (5.7%)
and agribusiness (3.4%) still have profit increases. As can beseen, these sectors have highly
competitive structure in the world market. It also shows that the profit rate is greater than the tax
rate levied in these sectors. The remainders o f the sectors experience profit decreases. The
highest losses in profit will be in the tobacco industry, with a rate o f 23.5%; transportation
equipment, -with a rate of 15.5%; petroleum products, with a rate of 14.7%; electrical machinery,
119
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Table 5.15: Profit/Capital Ratio
Sectors

Base Value

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

0.3024
0.1992

0.2959
0.1960

0.3038

0.0756

0.0815

0,2839

0.3345

1.1769
0,2590

0.0951

0.2115

0.2242

Basic Agriculture

0.2964

0.3010

Agribusiness
Mining

0.1897
0.0715

0.1974
0.0778

Beverage Industry

0.3316

0,3323

0.0794
0.3302

Tobacco Industry
Textile

1.5394
0.2311

1.2713

1,2691

0.2606

W earing Apparel

0.1868

0.2104

0.2671
0.2161

Leather & Fur Products

0.6163

0.6780

0.6919

0.6768

W ood & Furniture

0.3804
0.1098

0.5697

0.5707
0.1058

0.5575

0.7152
0.5716

0.1030

0.1048

0.1032

0.1037
0.2404
0.1590
0.1471
0.0934
0.2460

0.1469
0.0944
0.2469

0.1002
0.2138
0.1538
0.1430

0.1045

0.2387
0.1586

0.2525
0,1131
0.0578

0.2449

Paper & Publishing ind.
Chemical Products
Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products
Non-M etallic Products
Metal Industry
Non-electrical M achinery
Electrical M achinery

0.2507
0.1574
0.1454
0.1343
0.2382
0.2610

0.1063

0.1035

0.0909
0.2401

0.2026

0.2766

0.2337
0,1601
0.1473
0.0965
0.2514
0.2516

Electricity-Gas-W ater

0.1271
0.0582

0.2541
0.1166
0.0580

Construction

0.2255

0.2284

0.2292

0.2272

0.0577
0.2295

Transportation-Commun.
Other Services

0.2530

0.2613

0.2630

0.2577

0,2659

0.1371

0.1331

0.1314

0,1324

0.1303

Transport. Equipment

CU: Customs Union
EU: Full Membership
EU+Tax: Revenue Replacement Tax

0.1074
0.0571

0.1119
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Table 5.16: Sectoral Profits
Sectors

Base Value

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

Basic Agriculture
Agribusiness

28,889.468

1.0205
1.0509

Mining
Beverage Industry

1.0155
1.0414
1.0886
1.0022

0.9983

4,274.203
3,148.340
1,353.201

1.1111
0.9958

1.0574
0.9303

1.0252
1.0685
1.1408
1.0085

Tobacco Industry
Textile

1,425.673

0.8274

0.8253

0.7656

5,717.654

1.1007

1.1283

1.0940

0.7123
1.1683

1.0337

WearingApparel

1,751569

1.1182

1.1463

1,1227

1,1900

Leather & Fur Products

817.402

1.0958

1.1181

1.0938

W ood & Furniture
Paper & Publishing ind.

2,182.726

1.0111

1.0126

0.9703

1,429.706

0.9678

0.9382

Chemical Products

4,575.218

1.0055

0.9641
1.0038

1.1564
1.0142
0.9546

0.9715

1.0138

Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products

4,605.712
776.360

0.9593
1.0106

0.8532
0.9776

0,9325

Non-M etallic Products

4,728.282

1.0024

0.9527
1.0071
1.0011

M etal Industry

4,354.458

1.0491

1,0594

0.9740
1,0202

N on-electrical M achinery

2,579.889
1,956.396

1,0330

1.0362

1.0080

1.0552

0.9739

0,9676

0.9382

0.9642

Transport, Equipment

1,723.231

0.9176

0.8903

0.8454

0.8806

Electricity-Gas-W ater

5,148.688

0.9942

0.9913

0.9798

0.9898

Construction

7,562.068

1.0123

1,0155

1.0066

1.0171

Transportation-Commun.
O ther Services

42,688.840

1.0331

1.0397

54,850.245

0.9704

0.9610

1.0187
0.9650

0.9504

Electrical M achinery

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full Membership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change Under Revenue Replacement Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change Under Free Trade
Base Value: Billion TL

1.0177
1.0035
1.0793

1.0510

and paper, with a rate o f 6.2%, and chemical products, with a rate of 3%. Other sectors
experience small decreases in their profit rates,
d) The Free Trade Scenario:
The free trade scenario will create an increase in profit rates and profit-capital ratio for
m ost o f the sectors. However, due to elimination o f all trade barriers, previously protected
sectors will have profit losses. Higher profit losses will be seen in tobacco (28.8%),
transportation equipment (11.9%), petroleum products (6.7%), services (5.0%), and paper and
publishing (4.6%). Also, domestic production for these sectors decreases due to the higher
standards ofthe EU products and lowerprices o f imported goods. The profit increasing sectors
will bewearing apparel (19%), thetextile industry (16.8%), leatherand furproducts (15.6%),
mining(14.1%), and agribusiness (6.8). Thechanges in the remaining sectors will be relatively
small.
Sectoral Cost Structure Impact
Average variab le cost s tructure of all sectors are analyzed to determine the imp acts o f
each scenario on the Turkish economy. Domestic production is analyzed because, the changes
in cost structure o f a sector will change the distribution o f trade and affect domestic levels o f
production.
a) Customs Union Scenario:
Under the customs union scenario, there will be a decrease in average variable cost
(AVC) in a few sectors. However, this decrease is very small and can be ignored in most of the
sectors. The highest decrease in the AVC is inthetobacco industrywith 3.3% of its base value.
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The remaindersectors will experience eithera very small decreaseor increase in the average
variable cost. The TRCGE model considers capital as fixed so that the only variab le cost for the
producers is the laborpayments. As canbeseenintheTable5.17, marginal laborusingsectors
such as mining (2.5%), metal (2.5%), and agriculture (3.4%) will have increases in the average
variable cost due to wage rate increases in the marginal labor market. In addition, the cost
structure of the same sectors that rely extensively on organized laborwill change in a negative
way. Although the average wage rate does not change in the organized labor market, the
increases in the average costs ofsomesectors such as leather and fur products (5.5%) canbe
explained by an increased demand for marginal labor (see Tab le 5.13 ). The wage rate in the
marginal labor market will increase with the custom union scenario. This will also be one ofthe
reasons for increased cost structure. Since, some of marginal labor will be trained and move to
the higher wage organized labor market. Moreover, due to an increased demand for organized
labor in some sectors, producers might provide additional non-wage opportunities such as less
and more flexible working hours, vacation opportunities and better environmentfor qualified
laborers. This may also be one o f the reasons for increases in the average variable cost,
b) European Union Scenario (Full Access):
The full accession scenario implies that no trade barriers exist between Turkey and the
EU. The average variable cost under this scenario will increase in many sectors. The reason for
this is explained in the customs union scenario. Changes in the labor demand and wage rate
affect the cost structure ofthe sectors. Under the full accession s cenario, the average variab le
cost (AVC) will increase in all competitive sectors. However, previous ly monopolistic sectors
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Table 5.17: Sectoral Average Variable Cost Structure
Sectors

Base Value

CU

EU

EU+Tax

Free Trade

Basic Agriculture
Agribusiness

702.775

1.0034
1.0015

1.0045

0.9952

1.0055

1.0021

0.9973

1.0029

Mining

583.327
560.112

1.0253

1.0317
0.9908

1.0274
1.0113
0.9788

0.9924
0.9430

Beverage Industry
Tobacco Industry
Textile

882.045

672.389

W earing Apparel
Leather & Fur Products
W ood & Furniture

792.230
830.7442
799.909
1,719.796

Paper & Publishing ind.

819.579

Chemical Products
Petroleum Products
Glass & Glass Products
Non-M etallic Products

748.958

0.9941
0.9664
1.0131
1.0163
1.0558

0.9659
1.0170

1.0152

1.0398

1.0000

1.0204
1.0190
0.9996

1,0187
1.0154
0.9945

1.0225
1.0268
1.0262
0.9998

0.9827

0.9800

0.9846

0.9753

736.930

0,9874
1.0513

0.9837
1.0650

0,9833
1.0815

661.079
1,500.123
2,491.001

0.9953
1.0093
1.0251

0.9926
1.0111

0.9842
1.1379
0.9933
1.0130

1.0311

1.0282

1.0044
1.0052

1.0039

1.0000

Electrical Machinery

725.727
778.821

1.0064

1.0080

Transport. Equipment
Electricity-Gas-W ater

842.934
544.211

0.9574
1,0108

0.9691
1.0190

Construction
Transporta tion-Commun.

866.571
482.231

0.9684
1.0091
1.0031

1.0034
1.0033

1.0037

1.0024

1.0091

1.0034

Other Services

679.959

0.9868

0.9826

0.9906

0.9780

M etal Industry
N on-electrical Machinery

CU: Percentage Change Under Customs Union
EU: Percentage Change Under Full Membership
EU+Tax: Percentage Change U nder Revenue Replacement Tax
Free Trade: Percentage Change U nder Free Trade
Base Value: Billion TL

0,9940
1,0162
1.0413
1.0101
1,0124
0,9547
1.0146
1,0051

(beverage, tobacco, glass products, and transportation equipment) experience a decrease in
average variable cost, but decreases are very small. The highest AVC increase is seen in
petroleum, with a rate o f 6.5%; mining, and metal, with a rate of 3.1%; and metal, with a rate o f
2.5%. The reasonforthe increase in average variable costinthemonopolistic sectors is because
they don’t operate attheir optimal point. Thus, whenfullmembership exists, thesesectors must
become competitive in order to enter European markets.
c)European Union plus Revenue Replacement Tax:
Underthis scenario, the average variable cost increases by 13.8% in the petroleum
industry; 2.8% in the metal industry; 2.7% in the mining industry, 1.9% in the eneigy sector, 1.8%
in wearing apparel, and 1.5% in the textile industry. Some o f the sectors also experience a
decrease in the average variable cost. This shows that tax burden imposed by the government
is transmitted to the consumers in some sectors such as in the transportation equipment, tobacco,
chemical products, and paper and publishing.
d) The Free Trade Scenario:
The free trade scenario and the full access scenario provide similar logical information
for average variab le cost structure ofthe Turkish economy. Fluctuations in the average variab le
cost is inthesamedirectionwiththefullmembership scenario. However, the free tradescenario
will have the greatest impacts on the cost structure o f the Turkish economy.
Macroeconomic Indicators and Government Balance
The T urkish economy continuously suffered from the beginning o f the 1990s from
macroeconomic problems. One ofthe main reasons for this problem was the government sector
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deficit, which was increasing every year. Theratioofgovemmentdeficitto GDP was 3.5% in
1987. However, this ratio increasedto 5.3% in 1991,6.7% in 1994, and continued to increase
in the following years. During these years, the Turkish economy experienced a decrease in
govemmentrevenue and import duties becameamajorcomponentof government revenue. In
1990, forexample, 15% ofthe total budget revenue was from these taxes. Although this rate
continued to decrease in the following years, it is still high compared to European countries. After
the customs union, this ratio showed a dramatic decrease due to Common External Tariffofthe
EU, and the Turkish economy experienced problems concerning finance o f government
expenditures (Kose, 1996). In this section, the comparison ofthe scenarios is discussed in detail
rather than analyzing each scenario individually. The reason for this is because seeing the
resemblance and differences between the scenarios is more appropriate. The macroeconomic
indicators are need to b e compared in order to see the picture ofthe who le economy. The impact
o f the customs union and full EU membership on the Turkish economy with different po licy
assumptions are presented inTable5.18 and Table 5.19. Also, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the
similar results concerning macroeconomic and foreign trade balances oftheTurkish economy.
The Turkish economy experiences a 2% decrease in GDP under the customs union scenario.
This decrease becomes nearly 2.7% under the full access scenario, and 3.4% under the free
trade scenario. However, the loss in GDP will disappear in the replacement tax scenario.
Government revenue also decreases under all scenarios. The reason for this decrease is the
elimination of tariffs and tariff-related taxes on imports. The losses in import taxes by origin are
shown in Table 5.19. Under the customs union scenario, almost 98% oftariff revenues from the
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EU and 62% o f fund revenue from the EU will be lost. Also, 25% o f tariff revenues from the
ROW and 60% o f the fund revenues from the ROW will be lost. As explained in the earlier
chapters, however, tariffand fund rate on EU imports will be completely eliminated underthe
otherscenarios, and 40% of tariffrevenue, and 43% offund revenue from theROW will belost
underthe second and third scenarios. All revenues due to tariffand fund, of course, will be lost
underthe free trade scenario. Public consumption also decreases underthe all scenarios. This
decrease reaches a tremendous level underthe free trade scenario (34%). Government savings
also decrease under all scenario assumptions between 2.7% and 3.4% ofthe base yearvalue.
Private income increases 0.5% underthe customs union scenario, 1.5% under full
membership scenario, and 0.7% underthe free trade scenario. However, it decreases by 0.8%
of the base value under the third scenario in which a replacement tax is levied. Private
consumption also increases in the range o f 1.6 % to 2.6% of its base value underthe customs
union, full membership, and free trade scenarios. However, it decreases by 1.2% o f the base
valueunderthe replacement tax scenario. Private savings increaseundertheallscenarios. This
increase is 2.1% under the customs union scenario, 2.6% underthe full membership scenario,
1.2% under the replacement tax scenario, and 3.4% under the free trade scenario.
The comparison of revenue, consumption, savings, and investment changes in
government and private sectors indicates that the causes o f economic crisis in the Turkish
economy is the result o f unbalanced structure of the government sector. Forthatreason, cutting
government expenditures will b e a good po licy to eliminate the negative impact o f the pub lie
sector on the economy.
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Table 5.18: Macroeconomic Balances (Billion TL)

GDP
Public Consumption
Private Consumption

Base Value

CU

%

EU

390,796.6

382,818.3

0.979

43,127.6

34,227.36

0.793

262,140.5

266,366.7
13,413.2

1.016

267,112.16

1.019

0.979

13,325.14

0.973

%

E U +T ax

%

FT

%

380,302.91

0.973

389,819.5

0.997

377,536.9

0.966

31,758.36

0.736

Public Savings

13,692.7

Private Savings

76,520.6

1.005

34,228.8
70,055.0

1.000

34,228.78

Private Investment

76,141.1
34,228.8
68,458.6

1.023

Exports to the EU

24,706.6

27,448.3

1.110

Exports to the ROW

28,060,0

Imports from the EU

27,457.4
34,392.8

36,421.6

Imports from tire ROW

48,095.3
2630.0

Public Investment

Exchange Rate (TL/$)

36,032.47
259,045.4

0.835
0.988

28,698.45
268,872.4

0,665
1,025

13,315.14

0,972

13,228.14

0.966

1.000

34,228.78

1.000

34,228.78

70,368.85

1.027

69,163.79

1.010

70,942.94

1.000
1.036

27,851.62

1.137

25,606.32

1.036

28,436.53

1.035

26,306.42

0.958

28,466,64
29,002.23

1.152

1.022

39,439.12

1.146

37,656.72

47,419.99

0.985

35,013.79
46,122,28

1.018

49,196.8

1.059
1.022

1,094
1.040

2936.8

1.116

3010.65

1.144

2978.10

CU: Customs Union
EU: European Union
EU+Tax: Revenue Replacem ent Tax in the EU
FT: Free Trade
%: Percentage Change w ith respect to the Base Value

76,556.43

1.005

0.959
1.13

50,031.31
3122.00

1.056

1.187
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Table 5.19: Changes in Government Balance
Base

to
VO

Incomes:
Indirect taxes
Coiporate taxes
Income taxes
Tariff income:
From EU
From ROW
Funds:
From EU
From ROW
Factor incomes
Expenses:
Consumption
Transfers
Interest payments
Savings
Investment

CU

%

EU

%

EU+Tax

%

FT

%

1.2280
0.9886
0.9918

20,229.970
5,133,584
26,674.482

0.9856
1,0080
1.0071

20,525.805
5,093.022
26,486.100

20,350.938
5,120.939
26,617.778

0.9915
1.0055
1.0050

20,314.473
5,122.600
26,630.225

582,002
515.501

5.163
386.798

0.0089
0.7503

308.875

5,673.611
6,630.828
13,462.894

2,114.256
2,608.226
13,188.044

0.3726
0.3934
0,9796

2,504.716
13,101.386

0.3778
0.9731

2,496.481
13,091.641

43,127.656
16,980,748
9,023.531
13,692.731
34,228.780

34,227.365
16,980.748
10,105.529
13,413.189
34,228.780

0.7364

31,758.359
16,980.748
10,279.15
13,325.052
34,228.780

0.7364

36,932.471
16,980.748
10.,250.276
13,315.140
34,228.780

0.8563

CU: Customs Union
EU: European Union
EU+Tax: Revenue Replacement Tax in the EU
FT: Free Trade
%: Percentage Change w ith respect to the Base Value

1.0000
1.1199
0.9796

1.0000

0.000

0.000

0.9897
1.0057
1.0054
-

0..5992
-

1.0000
1.1391
0.9732

1.0000

25,205.970
5,035.946
26,270.000
-

306.593
-

-

-

-

0,5947

-

-

-

-

-

0.3756
0.9724

-

1.0000
1.1359
0.9725

1.0000

-

13,006,100

0.9660

28,698.448
16,980.748
10,742.82
13,228.139
34,228.780

0.6645

1.0000
1.1904
0.9661
1.0000

Turkey’s accession into the EUwill have a trade creating impact between the EU and
Turkey undertheall scenarios. Although there is aslight increase in the wage rate, elimination of
tariff and tariff-related taxes will decrease the domestic price level. The decreases in the price
level and changes in the exchange rate in favor of the EU cause an increase in exports between
the EU and Turkey.
Since there will be a reciprocal decrease in tariffrates, Turkish imports from the EU will
also increase. This result can be seen from Table 5.18. Turkish exports to theEU increase by
11% underthe customs union scenario, 13.7% under the full membership scenario, 15.2% under
the free trade scenario, and 3.6% underthe replacement taxscenario. Turkish imports from the
EU also increase by 5.9% underthe customs union scenario, 14.7% under the full membership
scenario, 9.5% under the free trade scenario, and 1.8% under the replacement tax scenario.
Exports to the ROW increase due to reciprocal elimination o f tariffs and changes in the
exchange rate in favor of the ROW. Accordingto CommonExtemal Tariff, Turkey is required
to decreas e import taxes on the third countries as well. This preferential agreement results in an
increase in trade volume between T urkey and the ROW. Exports to the ROW increase by 2.2%
underthe customs union scenario, 3.5% underthe full membership scenario and 5.6% underthe
free trade scenario. However, ROW exports decrease by 4.2% o f the base value under the
replacement tax scenario. Imports from the ROW increase by 2.3% underthe customs union
scenario, and 4% under the free trade scenario. However, there will be a trade diverting impact
o f full membership andreplacementscenarios. Thus, Turkish imports from the ROW decrease
by 1.4% under the full membership, and 4.1% under the replacement tax scenario.
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Figure 5.1:Macroeconomic Balances (Billion TL)
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Table 5.19 shows the changes in government balance under the proposed policy
scenarios. Total indirecttaxes collected by government is 20,525 billion TL in the base year.
There are no significant changes in indirecttaxes underthe customs union, full membership or free
trade scenarios. However, a22.8% increase will be experienced underthe replacement tax
scenario. This shows that indirecttaxes should be increased by 22.8% to compensate forthe
losses due to tariff reduction. This can be called a “compensation tax rate”. The changes in
corporate and income taxes, however, are too small to be considered. Government factor
income will show a decrease by 3% ofthebasevalue, and experiences almost equal changes
under all policy scenarios.
Government interest payments are the major problem forthe Turkish economy because,
almost 10% o f total government revenue went to interest payments in 1990, and this rate is
increasing every year. This is areal burden foran already in-debtTurkishbudget. The increases
in interest payments will be 12% under the customs union scenario, 14% under the full
membership scenario, 13% underthe replacementtax scenario, and 19% underthe free trade
scenario. This also shows that government debts should be reduced to cut down interest
payments.
Validity of the Model and Sensitivity Analysis
The validity of the model can be checked in two ways. Both checks should be done
duringthe calibration process. One method to validate the model is to reconstruct the SAM using
GAMS software and compare the results obtained underthe original SAM constructed (model
replication). If these two shows no differences, it is assumed that the model is valid, andfurther
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progress canbe done concerning initialization and model formulation in the GAMS software. The
second method is easierthan reconstructing the SAM. It concerns the base year price levels. As
explained before, CGE models take thebase year price levels as given and equal to unity for all
sectors, and compare the percentage changes under different policy scenarios. Thus, the validity
check can be done by looking at the base yearprice levels. If the results indicate that all price
levels are equal to unity for all sectors, then the validity of the model is accepted, and further
steps can be taken after that. Both validity checks are performed in this study and completed
successfully.
Thesensitivity analysis also performed forthis model. All elasticities in thebase year are
assigned apriorito values which indicate the best estimates. Since elasticity estimates includes
a margin o f error, the remedy forthis problem is to perform asensitivity analysis. The elasticity
values are obtained from Kose (1996), de Santis (1996) and Harrison et. al. (1996), and
adjusted accordingto sectoral aggregation of this study. The sensitivity analysis is performed by
choosing different elasticities for each sector, and comparing the results obtained from each
simulation.
The results showthat overall conclusions obtained arenotfragile to the assumptions
made regarding elasticities, and the variations are in an acceptab le range. For example, GDP
variations are in the range of-1% and 2.8%, government revenue variations are in the range of
-2.3% and 1.9%, and replacementtax rate variations are in the range o f -2.4% to 3.2%. The
highest variations are seen in the domestic sales and EU imports. However, these are not large
variations considering the scope o f the study and the number of sectors involved.
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Anothertestis performed to evaluatesectoral impacts of integration. Tariffand fund rates
are changed gradually for some basic sectors, and the results are compared with the original
results. This process is importantfor economists to see if the changes in macroeconomic variab le
are due to an individual sectoral changes. The results ofthis test indicate anyunusual variations.
The directions ofthe changes were the same, and no unusual effects has been observed on the
prices. The effects o f lower and upper bound changes ontheGDP are shown in the Appendix
2.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapterofthe dissertation consists o f three parts. The first part summarizes the entire
study. MorespecificaUy, it summarizes the objective ofthe dissertation, theoretical and empirical
models, calibration, and results obtained under differentscenario assumptions. The second part
ofthe chapter includes policy implications and policy related suggestions. The last part explains
the limitations o f the study and some recommendations for future studies.
Summary
As explained in the previous chapters, Turkey ’s joining the EU will have a significant
impact on Turkey’s budgetas well as theELPs budget andfinancial structure. Since the decisions
are made politically, Turkish policy makers need to know howto concentrate their efforts over
the transition period, and produce policies accordingly. Forthat reason, the research question o f
the dissertation in the first chapterwas how to maximize the net gains from integration. The
analysis focused on this research question and analyzed three major sectors of the Turkish
economy: agriculture, services, and manufacturing. Economic theory, however, suggests that an
instant integration may result in very extensive social and economic problems forthe involved
countries, especially ifthey have unequal levels o f economic development. Therefore, the EU
offered Turkey atransition period to avoid such negative impacts. In this transition period, Turkey
is obligated to lower its tariffs, quotas, and other import duties on products from EU countries.
Underthe light of neoclassical macroeconomic closure, a single country, multi-sectoral
computable general equilibrium (CGE) model with implicit inclusion o f the EU and ROW was
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developed and various policy scenarios were adopted. In orderto get thebestresults form this
analysis, the Turkish economy was divided into 22 sectors: 2 agricultural, 18 manufacturing, and
2servicesectors. One importantspecificationofthestudywas to consider the differentiation of
imports and exports as EU and ROW. This differentiation made the computation of net gains due
to integration much easier. Also, impacts o f integration on individual sectors were evaluated as
well as government budget and various accounts of macroeconomic balances to capture the entire
picture o f integration.
The main focus ofthe dissertation is on the shortterm effect of integration onthe Turkish
economy. The model developed forthis purposewas auniqueone in terms o f differentiation o f
the imports and exports according to their origins. Since there is no recent IO table for the
Turkish economy available, general structure ofthe TRCGE model lean on 1990 base year values
and Neoclassical assumptions with a few exceptions. The IO tab le was reduced to a total of 22
sectors.
The TRCGE model has some characteristics in terms of factor markets and international
trade specifications. Firstofall, separation ofthe labor market into two classifications as marginal
and organized labor gives more powerful results concerning the structure ofthe labor market in
Turkey. Asecond specification ofthe modelwas the consideration of import and export origins.
Total exports and imports are divided into two origins (EU and ROW). This differentiation gave
more accurate results in terms o f measuring the impact of integration, and made the interpretation
o f the results easier. Also, with this differentiation, trade creating and trade diverting impacts of
the integration by origin were analyzed in a more clear and detailed way. A third specification of
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the model was the consideration of monopoly power in some manufacturing sectors. Although
most o f the sectors in the Turkish economy have a nearly competitive structure, some o f the
sectors still have monopolypower in themarket Thus, inorderto capture the “markup” pricing
structure ofthese sectors, an extra elementwas included into the model. This inclusion also made
the TRCGE model more powerful than most ofthe similar models in the literature. Thesmall
country assumption ofthe model is specified according to product differentiation criteria. With
this specification, an infinite elasticity ofimport supply function with world price levels is assured
and the world export demand function was considered as negatively sloped. In this perspective,
the traditional Armington and CET assumptions are made throughout the model.
After giving brief general notes about the model, each chapter can be summarized
specifically. The first chapter ofthe dissertation consisted o f an introductory title, problem and
justification statements, and objectives ofthe study. The main objective o f this dissertation is
explained as to quantify the financial effects of Turkey ’s trade liberalization efforts, and evaluate
the policy decisions made duringthe transition period toward full membership in the EU. In
addition, trade relations between the EU and the rest o f the world (ROW) modeled to obtain
complete general equilibrium results ofTurkey-EU integration. Four specific objectives ofthe
dissertation is also exp lained as follows: i) identify and review relevant literature concerning
economic integration, and relevanttrade policies fortheEU, Turkey, and the rest ofthe world,
ii) formulate a theoretical model for integration, and usethe model to hypothesize impacts o f
integration for eachsector individually, andforthe economy as a whole, iii) specify and estimate
an empirical model to determine the budgetary impacts ofTurkey’s full membership in theEU and
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other intermediate policy scenarios by using a computable general equilibrium approach, iv)
develop recommendations for country officials, and provide implications for future economic
integration and multilateral trade agreements.
Thesecond chaptergives a very broad literature review concemingTurkish integration
intotheEU. In this literature review, previous studies concerning the economic liberalization
efforts ofTurkey and accession into the EU were reviewed, analyzed, and discussed, including
the integration experiences of other countries. The firstpart considers the Turkish liberalization
efforts duringthe 1990s to join the EU. Thesecond part considers a historical overview ofthe
political economy o f a Turkish-EU relationship. The final part considers previously used
integration models and other countries’ integration experiences.
The third chapter presents the theoretical framework of trade policies concerning
economic integration and constructs an empirical General Equilibrium Model that can be applied
to the Turkish economy. As a tool to examine economic liberalization, the concept o f General
Equilibrium was discussed first. Then, the international trade theories were reviewed and the
theoretical implications o f trade liberalization were addressed. Finally, implications forthe
empirical model were explained in a detailed way. More specifically, international trade theories
and applications o f the models were combined in a CGE model concept.
AGeneralEquilibriummodel is asystem o f demand and supply functions in which all
prices are determined jointly by the markets for a given policy specification, and a set o f
equilibrium conditions. The initial equilibrium is the base solution to the model. After the initial
results, different scenarios are adopted, assumptions ofthe model may be changed, and results
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o f each scenario are compared to create policy suggestions. Since there is no money illusion in
a CGE model, the decisions aremade accordingto endogenously determined relative prices. By
considering these facts, tariff and tariff related trade barriers are individually explained and
theoretical implications o f integration are presented in a detailed way.
Another main issue in Chapter Three was the presentation of a General Equilibrium
Model forthe Turkish economy. An extended version ofKose(1996) was used to formulate the
impacts ofTurkey-EU integration. The model covers all sectors oftheTuridsh economy with the
exception offinancial markets. In otherwords, the variables concerning financial markets such
as stock markets are excluded from the model, and this canbe considered as a limitation o f the
model. As summarized before, the TRCGE model consists ofthree sectors and a differentiated
ROW account. Also, the specification of imperfect competition in the manufacturing sectors and
labor market created an additional strength for the model.
Three components for each sector are considered in the model: (i) consumers
(households), (ii) producers (firms), and (iii) the government (fiscal authority). Consumers have
constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility functions between imported and domestic goods.
The utility maximization ofthe consumers is determined according to the Armington criteria. The
firms representingtheproducersideofthe economy are assumed to maximize the value of their
profits. Thus, themaingoal ofthe firms is to make production and investment decisions thatallow
them to maximize the value o f the firm. The third agent in the model is the government. It
represents the fiscal authority, and collects taxes to finance public expenditures such as
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social security payments, public investments, and public services. The difference between public
revenue and public expenditure is assumed to be financed by issuing public bonds.
The production technology is assumed to have a multi-level constant elasticity o f
substitution. This assumption is made because the restrictions on the elasticity of substitution
makes the model more discrete and reduces the area offlexibility. Also, an intermediate demand
function is assumed to have Leontiefftechnology in which inputs are used in constantproportions
to produce a specific amount of output. This kind o f technology assumes producer demand fo r
a commodity is optimal and minimizes the cost ofproduction. The model also assumes that capital
accumulation is constant for each sector. Thesetypes o f assumptions aremade inmostofth.e
static CGE models to analyze heterogenous capital stocks in different sectors.
Unlike traditional trade models, the commodities are differentiated into two groups:
tradable goods and non-tradable goods. This feature o f the model gives more flexibility
conceminganalysis ofTurkish membership to the European Union. Also, the model distinguishes
the “domestic demand” and “domestic commodity” terms and follows traditional Arm ington
specification. This specification distinguishes the commodities in terms oftheir origin as well as
theirtypes. Inotherwords, the Armington assumptionallows forthefactthat the same type o f
commodities mightbeboth exported and imported at the same time. However, in traditional trade
models, intra-industry trades are omitted from the analysis and inter-industry trades are
considered instead. This assumption causes “extreme specializations” in trade, which makes
domestic prices andresource allocation more sensitive to foreign policies. The model, in this
context, determines the production process into two different stages. In the first stage, th e
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composition o f domestic demand must be determined as domestics and imports. In the second
stage, the imports are differentiated as EU imports and ROW imports (Kose, 1996).
The model indicates that private income is the gains from value added private production,
transfers from government andrest ofthe world, and factor incomes. Privatesectorvalue added
income is determined by subtracting government income and corporation tax from the total valued
added income. Government revenue, however, is determined by summing taxes collected and
factor income of the government.
ChapterFour explains data collection procedure, the basic idea o f social accounting
matrix, stages to be used to construct a CGE based calibration, and constructs a SAM for the
T urkish economy. As explained earlier, a SAM has two obj ectives. The first one is to organize
the information about a country’s social and economic structure for a specific year, and the
second objective is to construct a statistical basis for the model chosen.
The basic idea o f the SAM is the same as double entry bookkeeping in accounting,
which means income and exp enditure o f an entity must balance each other. In this point, a SAM
resembles a traditional national account in which income ofone account must be expenditure of
another account.
Considering these facts, a SAM is constructed forthe Turkish economy for the year o f
1990. This is the mostrecentIO table for Turkey. Six accounts are distinguished in 1990 Turkish
SAM. The factors account is distinguished as labor and capital, the institutions account is
distinguished into three components as households, companies, and the government. The capital
account is the only non-differentiated sector in this SAM. The activities account is considered as
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agriculture, manufacturing and services. The commodities account is distinguished into two sub
accounts : domestic and imported commodities. The last account is the rest of the world account.
This account is also differentiated as ROW current account and ROW capital account.
ChapterFiveis the most sensitive partofthe dissertation. Itgives policy scenarios to be
adopted in the full membership process, and compares the results obtained form various policy
scenarios.The first is a customs union with the EU, which considers the ob ligations that Turkey
and the EU have, and assumes both sides perform their duties in a perfect manner. The second
is full membership into the EU, which considers Turkey’s full accession into the EU. According
to the agreementbetween Turkey and theEU, Turkey has to lowertariff rates for EU imports,
but continue to impose thesamerateforthird countries. This reduction in tariffrates causes the
Turkish government to loose tariff revenues coming from the EU. However, the EU will
compensate a part o f the losses that the Turkish government will have. The third is full
membership plus replacementtaxscenario, which analyzes the impacts offull membership, and
government losses due to tariff reduction compensatedby increasingthe indirect tax rate. By
increasing indirect tax rate, government can finance its budget deficit. Fourth is a free trade
scenario underwhich Turkey will have to reduce tariff rates for all countries. This reduction in
tariff rates does notnecessarily mean that tariff rates for all countries shouldbezero. Tariffrates
on average should be asymptotically approaching to zero.
Under the mentioned policy scenarios, impacts ofthe EU on the Turkish economy is
analyzed, and comparisons among the scenarios presented to see afixll picture of integration.
First, changes in domestic demand and sales, prices and international trade implication o f the EU
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are presented. Results showthat domestic production and domestic s ales will increase in most
ofthesectorsunderacustoms union, full access, and free trade scenarios. The exceptions under
these scenarios will be in tobacco, paper and publishing, petroleum products, electrical
machinery, transportation equipments and service sectors. These sectors show a decrease in
domestic production and sales in the range o f 1% to 5% ofthe base year value. Under the
replacement scenario, however, domestic production tends to decrease in all sectors. The only
exceptions are mining, wearing apparels, textiles, and leather and fur products.
Simulation results showed that imports and exports ofTurkey changes in favor ofthe EU
underthe tariffreduction policies. Rest ofthe world trade with Turkey also tends to increase due
to preferential trade agreements with the non-EU countries. Second, changes in labor demand
foreach labormarket, and possible unemployment issues are discussed. The results obtained
concerning labor markets indicate that wage rate and employment will be effected positively in
almost all sectors with Turkish access into the European markets. Marginal labor demand in
paper and publishing, electrical machinery, transportation equipments, and service sectors
decreases under every scenario. Organized labor demand, however, tends to increase more than
marginal labor demand inmostsectors. This shows that quality ofTurkish labortends to increase
with European access. Third, changes in sectoral profit rates are presented for each policy
scenario. Results obtained indicate that although profit rates increase under the free trade
assumption, almost all previously monopolistic sectors experience a decrease in their profit rates.
This happens because Turkish consumers will have easier access to foreign products and not buy
expensive domestic commodities. The highest profit rate decreases will beseen in the tobacco
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industry, paper and publishing sector, petroleum products, electrical machinery, and
transportation equipments. The highest profit increases, however, will be seen in the agribusiness,
mining, wearing apparel, textiles, and leather industry. Fourth, changes in the sectoral cost
structure are reported. Results showed that, in general, sectoral variable costs increase due to an
increase in average wage rate, and a tendency to increase demand o f skilled labor, because the
costof skilled Iaboris higherthanthatofmarginal labor. Lastly, macroeconomic variables and
government budgetary balance are reported. Results obtained indicate that GDP decreases under
all scenarios, and the government is affected negatively as a result o f integration. The private
sector, however, is positively affectedunderthe assumptions of all policy selections. Total exports
and imports also show an increase in general.
Policy Implications o f Integration
The results discussed above concern four different scenarios and abaseyearvalue. By
the nature o f CGE models, base year values give the same results with the calibration process.
These analogous results assure the validity o f calibration procedure and SAM constructed. Thus,
instead of giving full magnitudes o f the results, only percentage changes in each variable are given
so that policy makers have much clearervision about the policies adopted. Forthat reason, each
scenario is discussed individually first, then whole Turkish economy.
It is well a known issue that the Turkish economy experienced suffered tremendously
with the customs union agreement due to a decrease in tariff and tariff related taxes on EU
products. The losses thattheTurkish economy experienced were supposed to be compensated
by the EUin atimely manner, butforsome political reasons theEU did notfulfill its obligation on
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this matter. The EU officials promise the same thing for the full membership process and
accordingto the agreement, atotal o f $ 1.8 billion will begiven to Turkey in the transition period
to compensate the tariffrevenue losses. Assuming this promise is kept, fiillmembership will send
a signal o f positive movements in the domestic markets as well as exports and imports.
Under the customs union scenario, a 2% decrease in GDP and a 8% decrease in
government revenue will be experienced. As a result o f this revenue losse, government
consumption also decreases by 20%. However, private income, consumption, and savings show
increases. Although this result seems to lead the policy-makers o f Turkey in a direction that allow
them to know what the best policy is, in reality it is very hard to have such strong conclusions,
becausethe procedure used in this analysis is not a game theoretical approach and there is no
“best” policy in political decisions like this. There are “better” policies, however, in certain cases,
and these “better” policies are subject to change depending on the perspective o f policy-makers,
current conditions ofthe country, and the power of lobbyists in each s ector. This fact shows that
realistic decisions in policy implementations are very rare, especially in the developing countries
like Turkey.
Free trade policies always attract international trade theorists, but most of the time is not
applicable inreality. The reason that the free trade scenario is analyzed here is because to show
the poiicy-makerwhatthe ideal thing is, and give them a chance to decide accordingly. The losses
in GDP underthe free trade assumption are the highest among other scenarios, but it increases
the trade volume and initiates private entrepreneurs hip. As a result, total welfare gains will b e
more under this scenario. However, free trade is a difficult scenario to reach for real life
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international trade applications, because every country has to protect some sectoror politicians
have tendency to protect powerful lobbyist groups forreelectionpurpose. The pub lie sector, for
sure, will be worse off under this policy assumption.
The revenue replacementtax scenario results indicated that tax rates should be increased
by 22.8% to compensate revenue losses due to tariff reductions. This rate is higher than that o f
Harrison et. al. (1996), howevertheirresults indicate a customs union revenue replacementtax
rate, notafoll membership rate. Therefore, a higher revenue replacementtax rate is necessary
for full membership, because revenue loss due to tariff reduction is more under the foil
membership scenario. Decreases in GDP will be very small under this scenario, and can be
ignored, but with the revenue compensation assistance given by the EU, the Turkish economy will
be better off if it is used properly. This revenue compensation assistance might be used to
increase the domestic production level or distributed among consumers and producers to ease
the burden o f taxes levied, and increase the welfare o f the whole economy.
The foil membership scenario, however, seems more logical in many cases. For example,
domestic production, domestic sales, trade volume, and profit rate increase. Government
intervention in the whole economy tends to decrease, and economic relations with the EU and
the ROW gets better. Under this scenario, also, the Turkish government will get revenue
compensation assistance from the EU, and the decreases in GDP will be compensated with this
assistance. No replacementtax in the domestic economy will encourage domestic producers to
create new and higher quality products forEU markets, and the government will not have the
responsib ility o f redistributing assistance from the EU. Although increased rates in sectoral
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average variable cost is higherunderthis scenario, sectoral profitrates are higher as well. This
is not a contradictory result, because increases in total production w ill allow Turkish producers
to eammore on average. Turkish consumers, also, will enjoy buying various new and higher
quality products at cheaper prices. The government compensates itself by getting revenue
assistance from the EU. Thus, the Turkish economy as aw holew ill be better offwith a full
membership, even though some sectors individually lose a portion o f their profits.
In light ofthe policy assumptions discussed above, full membership appears to be the
mostbeneficial scenario forthe Turkish economy based on domestic production, domestic sales
and private income. However, knowing that this process is political rather than completely
economic, appropriate cautions should be taken to utilize the results o f this study.
Another issue to be considered is howto usetheEU ’s compensation assistance. If the
govemmentuses this money in the low production sectors in which the private sector has no
interest, then the general price level will likely decrease and exports increase. This increase in
trade volume will create new markets for private sector. If this increase in private sector income
compensates forthe losses experienced due to indirect tax levied, total gains might be greater
underthe replacementtaxscenario, but an increase in tax will likely restrain production. The
government is already assumed revenue neutral under the revenue rep lacementtax scenario. In
otherwords, the losses due to tariffreductions are compensated for by an increase in domestic
tax income. Thus, private income and the GDP m ight increase and better results could be
obtained under this scenario if the EU’s assistance is used properly by government
officials.
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Limitations o f the Study
There is not a single study performed perfectly. Every study has its own limitations and
there is always aspace in thatstudy for others to improve. Consideringthis fact, this dissertation
also has some limitations. First o f all, it is astatic model and does not considersome dynamic
elements. Including atime elements into the model, and analyzing some dynamic variables such
as growth will make the model results more accurate.
Exclusion o f the financial markets can be considered as the second [im itation o f the
model. The importance o f financial markets such as banking and stock markets in the Turkish
economy cannotbe denied. Thus, omission of these markets causes some diversions in the model
results. For that reason, adding the financial markets into the model will allow for determining the
changes in the reel sector more accurately.
The third limitation o f the model is the data structure o f the model. Although most o f the
data was obtained from thelOtable forthe Turkish economy, some data obtained from other
sources was very hard to collect. Another limitation concerning data structure is the non
availability o f the current IO tableof the Turkish economy. Since the most current IO table
published by Turkish statistical institutions was the 1990 IO table, the results mightshowsome
tendencies in some sectors. Since after 1990, major changes happened in the Turkish economy.
Lastly, the model does not consider the impacts of Turkish accession on the EUbudget,
because the E U and the ROW are implicitly included into the model. The reason for this is
becauseno input-output table is availableforthewholeEuropean Union, and constructing a
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Social AccountingMatrixforthese countries is not within the scope ofthis study. If available
data is found, this study can be extended to capture the budgetary impacts o f Turkish integration
on the European Union countries as well.
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APPENDIX 1
DEFINITION OF ACCOUNTS
(Adopted from de Santis, 1996)
The disaggregated SAM for Turkey comprises 281 accounts. The code numbers used to
identify the accounts have been organized as follows:
I -

FACTORS OF PRODUCTION
Labor:
1. Scientific, technical, professional and related workers.
2. Administrative, executive and managerial workers.
3. Clerical and related workers.
4. Sales workers.
5. Service workers.
6. Agricultural, animal husbandry and forestry workers, fishermen and hunters.
7. Non-agricultural production and related workers, transport equipment
operators and laborers.
8. Workers not classifiable by occupation.
Capital:
9. Rent.
10. Operating surplus
11. Operating surplus
12. Operating surplus
13. Operating surplus

in agriculture.
in non-agriculture.
in trade.
in services.

E - HOUSEHOLDS
Urban households (monthly disposable income groups - thousands o f TL):
14.
0 - 133
15.
133 -267
16.
267 - 400
17.
400 - 533
18.
533 -667
19.
6 6 7-800
20.
800 - 933
21.
933 - 1067
22.
1067 - 1200
23. 1200- 1333
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24.
1333 - 1600
25. 1600 - 1867
26.
1867-2133
27. 2133 - 2400
28. 2400 - 2667
29. 2667 - 4000
30. 4000-5333
31. 5333 - 13333
32.13333 - 26667
33.26667-66667
Rural households (monthly disposable income groups - thousands o f TL):
34.
0 - 133
35.
133 -267
36.
26 7 -4 0 0
37.
400-533
38.
533 -667
39.
667 - 800
40.
800 - 933
41.
933 - 1067
42.
1067 - 1200
43.
1200- 1333
44.
1333 - 1600
45.
1600 - 1867
46.
1867-2133
47. 2133 -2400
48. 2400 - 2667
49. 2667 - 4000
50. 4000 - 5333
51. 5333 - 13333
52. 13333 -26667
53.26667-66667
m - COMPANIES
Private enterprises:
54. Enterprises in non-agricultural sectors.
55. Enterprises in trade sectors.
56. Enterprises in services.
Public enterprises:
57. State economic enterprises.
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IV - GOVERNMENT
58. Government.
V - ACTIVITIES
59. Agriculture and animal husbandry.
60. Forestry.
61. Fisheries.
62. Coal mining.
63. Crude petroleum and natural gas production.
64. Iron ore mining.
65. Non-ferrous ore mining, non-metallic mineral mining, stone quarrying.
66. Slaughtering, preparing and preserved meat.
67. Canning and preserving o f fruits and vegetables.
68. Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats.
69. Grain mill products.
70. Sugar.
71. Manufacture of other food products.
72. Alcoholic beverages.
73. Soft drinks and carbonated water industries.
74. Tobacco manufactures.
75. Manufacture of textiles (inc. ginning).
76. Manufacture of wearing apparel.
77. Manufacture of leather and fur products.
78. Manufacture of footwear.
79. Manufacture of wood and wood products.
80. Manufacture of wood furniture and fixtures.
81. Manufacture of paper and paper products.
82. Printing, publishing and allied industries.
83. Manufacture of fertilizers.
84. Manufacture of drugs and medicines.
85. Manufacture of other chemical products.
86. Petroleum refineries.
87. Manufacture of petroleum and coal products.
88. Manufacture of rubber products.
89. Manufacture of plastic products.
90. Manufacture of glass and glass products.
91. Manufacture of cement.
92. Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products.
93. Manufacture of iron and steel.
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94. Manufacture o f non-ferrous metal.
95. Manufacture o f fabricated metal products.
96. Manufacture o f machinery except electrical.
97. Manufacture o f agricultural machinery and equipment.
98. Manufacture o f electrical machinery.
99. Manufacture o f shipbuilding and repairing.
100. Manufacture o f railroad equipment.
101. Manufacture of land transport vehicles and equipment.
102. Manufacture of other transport equipment.
103. Other manufacturing industries.
104. Electricity.
105. Gas manufacture and waterworks.
106. Building construction, other construction.
107. Wholesale and retail trade.
108. Restaurants and hotels.
109. Railway transport, other land transport, water transport, air transport.
110. Communications.
111. Financial institutions and insurance.
112. Personal and professional services, public services, ownership o f dwellings.
VI - COMPOSITE COMMODITIES
113. Agriculture and animal husbandry.
114. Forestry.
115. Fisheries.
116. Coal mining.
117. Crude petroleum and natural gas production.
118. Iron ore mining.
119. Non-ferrous ore mining, non-metallic mineral mining, stone quarrying.
120. Slaughtering, preparing and preserved meat.
121. Canning and preserving of fruits and vegetables.
122. Manufacture o f vegetable and animal oils and fats.
123. Grain mill products.
124. Sugar.
125. Manufacture o f other food products.
126. Alcoholic beverages.
127. Soft drinks and carbonated water industries.
128. Tobacco manufactures.
129. Manufacture of textiles (inc. ginning).
130. Manufacture o f wearing apparel.
131. Manufacture of leather and fur products.
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132. Manufacture o f footwear133. Manufacture of wood and wood products.
134. Manufacture o f wood fomiture and fixtures.
135. Manufacture of paper and paper products.
136. Printing, publishing and allied industries.
137. Manufacture of fertilizers.
138. Manufacture of drugs and medicines.
139. Manufacture o f other chemical products.
140. Petroleum refineries.
141. Manufacture o f petroleum and coal products.
142. Manufacture o f rubber products.
143. Manufacture of plastic products.
144. Manufacture o f glass and glass products.
145. Manufacture of cement.
146. Manufacture o f other non-metallic mineral products.
147. Manufacture of iron and steel.
148. Manufacture o f non-ferrous metal.
149. Manufacture o f fabricated metal products.
150. Manufacture o f machinery except electrical.
151. Manufacture o f agricultural machinery and equipment.
152. Manufacture of electrical machinery.
153. Manufacture of shipbuilding and repairing.
154. Manufacture of railroad equipment.
155. Manufacture of land transport vehicles and equipment.
156. Manufacture of other transport equipment.
157. Other manufacturing industries.
158. Electricity.
159. Gas manufacture and waterworks.
160. Building construction, other construction.
161. Wholesale and retail trade.
162. Restaurants and hotels.
163. Railway transport, other land transport, water transport, air transport.
164. Communications.
165. Financial institutions and insurance.
166. Personal and professional services, public services, ownership o f dwellings.
VH - DOMESTIC COMMODITIES
167. Agriculture and animal husbandry.
168. Forestry.
169. Fisheries.
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170. Coal mining.
171. Crude petroleum and natural gas production.
172. Iron ore mining.
173. Non-ferrous ore mining, non-metallic mineral mining, stone quarrying.
174. Slaughtering, preparing and preserved meat.
175. Canning and preserving o f fruits and vegetables.
176. Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats.
177. Grain mill products.
178. Sugar.
179. Manufacture of other food products.
180. Alcoholic beverages.
181. Soft drinks and carbonated water industries.
182. Tobacco manufactures.
183. Manufacture of textiles (inc. ginning).
184. Manufacture of wearing apparel.
185. Manufacture of leather and fur products.
186. Manufacture of footwear.
187. Manufacture of wood and wood products.
188. Manufacture of wood furniture and fixtures.
189. Manufacture of paper and paper products.
190. Printing, publishing and allied industries.
191. Manufacture of fertilizers.
192. Manufacture of drugs and medicines.
193. Manufacture of other chemical products.
194. Petroleum refineries.
195. Manufacture of petroleum and coal products.
196. Manufacture of rubber products.
197. Manufacture of plastic products.
198. Manufacture of glass and glass products.
199. Manufacture of cement.
200. Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products.
201. Manufacture of iron and steel.
202. Manufacture of non-ferrous metal.
203. Manufacture of fabricated metal products.
204. Manufacture of machinery except electrical.
205. Manufacture of agricultural machinery and equipment.
206. Manufacture of electrical machinery.
207. Manufacture o f shipbuilding and repairing.
208. Manufacture of railroad equipment.
209. Manufacture o f land transport vehicles and equipment.
210. Manufacture of other transport equipment.
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211. Other manufacturing industries.
212. Electricity.
213. Gas manufacture and waterworks.
214. Building construction, other construction.
215. Wholesale and retail trade.
216. Restaurants and hotels.
217. Railway transport, other land transport, water transport, air transport.
218. Communications.
219. Financial institutions and insurance.
220. Personal and professional services, public services, ownership o f dwellings.
V m - IMPORTED COMMODITIES
221. Agriculture and animal husbandry.
222. Forestry.
223. Fisheries.
224. Coal mining.
225. Crude petroleum and natural gas production.
226. Iron ore mining.
227. Non-ferrous ore mining, non-metallic mineral mining, stone quarrying.
228. Slaughtering, preparing and preserved meat.
229. Canning and preserving o f fruits and vegetables.
230. Manufacture o f vegetable and animal oils and fats.
231. Grain mill products.
232. Sugar.
233. Manufacture o f other food products.
234. Alcoholic beverages.
235. Soft drinks and carbonated water industries.
236. Tabacco manufactures.
237. Manufacture o f textiles (inc. ginning).
238. Manufacture o f wearing apparel.
239. Manufacture o f leather and fur products.
240. Manufacture o f footwear.
241. Manufacture o f wood and wood products.
242. Manufacture o f wood fomiture and fixtures.
243. Manufacture o f paper and paper products.
244. Printing, publishing and allied industries.
245. Manufacture o f fertilizers.
246. Manufacture o f drugs and medicines.
247. Manufacture o f other chemical products.
248. Petroleum refineries.
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249. Manufacture o f petroleum and coal products.
250. Manufacture o f rubber products.
251. Manufacture o f plastic products.
252. Manufacture o f glass and glass products.
253. Manufacture o f cement.
254. Manufacture o f other non-metallic mineral products.
255. Manufacture o f iron and steel.
256. Manufacture o f non-ferrous metal.
257. Manufacture of fabricated metal products.
258. Manufacture of machinery except electrical.
259. Manufacture o f agricultural machinery and equipment.
260. Manufacture o f electrical machinery.
261. Manufacture o f shipbuilding and repairing.
262. Manufacture o f railroad equipment.
263. Manufacture of land transport vehicles and equipment.
264. Manufacture of other transport equipment.
265. Other manufacturing industries.
266. Electricity.
267. Gas manufacture and waterworks.
268. Building construction, other construction.
269. Wholesale and retail trade.
270. Restaurants and hotels.
271. Railway transport, other land transport, water transport, air transport.
272. Communications.
273. Financial institutions and insurance.
274. Personal and professional services, public services, ownership o f dwellings.
IX - EXPORTED COMMODITIES
275. Exported commodities.
X - CAPITAL ACCOUNT
276.
277.
278.
279.

Gross capital formation.
Private gross fixed capital formation.
Public gross fixed capital formation.
Changes in stocks.
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XI - REST OF THE WORLD CURRENT ACCOUNT
280. Rest o f the world current account.
XII - REST OF THE WORLD CAPITAL ACCOUNT
281. R est o f the world capital account.
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APPENDIX 2: EFFECTS OF PIECEMEAL POLICY SCENARIOS FOR SELECTED SECTORS

GDP

GDP

Selected Sectors

25% Lower
Bound

25% Upper
Bound

75% Lower
Bound

75% Upper
Bound

Agriculture
Textile
Wearing Apparel
Petroleum
Chemistry
Tobacco

-0,000091
-0,000313
-0,000025
0,002634
-0,000656
-0,000094

0,000019
0,000026
0,000019
-0.000166
0,000536
-0,000063

-0.000573
-0,001124
-0,000062
-0.000344
-0.024197
-0.001496

0,000085
0,000058
0.000640
-0,000659
0,001315
-0,000388

APPENDIX 3: PROTECTION RATES FOR 1990

MRW
677.2
Basic Agriculture
505.0
Agribusiness
4200.1
Mining
1 .1
Beverage Industry
326.8
Tobacco Industry
2 .0
Wearing Apparel
375.7
Textile
50.9
Leather & Fur Products
25.8
Wood & Furniture
208.2
Paper & Publishing ind.
1437.0
Chemical Products
443.4
Petroleum Products
18.2
Glass & Glass Products
529.8
Non-Metalic Products
Metal Industry
994.2
1182.0
Non-elect. Machinery
810.3
Electrical Machinery
770.5
Transport. Equipment
Electricity-Gas-W ater
0 .0
0 .0
Construction
0 .0
Transport-Commun.
415.3
Other Services
MRW: Total Imports from ROW
MEU: Total Imports from the EU
tmrw: Tariff rate on ROW imports
tmeu: Tariff rate on ROW.

tmrw

MEU

tmeu

3.7
5.2

241.4
436.9
27.1
7.3
10.4
4.7
205.9
91.0
34.9
113.4
1847.5
151.4
34.5
664.7
1149.2
2344.5
799.3
1040.7

2.9

0 .8
1 .1
2 1 .2
0 .6

5.2
2.3
0 .6

3.9
33.2
0.9
1.5
8 .8

4.3
2 1 .8

19.2
41.4

8 .1

0.5
2.3
9.6
0 .6

6.7
2 .0

3.3
6 .8

32.3
1.3
1.5
13.4
5.3
31.1
27.6
43.8

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .0

0 .6

123.4

0 .2
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APPENDIX 5:GAMS CODE FOR THE TRCGE MODEL
STITLE GENERAL EQUILIBRIUMMODEL FORTHE TURKISH ECONOMY (TRCGE)
Soffsymxref offsymlist
Sofflisting
SET I SECTORS
/AGRI BASIC AGRICULTURE

M IN E M IN IN G
FOOD FOOD PROSESSED PRODUCTS(AGRIBUSINESS)
DRIK BEVERAGE INDUSTRIES
TOBA TOBACCO INDUSTRIES
WEAR WEARINGAPPERAL
TEXT TEXTILE AND WEARINGAPPAREL
LEAT LEATHERFURAND FOOTWEARINDUSTRY
WOOD WOOD PRODCUCTS AND FIXTURES
FURN MANUFACTURE OF FURNITURE
PAPR PAPER AND PUBLISHING INDUSTRIES
CHEM CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
RBER MANUFACTURE OF RUBBERPRODUCTS
PETRPETROLIUM PRODUCTS
GLAS GLASS PRODUCTS
CEMT OTHERNON-METHALIC MINERAL PRODUCTS
ERST IRON AND STEEL BASIC IND
NTRS NON FERROUS METAL BASIC IND
METL FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
NELM NON ELECTRICAL MACH3NARY
ELCMELECTRICAL MACHINARY
TRNS TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENTS
ENRG ELECTRICITY GAS AND WATERMANUFACTURING
CONS CONSTRUCTION
TRCMTRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION
SERV OTHER SERVICES /
LC LABOR CATEGORY
/ORGLAB ORGANIZED LABOR
MARLAB MARGINAL LABOR /
IT(I) TRADED SECTORS
/agri, MINE, FOOD, DRIK, TOBA, WEAR, TEXT, LEAT, WOOD,
FURN, PAPR, CHEM, RBER, PETR GLAS, CEMT, IRST,
NIRS, METL, NELM, ELCM, TRNS, ENRG, trcm, serv/
IN(I) NONTRADED SECTORS /cons/
□NT(I) INTERMEDIATE INPUT USING SECTORS
IINTN(I) SECTORS THAT DO NOT USE INTERMEDIATE INPUTS
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nND(T)

INDUSTRIAL SECTORS

/MINE, FOOD, DRIK, TOBA, WEAR, TEXT, LEAT, WOOD,
FURN, PAPR, CHEM, RBER, PETR, GLAS, CEMT, IRST,
NIRS, METL, NELM, ELCM, TRNS, ENRG, CONS/
ISRV(T) SERVICES SECTORS
/ TRCM, SERV/
IEU(I) EU SECTORS
/MINE, FOOD, DRIK, TOBA, WEAR, TEXT, LEAT, WOOD,
FURN, PAPR, CHEM, RBER, PETR, GLAS, CEMT, IRST,
NIRS, METL, NELM, ELCM, TRNS/
INEU(T> NON EU SECTORS
/AGRI, ENRG, CONS, TRCM, SERV/
ILST(I) LAST SECTORFOR CALIBRATION
/SERV/
IM(I) MONOPOLIST SECTORS
IM(I) MONOPOLIST SECTORS
/DRIK, TOBA, FURN, PETR, GLAS, IRST, NIRS, NELM, TRNS/
IMC(I) COMPETITIVE SECTORS;
EMC(I)=yes; IM(I)=no ;
IMC(I)=NOT IM(I) ;
ALIAS(I,J);
ALIAS(HNT,JINT) ;

PARAMETER
AA(I,J)
INTERMEDIATE INPUT COEFFICIENTS (NORMALIZED)
AC(I)
ARMINGTON FUNCTION SHIFT PARAMETER
ACM(I)
IMPORT FUNCTION SHIFT PARAMETER
AT(I)
CET FUNCTION SHIF PARAMETER
AX(T)
PRODUCTION FUNCTION SHIFT PARAMETER
AV(I)
VALUE ADDED SHIFT PARAMETER
BC(I)
ARMINGTON FUNCTION SHARE PARAMETER
BCM(I)
IMPORT FUNCTION SHARE PARAMETER
BT(T)
CET FUNCTION SHARE PARAMETER
BX(I)
PRODUCTION FUNCTION SHARE PARAMETER
BVL(ILC) VALUE ADDED FUNCTION LABORSHARE PARAMETER
BVK(I)
VALUE ADDED FUNCTION CAPITAL SHARE PARAMETER
CLES(I)
PRIVATE CONSUMPTION SHARES
GLES(I)
GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION SHARES
DSTRP(T)
RAITO OF PRIVATE INVENTORY INVESTMENT TO OUTPUT
DSTRG®
RATIO OF GOVERNMENT INVENTORY INVEST TO OUTPUT
ELSED(I)
ELASTICITY OF EXPORT DEMANDED
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IT A X (I)
IN D IR E C T T A X R A T E
K DEP©
C A P IT A L D E P R E C IA T IO N R A T E
K D IO (I) S H A R E O F IN V E S T M E N T B Y D E S T IN A T IO N
P W T S (I)
G D P D E F L A T O R W E IG H T S
R H O C (I)
A R M IN G T O N F U N C T IO N E X P O N E N T
M R H O C (I)
IM P O R T F U N C T IO N E X P O N E N T
R H O X (I)
C E S P R O D U C T IO N F U N C T IO N E X P O N E N T
R H O T (I)
C E T P R O D U C T IO N F U N C IT O N E X P O N E N T
R H O V (I)
V A L U E A D D E D F U N C T IO N E X P O N E N T
S U M Z Z (I)
P A R A M E T E R U S E D IN C A L IB R A T IO N
T E (I)

E X PO R T S U B S ID Y R A T E S

teeu(i) export subsidy rate for eu exports
terw(i) export subsidy rate for row exports

T M (I)
T A R IFF R A T E S O N IM P O R T S
TM EU©
T A R IF F R A T E S O N IM P O R T S F R O M E U
TM RW ©
T A R IF F R A T E S O N IM P O R T S F O R M R E S T O F T H E W O R LD
TFEU ©
F U N D R A T E O N IM P O R T S F R O M T H E E U
TFRW ©
FU N D R A T E O N IM P O R T S F R O M R O W
W D IST (L L C ) W A G E P R O P O R T IO N A L IT Y C O E F F IC IE N T S

^D u m m ies to hold initial data
A V C O © A V E R A G E V A R IA B L E C O S T
C C O © C O M P O SIT E C O M M O D IT Y (A B SO R P T IO N )
C D O © P R IV A T E C O N S U M P T IO N
D C O © D O M E ST IC SA LE S
D K IO © D O M E ST IC P R IV A T E C A P IT A L IN V E S T M E N T B Y D E S T IN A T IO N
D S T P O © P R IV A T E IN V E N T O R Y IN V E S T M E N T
D STG O ffi G O V E R N M E N T IN V E N T O R Y IN V E S T M E N T
eeuO(i) exports to eu
erwO(i) exports to row

.

EO©
EX PO R T S
G D O © G O V E R N M E N T C O N S U M P T IO N
IDOffi
IN V E S T M E N T B Y O R IG IN
IN T O © IN T E R M E D IA T E IN P U T D E M A N D S
KOffi
C A P IT A L STO C K S
L S 0(L C ) L A B O R S U P PL IE S B Y C A T E G O R Y
MO©
IM PO RTS
M EUO©
IM PO R TS F R O M T H E E U
M RW O ffi
IM PO R T S F R O M T H E R O W
M K P O © M A R K -U P R A T E
NO©
IN T E R M E D IA T E IN P U T D E M A N S C O M P O S IT E
P W M E U O © E U P R IC E O F IM PO R T S
P W M R W O ® N O N E U R O W P R IC E O F IM PO R T S
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PWEO(I) WORL PRICE OF exports (US DOLLARS)
pweeuO(i) world price of eu exports
pwerwO© world price of row exports
PD0(I) DOMESTIC COMMODITY PRICE
PK0(I) CAPITAL COMMODITY PRICE
PX0(T) OUTPUT PRICE
PC0(I) COMPOSITE COMMODITY PRICE
PM0(T) DOMESTIC PRICE OF IMPORTS
PMEUO(I) DOMESTIC PRICE OF EU IMPORTS
PMRW0(I) DOMESTICPRICE OF ROW IMPORTS
PNO(I) PRICE OF INTERMEDIATE INPUT
peeuO(i) domestic price of eu exports
perwO(i) domesitc price of row exports
PE0(I) DOMESTIC PRICE OF EXPORTS
PVA0(T) VALUE ADDED PRICE
RP0(I) SECTORAL PROFITS
TVCO(T) TOTAL VARABLE COST
V0(I) VALUE ADDED
WA0(LC) AVARAGE WAGE RATE
XS0(I) GROSS OUTPUTS
RRP(I) SECTORAL PROFIT RATE
sumzz1(i) sum
sunizz2(i) summation
rpl someth
rp2 somet

SCALAR AVRP AVERAGE PROFIT RATE
GDPFC GDP AT FACTOR COST
MRIMP MERCHANDISE IMPORTS (US DOLLARS)
MREXP MERCHANDISE EXPORTS (US DOLLARS)
CTAX CORPOTATE TAX RATE
CAPTAXO CAPITAL TAXES ON PRODUCTION /5087.04/
PRVINCO PRIVATE INCOME
FCTRYGO PUBLIC SECTORFACTOR INCOME /13450.278/
RFGPUBLIC SECTORFACTOR INCOME TO GDP
TRSFERO TRANSFERS /16980.748/
REMTTOREMITTANCES FROMABROAD/8578.311/
PFCYROWO PRIVATE FACTOR INCOME FROMROW/4381.652/
GFCYROWO GOVERNMET FACTOR INCOME FROMROW/208.776/
PBINROWO INTEREST PAYMENTS ON PRIVATE DEBT /3676.042/
GBINROWO GOVERNMENT INTEREST PAYMENTS /5375.319/
GIFOGOVERNMENT INVESTMENT Z34228.78/
MPSOPRIVATE SAVINGS /76072.95/
EROEXCHANGE RATE /2630/
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HTAX INCOME TAX RATE
WRRL WAGE RATE FORRURAL LABOR
TOTHHTAXO TOTAL HOUSEHOLD TAX /26462.184/
FSAVO FOREIGN DEFICIT /12855.429/
GSAVO PUBLIC SAVINGS /I3679.9/
GDTOTOTOTAL GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION
GIRGOVERNMENT INVESTMENT-GDP RATIO
GSR GOVERNMENT SAVINGRATIO OF GOV REVENUES TO GDP
GCRGOVERNMENT DEMAND RATIO OF GDP
GIFTO EU ADJUSTMENT GIFTI Q .O f

* # * read sam data

** * $ IN C L U D E M Y S A M .D A T
***

- ■

***

■
■
■-

■

■
■
■

■

■
—

—

*tables from SAM

* # * # * # * # M O D E L C A L IB R A T IO N
*

♦computation of parameters and coefficients for calibration
*

P D O (I)= M A T B A L ("P D O \I);
PMO (I)= M A T B A L (" PDO " ,1);
PM E U O (I)= M A T B A L ("PD O ",I);
P M R W O (I)= M A T B A L ("PD O ",I);
P E O (I)= M A T B A L ("P D O "J);
♦peeu0(i)=matbal("pd0"4);
*perwO(i)=matbal("pdO"J);

P K 0(I)= M A T B A LC’PD O 'M );
P X 0 (I)= M A T B A L ("P D 0 " ,1);
P C O (I)=M A T B A L (nPD O ",I);
E L S E D (I) = M A T B A L (" E L S E D " ,1);
X S 0 (I)= M A T B A L fX S O ” ,1);
M 0 (I)= M A T B A L ("M 0 ",I);
M E U O (I)=M A T B A L ("M E U O ",I);
M RW O (I)=M O(I)-M EUO(T);
E 0 (I)= M A T B A L (nE 0 ",I);
eeuO(i)=matbal("eeuO",i);
erwO(i)=eO(i)-eeuO(i);

CDO (I)= M A T B A L (" CDO " ,1);
G D O C 0=M A T B A L ("G D O ",I);
EDO(T)= M A T B A L ("ID O ",I);
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D S T P O (I)= M A T B A L ("D ST PO ",I);
D S T G O ® = M A T B A L (nDSTGO” ,1);
D S T R G © = D S T G O © /X S O © ;
D S T R P © = D S T P O © /X S O © ;
K O ® = M A T B A L ("K O ",I);
*## c a lc u la te in v e stm e n t allo catio n
D K IO ® = M A T B A L (nTO TD K O ",I);
K D I O © $ (N O T IL S T © )= D K I0(I)/S U M (JJD K IO (J));
K D IO (IL S T )= l-S U M (I $(N O T IL S T (I))>K D IO (I));
* # # ca lc u alte co n su m p tio n shares
G L E S (I) $ (N O T IL S T ® )= M A T B A L ("G D 0 \1 )/S U M (J,M A T B A L ("G D 0 ,,,.J));
G L E S (IL S T )= 1 - S U M (I $ (N O T IL S T © ),G L E S © );
C L E S (I) $ (N O T rL S T (I))= M A T B A L (''C D O n,I)/S U M (JJvlA T B A L ("C D O ",J));
C L E S (IL S T )= 1 -S U M (I $(N O T IL S T (I)), C L E S (I» ;
P W T S (I)= C L E S (I);
K D E P © = M A T B A L ("K D E P ",I)/M A T B A L ("K O ,,,I);
* # # ca lc u late in term ed iate in p u t u se th e n n o rm alize IO m atrix
A A (I,J)= IO (I,J)/X S O (J);

INTO (I)=SU M (J^VA .(I,J)*X SO(J));
♦defin e th e se t o f interm ediate inp u t u sin g sectors
IIN T N (I)= Y E S $(S U M (J,A A (J,I)* X S O (I)) E Q 0);
IIN T (I)= N O T 13NTN(I);
N 0(J)= S U M (I^A A (I, J) * X S 0 (J));
S U M Z Z (J)= S U M (T A A (I,J));
A A (I,JIN T ) $(N O T IL S T (I))= A A (I,JIN T )/S U M Z Z (JIN T );
A A (E L S T ,JIN T )= 1-S U M (I $(N O T IL S T © ), A A © JIN T ));
P N 0 (J)= S U M (I,A A (I,J)* P C 0 ® );
I T A X © = M A T B A L (,'IT A X ',,I)/(P X 0 © * X S 0 © );
V O ® = X S 0 © -N 0 (I);

*PVAO©=(l-nAX©)*PXO©*(XSO®/VO©)-PNO©*(NO®/VO©);
p v a0 (i)= (p x 0(i)*xs0(i)*(l-itax(i))-p n 0 (i)* n 0 (i))/v 0 (L );

* # # la b o r m ark et, w ag e s, etc.
L S O (L C )= L A B O R (nLSO"JLC);
WAO (L C )= S U M (I, W A G E S (I,L C ))/S U M (I,X L E (I,L C ));
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WDIST(I,LC) $ WAGES(IXC)=WAGES(rjLC)/(WAO(LC)*XLE(IXC));
WDIST(IJLQ $ (WAGES(IXC) EQ 0)=0.0;
WRRL = WAO("ORGLAB");
R P O (I)= P V A O (I)* V O (T )-S U M (L C $ W D IS T (IJL Q ,W A O (L Q * W D IS T (IX C )* X L E a J-Q );

* rp 1 (i) =pvaO ( 1) *vO (i);
* rp 2 (0 = S U M (L C $ W D IS T (IX C ),W A O C L C )* W D IS T (IX C )* X L E (IJL C ));
* rp 0 (i)= rp l(i)-rp 2 (0 ;
R R P ® = R P O (I)/K O (I);
C T A X = C A P T A X O /S U M (I $(O R D (T) N E 1), RPO(I));

* # # m a rk up rates

TVCO(T)=SUM(LC $ WDrST(TJX),WAO(kC)*WDIST(I,LC)*XLE(I,LC)) + PNO(I)*NO(T);
AVCO(I)=TVCO(I)/(XSO(I)*(l-ITAX<T)));
********

M K PO (IM )= P X O (IM )/A V C O (IM )-l;
M K P 0(IM C )= 0.0;

*## h o usehold in co m e a n d sa v in g s
PR V IN C O = SUM(I>PVAO(T)*VO(I)) - FC TR Y G O + TRSFERO + REMTTO +
PFCYROW O - P B IN R O W O - C A P T A X O ;
H T A X = TO TH H TA XO /PRV TN CO ;
M PSO = M P S O /((1-H T A X )*P R V 1N C O );

* # # to ta l absorption (a rm in g to n c o m p o site sum )
CCO(I) = INTO(I)+CDO(I)-K j DO(T)+IDO(I)+DSTPO(T)+DSTGO(T);
D CO(I) = X S0(I) - EO(T);
*## in d e x definitions
IT (I) = Y E S $M 0(I);
IN (I)= N O T IT (I);
*#### # # calib ratio n o f a ll s h ift a n d s h a re p ara m ete rs
* # # w o rld prices a n d th e c o m m e rc ia l in stru m e n ts
PW M EU 0(TT) = (PM E U O (IT )*M E U O (IT ) - M A T B A L (" G V E U 0 ",IN 
M A T E A L (''FU N E U O \n})/(T E R O *M E U O (T T ));
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P W M E U O (IN ) = 0 .0 ;
*pweeuO(it)=((peeuO(it)*eeuO(it)-matbaI("subsidyeu",it)))/(erO*eeuO(it));
*pweeu0(in)=0.0;
*pwerwO(it)= (perwO(it)*erwO(it)-matbal("subsidy",it))/(erO*erwO(it));
*pwerw0(in)=0.0;

TMEU(IT)=MATBAL("GVEUOn,IT)/(PWMEUO(lT)*ERO*MEUO(rr));

TMEU(lN)=0.0;
TFEU(IT)=MATBAL("FUNEU0",IT)/CPWMEU0(ID*ER0*MEU0(rr));

TFEU(IN)=0.0;
PWMRWO(rr)=(PMRWO(IT)*MRWO(Tr)-MATBAL("GVRWO",rr)MA.TBAL("FUNRWOn,IT))/(TERO*MRWO(IT));
PWMRW0(IN)=0.0;
TMRW(IT)=MATBAL("GVRW0"dT)/(PWMRW0(IT)*ER0*MRW0(IT));
TMRW(IN)=0.0;

TFRW(TT)= MATBAL("FUNRWO",rT)/(PWMRWO(rr)*ERO*MRWO(TT));
TFRW(TN)=0.0;

PWEO(n)=(PEO(IT)*EO(IT)-MATBAL("SUBSIDY" ,IT))/(ER0 *E0 (IT));
PWE0(TN)=0-0;
TE(Tr)=MATBAL("SUBSIDY",IT)/(PWEO(n^*ERO*EO(Tr));
TE(TN)=0.0;
*teeu(it)=matbaI(''subsidyeu")it)/(pweeuO(it)*erO*eeuO(it));
*teeu(in)=0.0;
*terw(it)=matbal("subsidy",it)/(pwer%vO(it)*er0*erw0(it));
*terw(in)=0.0;
‘ foreign trade functions
*##armington composites

R H O C (I)= (1 /M A T B A L (" S IG C \I))-1 ;

*********
BC(rr)=PMO(rr)/PDO(rQ*CMO(IT)/DCO(IT))**(l+RHOC(IT));
BC(TT) =BC(IT)/(l+BC(rr»;
A C (IT ) = C C O (T T )/(B C (IT )*M O (rr)**(-R H O C (IT ))

+(l-BC(TT))*DCO(rr)**(-RHOC(IT)))**(-l/RHOC(IT));
BC(TN)=0;
AC(EN)=1;
*##import composites

M R H O C ffl = (1/M A T B A L (nM S I G C \ I ) ) - l;

BCM(IT) = PMEUO(Tr)/PMRWO(IT)*(MEUO(IT)/MRWO(TT))**(l+MRHOC(IT));
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BCM(IT) =BCM(IT)/(l+BCM(rr));
ACM(IT) = MO(rr)/(BCM(rr)*MEUO(IT)**(-MRHOC(IT))
+(l-BCM(IT))*MRWO(n)**(-MRHOC(rr)))**(-l/MRHOC(IT));
B C M (IN ) = 0;
A C m (IN ) = 1;

**********
*U# c e t fun ctio n s

RHOT(I) = ( 1/MATBAL(" SIGT”,I))+l;
BT(TT) = l/(l+PDO(IT)/PEO(rr)*(EO(rr)/DCO(IT))**(RHOT(IT)-l));
AT (IT) =XSO(IT)/(BT(n)*EO(IT)**RHOT<TT) +
(1-B T (IT ))* D C O (IT )* * R H O T (IT ))* * (I/R H O T (IT ));
B T (IN )= 0 ;

AT(IN)=1;

* # # p ro d u ctio n functions: ce s o f valu e ad d ed a n d in te rm ed ia te s
R H O X fl) = (1/M A T B A L ("S IG P ",I))-1 ;
B X (H N T ) = (PV A O (IIN T )/PN O (IIN T ))*(V O (IIN T )/N O (IIN T ))**(1+ R H O X (IIN T ));
B X (IIN T ) = B X (IIN T )/(1+ B X (IIN T ));
A X (H N T ) = X S O (IIN T )/(B X (I3N T )*V O (IIN T )**(-R H O X (IIN T )) +
(1 -B X (IIN T )) *N 0(H N T )* * (-R H O X (IIN T )))* * ( - 1/R H O X (IIN T ));

* # # value a d d e d function: ces o f capital a n d la b o r
R H O V (I) = (1 /M A T B A L ("S IG V ",I))-1 :
B V L (IJL C )= 0.0;
B V L (E L C )= W A O (L C )* W D IS T (IT -C )* X L E (I^ C )* * (1 + R H O V (I));
B V K (I) = RRP(I)*KO(T)**(1+RHOV(T));
S U M Z Z (I)= S U M (L C ,B V L (IT C ))+ B V K (I);
B V L (IX C ) = B V L (IX Q /S U M Z Z (I);

BVK(I) = BVK(T)/SUMZZ(T);
S U M Z Z (I) = (S U M ( L C 3 V L (IX Q * (X L E (IX Q * * (-R H O V (I))))

+BVK(I)*KO(I)**(-RHOVCi)))**(-1/RHOV(T));

*S U M Z Z (I) = S U M Z Z l(I)* * (-l/R H O V (I));
* su m z z2 (I)= S U M (B V K (I)*K 0(I)) * * (-R H O V (I));
* S U M Z Z (I)= (su m z z l(i) + su m z z2 (i))* * (-l/R H O V );

AV(T) = V 0 (I)/S U M Z Z (I);
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*##scaling o f all dumies to improve solution, algorithm
MO© = MO®/1000;
E 0 ffi= E 0 © /l0 0 0 ;
eeu0(i)=eeu0(i)/1000;
erw0(i)=erw0(i)/1000;

MEUO© = MEU0©/1000;
MRWO© = MRW0©/1000;
XSO© = XS0®/1000;

KO© = K0 ®/ 1 0 0 0 ;
VO© = V0®/1000;
NO© = N0® /1000;
DKIO© =DK I0®/1000;
IDO© = ID0©/1000;
DSTPOffi $ DSTRP© =DSTP0©/1000;
DSTGO© $ DSTRG© =DSTGO©/1000;
CDO© = CDO©/1000;
GDO© = GD0©/1000;
INTO© =INT0©/1000;
DCO© = DC0©/1000;
CCO© = CC0©/1000;
RPO© =R P0©/1000;
LS0(LC) = LS0(LC)/1000;
XLE(IJLC) =0.001 *XLE©LC);
TVCO© =TVC0© /1000;
PRVINCO = PRVINCO/IOOO;

of calibration
nd of calibration
of calibration
*#*#*#*#*varible definitions

VARIABLES
*price block

PWMEU® EU PRICE OF IMPORTS(TJS DOLLARS)
PWMRW© NON EU ROW PRICE OF IMPORTS (US DOLLARS)
PW E© WORLD PRICE OF DOMESTIC EXPORTS(US DOLLARS)
*pweeu(i) world price of domestic eu exports
*pwerw(i) world price of domesit row exports

P D © DOMESTIC PRICES
P M © DOMESTIC PRICE OF IMPORTS
PMEU® DOMESTIC PRICE OF EU IMPORTS
PMRW© DOMESTIC PRICE OF NON EU IMPORTS
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P E (I) D O M E S T IC P R IC E O F E X P O R T S
♦ peeu(i) dom estic prices o f e u ex p o rts
♦ p erw (i) dom estic p rices o f r o w e x p o rts
P K © R A T E O F C A P IT A L R E N T A L B Y S E C T O R
P X (I) A V E R A G E O U T P U T P R IC E B Y S E C T O R
P N (I) P R IC E O F IN T E R M E D IA T E G O O D
P C (I) P R IC E O F C O M P O S IT E G O O D S
P V A ® P R IC E O F V A L U E A D D E D B Y S E C T O R
E R E X C H A N G E R A T E (T L p e r D O L L A R )
P L E V G E N E R A L P R IC E L E V E L
M K P (I) M A R K U P R A T E
T V C (I) T O T A L V A R IA B L E C O S T S
A V C (I) A V E R A G E V A R IA B L E C O S T S
C C (I) C O M P O S IT E G O O D S U P P L Y
X S © D O M E S T IC O U T P U T B Y S E C T O R
N (I) C O M P O S IT E IN T E R M E D IA T E
V © V ALUE ADDED
D C © D O M E S T IC SA L E S
E © EX PO RTS B Y SEC TO R
e e u © ex p o rts to eu
erw (i) ex p o rts to row
M © IM P O R T S B Y S E C T O R (T O T A L IM PO R T S )
M E U © E U IM PO R T S
M R W © N O N E C IM PO R T S
G D P M P G R O S S D O M E S T IC P R O D U C T A T M A R K E T P R IC E S
♦ fa c to r b lo c k
K © C A P IT A L S T O C K B Y S E C T O R
W A (L C ) A V E R A G E W A G E R A T E B Y C A T E G O R Y
L S © C ) L A B O R SU PPLY B Y C A TEG O R Y
L(I>LC) E M P L O Y M E N T B Y S E C T O R A N D L A B O R C A T E G O R Y
U C A P © C A P A C IT Y U T IL IZ A T IO N R A T E
U N E M P U R U N E M P L O Y E D O R G A N IZ E D L A B O R (1 000 P E R S O N S )
R P © S E C T O R A L P R O F IT S (9 0 B IL L )
♦ in co m e g e n e ra tio n an d d e n a n d b lo c k
I N T © IN T E R M E D IA T E U S IN G
C D © F IN A L D E M A N D F O R P R IV A T E C O N S U M P T IO N
G D © F IN A L D E M A N D F O R G O V E R N M E N T C O N S U M P T IO N
E D © F IN A L D E M A N D F O R P R O D U C T IV E IN V E S T M E N T
D S T P © P R IV A T E IN V E N T O R Y IN V E S T M E N T B Y S E C T O R
D S T G ® G O V E R N M E N T IN V E N T O R Y IN V E S T M E N T B Y S E C T O R
D K I © V A L U M E O F IN V E S T M E N T B Y S E C T O R O F D E S T IN A T IO N
PRV TNC P R IV A T E IN C O M E
M P S M A R G IN A L P R O P E N S IT Y T O S A V E
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*public accounts and macro balances

TRSFER TRANSFERS TO THE PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS
FCTRYG PUBLIC SECTOR FACTOR INCOME
♦TARIF TOTAL TARIF REVENUE
GVEU CUSTOM DUTY FORM EU
GVRW CUSTOM DUTY FROM ROW
FXJNEU FUND REVENUE FROM EU IMPORTS(TL)
FUNRW FUND REVENUE FORM ROW IMPORTS
INDTAX INDIRECT TAX REVENUE
TOTHHTAX HOUSEHOLD INCOME TAX REVENUE
CAPTAX CAPITAL TAXES ON PRODUCTION
EXSUB TOTAL EXPROTS SUBSIDY GRANTED
PRINV PRIVATE INVESTMENT
PBSIDEF PUBLIC SAVING INVESTMENT DEFICIT
GB1NROW INTEREST PAYMENTS ON PUBLIC DEFICIT
PBINROW INTEREST PAYMENTS ON PRIVATE DEBT
GREV GOVERNMENT REVENUE
GDTOT TOTAL GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION
GIF GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT FUND
GSAV PUBLIC SAVINGS
HHSAV TOTAL HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS
INVEST TOTAL INVESTMENT
SAVINGS TOTAL SAVINGS
FSAV FOREIGN SAVINGS
REMIT NET REMITTANCES FROM ABROAD
PFCYROW NON-LABOR FACTOR INCOME FROM ROW
GFCYROW PUBLIC FACTOR INCOME FROM ROW
^welfare indicator for objective function

OMEGA OBJEFTTVE FUNCTION VARIABLE
DROP PSEUDO VARIABLE TO IMPOSE WALRAS' LAW
*#*#variable initialization

PWMEU.L(I)=PWMEUO(I);
PWMRW.L(I)=PWMRWO(I);
PWEX(I)=PWEO(I);
*pweeu.l(i)=pweeuO(i);
*pwerw.l(i)=pwerwO(i);

PD.L(I)=PDO(I);
PM.L(I)=PM0(I);
PMEU.L(T)=PMEUO(r);
PMRW.L(I)=PMRWO(I);
PE.L(I)=PEO(I);
*peeu.l(i)=peeuO(i);
*perw.l(i)=perwO(j);
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PKX(I)=PKO(I);
PXX(I)=PXO(I);
PNX(I)=PNO(I);
PCX(I)=PCO<T);
PVAX(I)=PVAO(I);
ERX=ERO;
PLEVX=1.00000;
MKP.L(T)=MKP0(I);
TVCX(I)=TVC0(I);
AVCX(I)=AVC0(I);
UCAPX(I)=1.000;
CCX(I)=CC0(I);
XS.L(1)=XS0(I);
NX(I)=N0(T);
VX(I)=V0(I);

DC.L(I)=DC0(I);
E.L(I)=E0(I);
eeu.I(i)=eeuO(i);
erw.l(i)=erwO(i);

M.L(I)=M0(I);

MEUX(I)=MEU0(I);
MRW.L (I)=MRW0 (I);
K.L(I)=K0(I);

WAX (LC) =WA0 (LC);
LS.L(LC)=LS0(LC);
L.L(IXC)=XLE(IXC);

UNEMPUR.L = LSXC'ORGLAB") - SUM(IXX(I,"ORGLAB"));
RP.L(I)=RP0(I);

ENT.L(I) = ENT0(I);
CD.L(T)=CD0(I);
GD.L(I)=GD0(I);
ID.L(I)=ID0(I);
DSTP.L(I)=DSTP0(I);
DSTG.L(T)=DSTG0(I);
DKIX(I)=DKI0(I);
PRVINC.L=PRVINCO;

MPSX=MPS0;
GVEU.L=SUM(IA1ATBAL("GVEU0",I))/1000;
GVRWX=SUM(I>IATBAI.("GVRWOnJI))/1000;
FUNEUX=SUM(IAIATBAL("FUNEU0",I))/1000;
*FUNRW.L=SUM(I>MATBAL("FUNRW0',,r))/1000;
FUNRW.L = (SUM(IfMATBAL("TARIF",I))/1000)(GVEU.L + GVRW.L + FUNEU.L);
INDTAXX=SUM(I>IATBAL(,,ITAXn,I))/1000;
FCTRYGX=FCTRYGO/1000;
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TOTHHTAX.L=HTAX*PRVTNCi;
EXSUB.L = SUM(I,MATBAL(" SUBSIDY" ,I))/1000;
GDTOTi=SU M © G D .L © );
GEFi=GIF0/1000;
HHSAV.L = MPS.L*(1-HTAX)*PRVTNC.L;
GSAV.L = GSAV0/1000;
FSAV.L =(FSAV0/ER0)/1000;
PRINV.L=HHSAV.L+FSAV.L*ER.L+GSAV.L+GIF.L;
INVEST JJ=PRINV.L + GIF.L;
SAVTNGS.L=INVEST.L;
REMIT .L=(REMTT0/ER0)/1000;
GBINROW.L=(GB INROWO/ERO)/1000;
PB INROWX=(PB INROW0/ER0)/1000;
PFCYROW.L=(PFCYROW0/ER0)/1000;
GFCYROW.L=(GFCYROW0/ER0)/!000;
CAPTAX.L = CAPTAX0/1000;
TRSFER.L = TRSFER0/1000;
PBSIDEF.L = GIF.L - GSAV.L;
GREV.L = (GVEU.L +GVRW.L) +(FUNEU.L +FUNRW.L) +INDTAX.L +TOTHHTAX.L
+ CAPTAX.L + FCTRYG.L + GFCYROW.L*ER.L + PBSIDEF.L;
GDPMP.L = SUM(I,PVA0(I) *V0(I)) + (GVEUX + GVRW.L)
+ (FUNEU.L + FUNRW.L) + INDTAX.L;
DROPX = 0.0;

option decimals=7;

0p initialization
of initialization
initialization
* # * # * # * # * equation definitions

E Q U A T IO N S
*price block

P M D E F (I) D E F IN IT IO N O F D E M E S T IC IM P O R T P R IC E S
P M E U D E F (I) D O M E S T IC P R IC E O F E U IM P O R T S
PM R W D EFC I) D O M E S T IC P R IC E O F N O N E U IM P O R T S
P E D E F (I) DEFTNTTION O F D O M E S IT C E X P O R T S P R IC E S
*peeudef(i) definition of domestic eu export prices
*perwdef(i) definition of domestic row export prices

A B S O R P T IO N © V A L U E O F D O M E S T IC S A L E S
S A L E S © V A L U E O F D O M E S T IC O U T P U T
P N D E F © P R IC E O F IN T E R M E D IA T E G O O D C O M P O S IT E
V A F C © V A LU E A DDED A T FA CTO R COST
P K D E F © D E FIN TT O N O F C A P IT A L G O O D S P R IC E
P L E V D E F D E F IN IT IO N O F G E N E R A L P R IC E L E V E L
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TVCEQN© DEFINITION OF TOTAL VARABLE COSTS
AVCEQN(I) DEFINITION OF AVERAGE VARIABLE COSTS
♦output block

ACTIVITY© PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY:CES(V AND N)

ACTTVTTY2© PRODUCTION FUNC FOR SECTORS WITHOUT INTER INPUTS
ENTERMED© FOC FOR INTERMEDIATE INPUT USE ALONG CES
VALUEADD© VALUE ADDED FUNCTION: CES(K AND L)
PROFITMAX(LLC) FIRST ORDER CONDITION FOR PROFIT MAXIMIZATION
UNURDEF SPECIFICATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN ORG LABOR MARKET
LSMARLAB MARGINAL LABOR SUPPLY
PROFITS© SECTORAL AGGREGATE PROFITS

CET© GROSS OUTPUT-EXPORTS FRONTIER
ESUPPLY© EXPORT SUPPLY
♦esuppeu(L) export supply eu
*esupprw(i) export supply row

ARMINGTON© COMPOSITE GOOD AGGREGATION FUNCTION
IMPAGG© IMPORT AGGREGATION
IMPFOC© FOC FOR IMPORT AGGREGATION
COSTMIN© FOC FOR COST MIN. OF COMPOSITE GOOD
DCN© DOMESTIC SALES FOR NONTRADED SECTORS
XSN© COMPOSITE COOD AGG. FORNONTRADED SECTORS

♦demand block

INTEQ(J) TOTAL INTERMEDIATE USES
CDEQ© PRIVATE CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR
DSTPEQ© PRIVATE INVENTORY INVESTMENT
DSTGEQffi PUBLIC INVENTORY INVESTMENT
GDPDEF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
PRVTNCDEF TOTAL PRIVATE INCOME
HHTAXDEF TOTAL HOUSEHOLD TAXES COLLECTED BY GOVT.
GDEQ© GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION
GREQ GOVERNMENT REVENUE
FCTRYGEQ PUBLIC FACTOR INCOME
♦TARIFEQ TOTAL IMPORT TAXES
GVEUEQ IMPORT TAXES FROM EU IMPORTS
GVRWEQ IMPORT TAXES FROM ROW IMPORTS
FUNEUEQ FUNDS REVENUE FROM EU IMPORTS
FUNRWEQ FUNDS REVENUE FROM ROW IMPORTS
INDTAXDEF INDIRECT TAXES ON DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
CAPTAXDEF CAPITAL TAXES ON PRODUCTION
EXSUBDEF ESPORT SUBSIDIES
EDEMAND© EXPORT DEMAND
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edemandeu(i) eu export demand
edemandrw(i) rw export denand
♦saving investment block

HHSAVEQ HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS
GRUSE GOVERNMENT BUDGET ALLOCATION
GOVSAV CALCULATION OF PUBLIC SAVINGS
♦MACROBAL MACRO BALANCES
GIFEQN DETERMINATION OF PBSIDEF
SAVEQN TOTAL DOMESTIC SAVING POOL
INVFUND TOTAL INVESTMENT FUND
PRODINV(I) PRIVATE INVESTMENT BY SECTORS OF DESTINATION
WALRAS WALRAS' LAW EQUATION
IEQ(I) INVESTMENT BY SECTOR OF ORIGIN
*market equilibrium

EQUIL(I) GOOD MARKET EQUILIBRIUM
MKPEQN(I) DOMESTIC PRICE FOR MARKUP PRICING SECTORS
CAEQ CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE(BILL DOLLARS)
♦objective function

OBJ OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

♦equations of the model...
♦price block

PMEUDEF(IT)-. PMEU(IT)=E=PWMEU(rr)^ERt (l+TMEU(IT)+TFEU(TT));
PMRWDEF(IT).. PMRW(IT)=E=PWMRW(IT)#ER^(1+TMRW(IT)+TFRW(IT));
PMDEFCTT).. PM(IT) ♦M(IT)=E=PMEU(IT) ♦MEU(IT)+PMRW(IT) ♦MRW(IT);
PEDEF(TT).. PE(IT)=E=PWE(IT)#ER%(U-TE(IT));
♦peeudef(it).. peeu(it)=e=pweeu(it) ♦er*(l+teeu(it));
♦perwdef(it).. perw(it)=e=pwerw(it)*er+(l+terw(it));

ABSORPTION®.. PC®^CC®=E=PD®^DC®+(PM®^M®)$IT®;
SALES®.. PX® ♦XS®=E=PD® ♦DC®+(PE® ♦E®)$IT®;
PNDEF(HNT).. PN(IINT)=E=SUM(JAA(J,nNT) ♦PC(J));
VAFC®.. PX(I) ♦XS ® ♦(1 -ITAX® )=E=PVA® ♦V ® +PN ® +N ® ;
PKDEF®.. PK®=E= SUM(JJPC(J) ♦IMAT(J,I));
PLEVDEF.. PLEV=E=SUM(I,PWTS® #PX®);
♦output and factors of production block

MKPEQN(IM).. PX(IM)=E=(1+MKP(IM)) ♦AVC(IM);
ACTIVITY®NT).. XS®NT)=E=AX®NT)#(BX®NT)^V®NT)#+(-RHOX®NT))
+(l-BX(IINT))%
N(IINT)++(-RHOX(IINT)))^#(-l/RHOX®Nr));
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ACTIVrrY2(IINTN)-. XS(IINTN)=E= V(IENTN);
INTERMED(HNT).. V(W]^/N(TINT)=EKPN(lINT)/PVA(nNT)*BX(H^
(l-BX(nNT)))**(l/(l+RHOX(IINT)));
VALUEADD(I).. V(I)=E=UCAP(T) *AV(I)*(SUM(LC $WDIST(ELC),
BVL(ELC)*L(ELC)**(-RHOV(I)))+
BVK(I)*K(I)**(-RHOV(l)))**(-l/RHOV(I));
PROFrrMAX(rjLQ$WDIST(TXC).. L(I^C)A^(I)=E=((BVL(IXQ*PVA(I))/
((AV(T)**RHOV(I))*WA(LC)*WDIST(ELC)))**(l/(l+RHOV(I)));

♦URLVDEF.. WA("ORGLAB")=E=VRRL*PLEV;
UNURDEF.. UNEMPUR =E=LS(nORGLAB")-SUM(I $WDIST(I,"ORGLAB")^a,"ORGLAB"));
LSMARLAB.. SUM(I $WDIST(I,"MARLAB"), L(I,"MARLAB"))=E= LS("MARLAB")+UNEMPUR;
PROFTTS(I)„ RP(I)=E=PVA©*V(I)-SUM(LC $WDIST(ELQ,
WA(LC) *WDIST(IJ-Q *L(IJLC»;
TVCEQN(I).. TVC(I)=E=SUM(LC $WDIST(ELC),
WA(LC)*WDIST(IrLC)*L(T>LC))+PN(T)*N(I);
AVCEQN(I)„ AVCCI)=E=TVC(I)/(XS(T)*(1-ITAX(I)));

CET(IT).. XS(IT)=E=AT(IT)*(BT(IT)*E(IT)**RHOT(IT)
+(l-BT(IT))*DC(Tr)**RHOT(IT))**Cl/RHOTaT));
ESUPPLY(IT).. E(IT)/DC(TT)=E=(PE(IT)/PD(IT)*(1-BT(IT))/
BT(TT)) **(l/(RHOT(IT)-l));
*esuppeu(it).. eeu (it)/d c(it)= e= (p ee u (it)/p d (it)* (l-b t(it))/
*
b t(it))* * (l/(rh o t(it)-l));
*esupprw (it).. erw (it)/d c(it)= e= (p erw (it)/p d (it)* (l-b t(it))/
*
b t(it))* * (l/(rh o t(it)-l));

EDEMAND(IT).. E(IT)=E=EO(Tiy(PWEO(IT)/PWE(IT))**ELSED(IT);
*edem andeu(it).. eeu(it)= e= eeuO (it)* (p w eeu O (it)* (I+ teeu (it))/p w eeu (it))* * elsed (it);
*ed em an d rw (it).. erw (it)= e= erw O (it)* (p w erw O (it)* (l+ terw (it))/p w erw (it))* * elsed (it);
edem an d eu (it).. eeu(it)= e= eeu0(it)* (p w e0 (it)/p w e(it))* * (elsed (it)+ 0 .8 );
edem an d rw (it).. erw (it)= e= erw 0(it)* (p w e0 (it)/p w e(it))* * (elsed (it)-0 .8 );

ARMINGTON(IT).. CC(TI>E=AC(IT)*(BC(n)*M(lT)**(-RHOC(Tr))
+(l-BC(IT))*DC(IT)**(-RHOC(IT)))**(-l/RHOC(IT));
COSTMIN(IT).. M(TT)/DC(IT)=E=(PD(rr)/PM(IT)*(BC(IT)/
(1 -BC(TT)))) * *(l/(l+RHOC<TT)));
DCN(IN).. DC(IN)=E=XS(IN);
XSN(IN).. DC(IN)=E=CC(IN);
IMPAGG(TT).. M(IT)=E=ACM(IT)*(BCM(IT)*MEU(IT)**(-MRHOC(IT))
+(1 -BCM(IT)) *MR W(IT) * * (-MRHOC (IT))) * *(- 1/MRHOC (IT));
IMPFOC(IT).. MEU(IT)/MRW(IT)=E=(PMRW(IT)/PMEU(IT)*(BCM(I'r)/
(l-BCM (TT))))**(l/(l+M RHOC(rr)));
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*income generation and demand block

INTEQO).. INT(1)=E=SUM(J,AA(IjJ)*N(J));
DSTPEQfl).. DSTP(I)=E=DSTRP(I) *XS (I);
DSTGEQO).. DSTG(I)=E= DSTRG(I)*XS(I);
PRVTNCDEF.. PRVINC=E= SUM(LPVA(I)*V(I))-CAPTAX + TRSFER - FCTRYG
+ PFCYROW*ER - PBINROW*ER + REMITTER;
CDEQ(I).. PC(I)*CD(I)=E= CLES(I)*(1-MPS)*PRVINC*(1-HTAX);
HHSAVEQ.. HHSAV=E= MPS*PRVTMC*(1-HTAX);
GREQ- GREV=E= (GVEU+GVRW+FUNEU+FUNRW)+INDTAX +TOTHHTAX
+ CAPTAX + FCTRYG + PBSIDEF + GFCYROW*ER;
GOVSAV.. GSAV=E=GSR*GDPMP;
♦GIFDEF.. GIF=E= GIR*GDPMP;
GIFEQN.. PBSIDEF=E= GIF-GSAV;
*GCONEQ.. GDTOT=E= GCR*GDPMP;
GRUSE.. GREV=E= GDTOT + GIF + EXSUB + GBINROW*ER + TRSFER;
GDEQ(I).. PC(I)*GD(I) =E= GLES(T)*GDTOT;
GVEUEQ.. GVEU =E= SUM(IT,TMEU<Tr)*MEU(ri)*PWMEU(ri))*ER;
GVRWEQ.. GVRW =E= SUM(IT,TMRW(IT) *MRW(TT)*PWMRW(rr))*ER;
FUNEUEQ.. FUNEU =E= SUM(IT,TFEU(IT) *MEU(IT)*PWMEU(IT)) *ER;

FUNRWEQ.. FUNRW =E= SUM{TT,TFRW(Tr)*MRW(IT)*PWMRW(rr))*ER;
INDTAXDEF.. INDTAX =E= SUM(I,ITAX(T)*PX(T)*XS(I));
EXSUBDEF.. EXSUB =E= SUM(TT,TE(TO*E(UO*PWE(rr))*ER;
CAPTAXDEF.. CAPTAX =E= CTAX*SUM(I $(ORD(I) NE 1), RP(I));
FCTRYGEQ- FCTRYG =E= RFG*GDPMP;
HHTAXDEF- TOTHHTAX =E= HTAX*PRVINC;
SAVEQN-. SAVINGS =E= HHSAV + GSAV + FSAV*ER;
INVFUND.. INVEST =E= PRINV + GIF;
♦^following is guaranteed by walras' law:

♦MACROBAL.. PBSIDEF =E= HHSAV - PRINV + FSAV*ER;
WALRAS.. SAVINGS =E= INVEST + D R O P ;
PRODINV(I).. PK(I)*DKI(I) =E= KDIO(I)*(PRINV+ GIF - SUM(J,(DSTP(J)
+ D S T G (J))* P C (J)));

IEQ(T).. BD(D =E= SUM(J, 1MAT(I,J)*DKI(J));
GDPDEF.. GDPMP =E= SUM(IJ>VA(I)*V(T)) + INDTAX + (GVEU + GVRW)+(FUNEU+FUNRW);
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♦balance of payments

CAEQ.. SUM(IT^>WMEU(IT)*MEU(rT) +PWMRW(IT)*MRW(rr)) +GBINROW
+ PBINROW =E= SUM(ITJ,WE(rr)*E(rr)) + FSA.V + REMIT
+ PFCYROW + GFCYROW;
♦market clearing equilibrium

EQUIL(I).. CC(I) =E= INT(T) + CD(I) + GD(I) + ID(I) + DSTP(I) + DSTGfl);

♦objective function
OBJ.. OMEGA =E= GDPMP;
♦OBJ.. OMEGA =E= 1.00;
♦OBJ.. OMEGA=E= DROP*DROP;

*#*#+###*variable bounds to improve solution algorithm
♦SONTEXT
PC.LO(I) =0.001;
PDiO(I)= 0.001;
PM.LO(TT) =0.001;
PE.LO(TT) = 0.0001;
PK.LO(I) =0.001;
PXXO(I) =0.001;
PVAXO(I) =0.001;
PN.LO(I) =0.001;
XS.LO(I) =0.0001;
V.LO(I) = 0.00;
M.LO(IT) =0.0;
MEU.LO(IT) =0.0;
MRW.LO(IT) =0.0;
DC.LO(TT) =0.0;
CC.LO(IT) =0.0;
WA.LO(LQ =0.001;
RP.LO(l) =0.0;

NXO(I) = 0.0;
E.LO(TT) = 0.0;
eeu.lo(it)=0.0;
erw.lo(it)=0.0;
ID.LO(I) =0.0;
L.LO(IXC)$(L.L(IXC) NE 0) =0.00;
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GEF.LO = 0.0;
ER.LO =0.001;
PWEXO(TT) =0.0001;
UNEMPUR.LO = 0.0;
♦SOFFTEXT

♦ #♦#♦#♦#♦ additional restrictions a n d m o d el closure

PWMEU.FX(I) = PWMEU.L(T);
PWMRW.FX(I) = PWMRWX(I);
♦ p w eeu.fx(i) = pw eeu.l(i);
♦ pw erw .fx (i) = pw erw .l(i);

PWE.FX(IN) =PWEX(IN);
M.FX(IN) = MX(IN);
E.FX(IN) = E.L(TN);
PMEU.EX(IN) = 0;
PMRW.FX(IN) =0;
MEU.FX(1N) = 0;
MRW.FX0N) = 0;
♦ peeu.fx(in) = 0;
♦ p erw .fx(in) = 0;
eeu .fx (in ) = 0;
erw .fx (in ) = 0;

PN.FX(IINTN) = PD0(ITNTN);
N.FX(13NTN) = 0;
L.FX(IXC) $(LX(TXC) EQ 0) = 0;
K.FX(I) = KX(I);

*## la b o r m ark et closure
L S .F X (L C ) = L S .L (L C );
♦ m arg in a l lab o r m arket is com petitiv e
* W A .F X ("M A R L A B ") = W A 0("M A R L A B ");
♦ o rg a n ize d la b o r m arket: nom inal w a g e rate is fixed
W A X X (" O R G L A B ") = W A 0("O R G L A B ");
♦ U N E M P U R .F X = U N E M PU R .L ;
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♦ # # p ricin g clo su re

PLEV.FX = PLEV.L;
M K P .F X (I) = M K P .L (I);
U C A P .F X (1M C ) = 1.00;
* # # g o v e m m e n t b a la n c e clo su re
G EF.FX = G IF .L ;
♦ G D T O T .F X = G D T O T X ;
T R S F E R .F X = T R S F E R X ;
G B IN R O W .F X = G B IN R O W .L ;
G F C Y R O W .F X = G F C Y R O W .L ;
G S R = G S A V .L /G D P M P .L ;
GER = G E F.L /G D P M P .L ;
G C R = G D T O T X /G D P M P .L ;
R F G = F C T R Y G .L /G D P M P .L ;
♦ # # sav in g in v e stm e n t clo su re
M P S .F X = M P S .L ;

♦PRINV.FX = PRINV.L;
♦ # # fo reig n e x h a n g e m a rk e t clo su re
♦#one o f th e follo w in g sh o ld b e m a d e endogenous;
♦ E R .F X = E R .L ;
F S A V JF X = F S A V X ;

REMTTFX = REMTT.L;
P B IN R O W .F X = P B IN R O W X ;
P F C Y R O W .F X = P F C Y R O W X ;
O P T IO N S S O L P R IN T = offX IM C O L = O JL IM R O W = 0, IT E R L IM = 1 0 0 0 ;

* # # so lu tio n o f th e m o d e l
M O D E L T U R K P L A N S Q U A R E B A S E M O D E L /A L L /;
* tu rk p la n .h o ld fix e d = l;
* tu rk p la n .o p tfile = l;
♦ O P T IO N N L P = C O N O P T ;
S O L V E T U R K P L A N M A X IM IZ IN G O M E G A U S IN G N L P ;
♦ S O L V E T U R K P L A N U S IN G M C P ;
d isp la y x s.l, m .l, m eu .l, m rw .l, e.l, ee u .l, erw .l, ls.1, Id;
d isp la y p x .l, pc.l, p v a.l, p n .l, p d .l, p e.l, p m eu .l, pm rw .l;
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♦display pm.l/pd.l, pmeu.I/pd.l, pmeu.l/prnrw, mJ/cci, meu.l/mi, eJ/xs.l;
display wa.l, rp.l, k.l, rrp, tvc.l, avcJ;
display dstp.l, dstg.1, prvinci, hhsav.l, grevi,
gsavj, gdtot.1, indtax.1, captaxJ, tothhtax.1, id.l,
prinv.1, gif.1, savings.l;
display er.l, mps.I, trsfer.l, fctryg.l, gveu.l, gvrw.I, funeu.l, funrw.l,
remit.l, cd.l, dcJ, gfcyrow.l, pfcyrow.l, gbinrowJ, pbinrow.l;

*######END OF THE PROGRAM*######
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